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A b stract
In this thesis we investigate the dynamical behaviour of non-linear power system 
models. Particular attention is paid to giving a dynamical explanation of the 
phenomenon known as voltage collapse. We give a thorough presentation of the 
basic power system concepts and modelling details.
The bifurcation structure of a simple power system model (the 3-Bus model) 
is investigated, with respect to changes to both the real and reactive loads. Nu­
merical methods for this bifurcation analysis are presented and discussed. The 
model is shown to have a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation point and hence homo­
clinic orbits; these orbits can be of Sil’nikov type with many coexisting periodic 
and chaotic solutions. We may use the bifurcation calculations to divide the 2 
parameter plane into a number of regions, for which there are qualitatively dif­
ferent dynamics. We classify and further investigate the dynamical behaviour 
in each of these regions, using a Monte Carlo method to investigate basins of 
attraction of various stable states. We then show how this classification can be 
used to denote each regions as either safe or unsafe with respect to the likelihood 
of voltage collapse.
A larger and more complex class of models is presented and a particular 
example, the M4B6 model, is investigated by the same methods. This is shown 
to have broadly similar behaviour to the reduced model, also governed by a BT- 
point.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 T he problem
Electrical power systems form some of the largest interconnected systems ever 
created. A typical network will span the whole of a medium sized country, with 
hundreds of major generators, thousands of supply lines, tens of thousands of 
components in the distribution network, millions of customers and many millions 
of devices drawing power from the mains supply. The end users expect a reli­
able supply of AC current, with voltage magnitude and phase angle within tight 
tolerances. For the distribution companies, maintaining such a supply is not an 
easy task, requiring constant attention in both the short and long term.
As a discipline within electrical engineering, power systems analysis can be 
traced back to the 1880’s when Westinghouse, Edison, Tesla and others installed 
the first supply networks in the USA and Europe. In comparison to other fields 
with clear engineering applications, such as mechanics and fluid dynamics, power 
systems have received relatively little attention from the applied mathematics 
community. The standard power system models are not well known outside 
the field; perhaps as a consequence these models are sometimes represented in 
the engineering literature in a form which could be described as mathematically 
naive. In any case, there is much that power systems engineers and applied 
mathematicians can learn from each other.
A major problem facing the power systems community worldwide is that of 
avoiding voltage collapse in the network. The voltage collapse phenomenon will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. As we shall see, the concept of voltage 
collapse is not simple to describe. It is characterised by a rapid drop in the 
voltage supplied to users, followed by catastrophic failure of the system over a 
wide area. This is often preceded by high load on the system and/or localised
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faults; however no complete explanation exists of exactly which factors or failures 
may precipitate voltage collapse.
We will discuss in detail efforts made over the last ten years to gain a better 
mathematical understanding of voltage collapse. Several explanations of voltage 
collapse have been posited, not all of them mutually exclusive. These variously 
consider both the origin of voltage collapse and the subsequent behaviour of the 
system. A particularly successful line of enquiry has been to consider the power 
system as a dynamical system and to apply non-linear techniques to analyse this 
system and it is this that we will pursue in this thesis.
1.2 A im s o f th e  th esis
The main aims of this thesis are two fold. Firstly to present a class of models 
of power systems as examples of dynamical systems which can then be analysed 
using the theory and computational methods applied to other dynamical systems. 
Secondly, to use a combination of dynamical systems and related numerical meth­
ods to analyse some examples of power system models of increasing complexity. 
Having determined their dynamical behaviour we then aim to relate this to the 
observed behaviour of real power systems. By this process we can analyse the 
suitability of the dynamical tools for use in an engineering context.
In order to analyse power systems as a general class of dynamical systems, 
we need a clear mathematical exposition of power systems concepts and models. 
It is not possible to simply reference a single source for a clear and in-depth 
mathematical explanation and derivation of power system models suitable for 
analysis as a dynamical system. Many existing textbooks are, at best, targeted 
at an engineering readership, and at worst lacking in mathematical rigour.
It is common for different models to be used for analysis of different parts of 
power system behaviour, with the relationships between these not always clear. 
These models undoubtedly produce the results needed by power engineers -  the 
safe and reliable daily operation of power networks worldwide is a testament to 
this. Indeed the UK network has yet to experience a voltage collapse incident. 
But this approach does not allow us to analyse the whole network as an inter­
connected dynamical system. While there are several papers discussing power 
systems as dynamical systems, it is out of the scope of the majority of them 
to produce a full description of the modelling process. We will review these in 
Chapter 3.
Once we have derived models we apply some analytical methods, both theoret­
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ical and computational. This allows us to gain understanding of the mathematical 
behaviour of the system under analysis. It also allows for better understanding of 
the methods used. Many of the computational methods we shall discuss claim to 
be applicable to extremely wide classes of models (such as “all sufficiently smooth 
ODE models”). Only through careful implementation will we see if this is indeed 
true -  there may be practical issues which mean the methods do not actually 
give the required results. Furthermore we may discover ways of implementing 
the methods more efficiently which may also apply to a larger class of models 
than just power systems.
Results gained about an abstract dynamical system must then be interpreted 
in the context of what that system is actual modelling. This will allow us to un­
derstand both the behaviour of the underlying physical system and at what point 
the model ceases to be an accurate description of that system. In particular we 
hope to gain better understanding of what factors and events might precipitate 
voltage collapse and how the system behaves whilst undergoing collapse. This 
may allow development of the mathematical methods used as practical tools for 
engineering analysis. This requires a good understanding of what modes of be­
haviour are “generic” in power system models. It also means that close attention 
must be paid to the efficiency and practicality of the tools used, especially com­
putational methods.
This research has been funded by a CASE award from the EPSRC and the 
National Grid Company pic; this thesis forms the primary deliverable to the 
industrial sponsors. Two placements within the Modelling, Analysis and Forward 
Development research section of NGC have been invaluable in putting the results 
of this research in context. In particular it was possible to use a typical power 
systems analysis package, and compare its models, methods and algorithms with 
those presented here.
We have tried to keep a balance in the level and style of presentation in this 
thesis. The aim is to present a consistent and reasonably self-contained exposition 
of both the mathematical and the engineering concepts, accessible to readers with 
either a mathematical or an engineering background. We hope that this has been 
achieved without too much explanation of concepts that might appear trivial to 
those already familiar with them, whilst remaining intelligible to those who are 
not.
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1.3 T he m ain ach ievem ents o f th e  th esis
The main achievements of this research can be summarised as follows.
•  Numerical path following methods are developed and shown to be compu­
tationally feasible for use with power system models of the type we have 
studied. They can be used for the calculation and continuation of fixed 
points, bifurcation points and periodic orbits.
•  A Bogdanov-Takens point has been found in both simple and more compli­
cated power system models. Analysis of this bifurcation point appears to 
indicate that it acts as an organising centre for their dynamical structure.
•  Local analysis of the BT-point and the resulting continuation of paths of bi­
furcations allows the computation of the full 2-parameter bifurcation struc­
ture of the models
• This bifurcation structure has been shown to include Sil’nikov homoclinic 
orbits, implying the existence of a wealth of dynamical behaviour in the 
system
• Knowledge of the bifurcation structure helps us investigate the basins of 
attraction of the model, and to associate the basins of attraction to the 
voltage collapse phenomenon.
1.4 T h e structure o f th e  th esis
The layout of this thesis is as follows.
In Chapter 2 we present a review of power systems modelling. We will intro­
duce the basic concepts of generation, distribution and load. For each of these 
parts of the system we will derive and discuss the models used later in the thesis, 
and ways in which they may be extended. The use of these models by power 
systems engineers is then discussed. We refer to the context and methodology 
in which the models are used, and to the algorithms commonly used to provide 
practical solutions.
Chapter 3 discusses the use of dynamical systems theory in the study of 
electrical circuits. We present a review of the mathematical theory needed for 
the remainder of the thesis and a summary of the computational methods that 
will be used. This is followed by a substantial review of the dynamics observed 
in power systems and related models.
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In Chapters 4 and 5 we present and investigate a simple ODE power system 
model, the “3-Bus” model of two generators and one dynamic load. Chapter 4 
presents a full derivation of this model. We present an asymptotic analysis of 
this model when undergoing collapse. We then concentrate on a 1-parameter 
bifurcation analysis of the model, presenting both the theory needed to carry 
out this analysis and the computational methods used. The results reveal a 
rich dynamical structure, including steady-state, periodic, chaotic and homoclinic 
behaviour, and saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations.
Chapter 5 concentrates on the 2-parameter investigation of the 3-Bus model. 
Again we present the theory and methods needed for this analysis. Two-param­
eter continuation of the bifurcation points found in the previous chapter reveals 
a Bogdanov-Takens point which acts as an organising centre for the system. This 
allows us to determine a full understanding of the two-parameter behaviour of 
the system. Armed with this knowledge we can then investigate systematically 
the effect of the parameters on the basins of attraction of the operating points, 
and relate this back to the problem of voltage collapse.
In Chapter 6 we introduce and analyse a larger power system model with 4 
generators and two loads. In general, power system models take the form of a 
Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE), but we clearly identify the circumstances 
when they may be reduced to an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) model, 
and do so for this particular model. We apply the same investigatory methods to 
this new model as for the 3-Bus model, and present some results and conclusions. 
In particular we highlight the role played by a BT-point in this model.
In the final chapter, Chapter 7 we draw some more general conclusions from 
this work. This includes commentary on the study of power systems as mathemat­
ical objects; on the success of the application of the methods of analysis and the 
possibility of using these models as stimuli for further theoretical development. 
Consideration is also given to the practicality of developing some of the work 
in this thesis, and other associated research, into practical tools for engineering 
analysis. This discussion addresses both issues of computational efficiency and 
of the usefulness of dynamical results in an engineering context.
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Chapter 2
R eview  of Power System s 
M odelling
2.1 Introduction
Practical analysis of the design and operation of power systems forms a major 
discipline within electrical engineering. There is a substantial body of research 
into the modelling of individual components, and of the entire network as a single 
system.
In this chapter we discuss the basic concepts behind power system models, 
the models used by us and elsewhere, and how these models are implemented in 
a typical power system modelling package. We give reference where relevant to 
the problem of voltage collapse.
2.2 B asic concepts
2.2 .1  T h e sy stem
Power systems can be divided conceptually into three parts -  generation, distri­
bution and load. Each of these will be discussed in more detail below; here we 
present the basic common concepts.
W ith some notable exceptions1 power systems worldwide operate using a si­
nusoidal three phase alternating current supply at a frequency of 50 or 60 Hz. 
This means that generators have a single rotor, driven by a mechanical power 
source and surrounded by a number of equally spaced stators. These generate
1For instance the high voltage DC interconnection between the French network and the 
England & Wales network, and the proposed North Sea DC link to Norway
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three sinusoidal voltage waveforms (with respect to a common neutral) at phase 
differences of The distribution network carries each phase separately, along 
with the common neutral. Large industrial users may have equipment (e.g. mo­
tors, electric arc furnaces) that uses all three phases; local supply companies 
typically split the phases and give smaller industrial and domestic users a single 
phase supply.
Design and operation of power systems is complicated by the fact that there is 
often no single organisation in total control of the entire system. For instance, in 
the highly deregulated England & Wales network, the division of the commercial 
operation is analogous to the conceptual division into generation, network and 
load. A variety of large and small generating companies (National Power, Power- 
Gen, nuclear and other generators) supply power to the National Grid Company. 
NGC then distribute this power directly to large industrial users and to local sup­
ply companies. The local power companies distribute and sell power to smaller 
commercial and domestic users. From the point of view of modelling, this means 
that despite various obligations between the various companies to share long and 
short term information about the systems’ states and parameters, there is a de­
gree of uncertainty about the state and behaviour of the system. In the case of 
loads, even in countries with highly regulated and centralised power systems, it 
is impossible to know the properties of every single load connected to the system 
and we are forced to use empirical and stochastic methods to some extent.
2 .2 .2  R ea l and reactive  P ow er
Let the instantaneous current flowing through an inductive component (for ex­
ample a wire of negligible resistance) be
ii(t) = Im sm(u0t) (2.1)
where Im is the peak current. (Here i/(0) =  0, arbitrarily). The instantaneous in­




t  d . .
L dtH{t)
(2.2)
uj0L Im cos(w(j() (2-3)
u 0L Im sin(cj0l +  | ) (2.4)
ui0Lii(t') (2.5)
X L itit') (2.6)
where t' =  (t +  ^ ) .  So in an purely inductive component the voltage curve is a 
quarter of a cycle ahead of the current curve. The quantity X l = uj0L  is referred 
to as the inductive reactance.
In a circuit with perfect capacitance C , let the voltage across the capacitor 
be given by vc(t) =  Vm sin(iUot). The instantaneous current in a capacitor is 
proportional to the rate of change of voltage, so
, s dv ,
ic(t) =  C -  (2.7)
=  u0CVm cos(u0t) (2.8)
=  LJoCVm sm(uot +  f) (2.9)
which gives
vc(t') = Vm sm(uot +  f) (2.10)
=  ( 2 - n )
=  X c  ic(t). (2.12)
Hence in a purely capacitive component, the voltage curve is a quarter of a cycle
behind the current curve. The quantity X c  = 1/ ( looC) is called the capacitive 
reactance.
We are often interested in average quantities over one AC cycle; that is the 
r.m.s. values
V  = (2.13)
(2.14)
and similarly I  =
8
Now consider AC flow through a component consisting of a resistance R , a 
reactance X l and a capacitance X c  in series, often referred to as an RLC circuit 
(Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: RLC circuit diagram
Let the instantaneous current through the components in this circuit be
i ( t) = Im cos(ut) =  V 2 I cos(ut) . (2.15)
By Kirchoff’s voltage law, the instantaneous voltage across the whole RLC 
component is given by
v(t) = vr(t) + Vi(t) + vc(t)
= Im (Rcos(ut) — (X l — X c )  sin (cut)) 





£  =  V-R2 +  {Xl -  X c f (2.19)
and
(f) = tan _! ( X L - X C 
, R
Hence the maximum voltage is Vm = ImZ , and the r.m.s voltage is
(2 .20)




Then the instantaneous power is given by
p{t) = pr(t) +  pi(t) +  pc(t)
= i(t) (vr(t) +vi(t) + vc(t))
= y/2I  cos (cut) ( V 2 1 R  COs(ldt)
(2 .22)
(2.23)
—\/2 X l I  sin(ciJt) +  \P lX c l  sin {cvt)^ (2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)
=  I 2R{ 1 +  cos(2cut)) — I 2{Xl — X c)  sin(2ut)  
= I 2R  +  I 2 [ Z cos(2cj£ +  </>)).
Integrating (2.26) over one cycle, and noting that 0 is constant and cos(2Lut + cj)) 
has zero integral over a cycle, gives average power consumed by the circuit
This is the average rate of energy transfer, often called the active or real power.
The reactive components contribute to the instantaneous power, but their net 
energy transfer over one cycle is zero. A useful quantity is the maximum rate of 
energy flow through these components, that is
This is referred to as the reactive power of the circuit.
Clearly it is in the interests of energy distributors to have as large a power 
factor cos(0) as possible (by making 0 «  0) in order to supply the maximum 
active power to consumers.
Note that if X c  =  X l =  0 we have 0 =  0 and so P  = I V  as we expect for a 
resistance. If R  =  0 and not both X l = 0 or X c  =  0, then there is no net energy 
transfer and P  = 0, Q = IV .
Also note that we would have reached the same definitions of P  and Q had 
we replaced X c  by — X c  and X l by — X L. This is because the charge flowing 
into and out of the reactive components is equal in magnitude as the current 
alternates. It is conventional to represent, in (2.17), the inductive reactance as 
—X l and the capacitive reactance as +Xc-
2 .2 .3  P h a so r  n o ta tio n
The use of “phasor” notation is common in the electrical engineering literature. 
Quantities which are considered to be orthogonal in some sense, such as active and
P  = I 2R  = I 2Zcos((f>) = V I  cos(0). (2.27)
Q = I 2{Xl -  X c ) = I 2Z sin(0) =  W sin(0). (2.28)
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reactive power, or resistance and reactance, may be represented in the (complex) 
plane as a modulus and an angle. For example, an impedance consisting of a 
reactance X  and a resistance R  can be represented as
Z =  R  +  iX  = Zel<t> (2.29)
where i =  a/—1, </> =  arctan(^) and Z  =  \ fR 2 -I- X 2, or even as
Z =  ZZcj). (2.30)
This interpretation of certain electrical quantities as being complex valued al­
lows for efficient formulations of theorems and equations relating two such quan­
tities, such as network theorems (see below), and also for graphical representation 
(Figure 2.2).
R
Figure 2.2: Typical “phasor” representation
In phasor notation we can refer to the complex power S =  P  +  \Q. With 
respect some reference angle, let V  =  Velot and I =  7eI/3. Generalising (2.27,2.28) 
we have P  =  V I  cos(a — (5) and Q = V Is in (a  — (3). Then
S =  P  + iQ (2.31)
=  V I  (c o s(a -/? )  +  i s i n ( a - 0 ) )  (2.32)
=  V (cos(a) +  isin(a)) J  (cos(/3) — isin(/?)) (2.33)
=  VI*. (2.34)
In an RLC circuit with impedance Z =  Zel<t> =  R  +  i(X L — X c ),
V  =  V  (cos(a) +  isin(a)) (2.35)
=  I Z e ia (2.36)
=  I e ^  Ze*a- p) (2.37)
=  IZ. (2.38)
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If we define the complex admittance





R  , . ( X L - X C) h 1--------------z 2 z 2
(2.41)
then
I =  V Y (2.42)
We can refer to G as the conductance and B  as the susceptance.
Thevenin’s theorem states that any two terminal AC network can be rep­
resented by an equivalent circuit consisting of a voltage source and a series 
impedance [1], and we shall use this later to make some simplifications to certain 
circuits.
2.3 G eneration
Large scale power generation is provided by a mechanical force driving a turbine, 
which in turn drives the generator. The varying magnetic field produced by 
electro-magnets in a rotor attached directly to the turbine induces an alternating 
current in coils surrounding the rotor (the stator).
In this section we show the derivation of an equation, the swing equation, 
which models the dynamics of the generator as it responds to varying load.
The coils in the stator are arranged in pairs on opposite sides of the rotor, 
each pair generating one phase of the multi-phase supply (Figure 2.3).
The driving mechanical force may come from a steam turbine (such as in coal 
fired or nuclear power plants), a gas turbine, wind or water power. Variation 
in the production of this mechanical force provides a governing mechanism, by 
which the generator may be controlled. Although there are differences in the 
speed and size of the turbines used with different mechanical power sources, the 
basic model described below remains the same. In our model we assume that the 
mechanical power produced is constant.
The electro-magnetic behaviour of the rotor and stator is complex and can be 
modelled in using the so-called Park equations [2]. However, the model described 
below is sufficient to describe generator behaviour in the context of the whole 




Air gap Field windings
Figure 2.3: Generator cross-section schematic
equations here.
In our model below, we assume that the mechanical power produced is con­
stant; this corresponds to assuming the above mechanical control and governing 
systems are working perfectly. We model frictional and electro-magnetical effects 
by assuming that damping is proportional to the rate of change of relative phase 
angle. Non-uniform damping models can also be used [3].
The magnetic field induced in the rotor windings does not have to remain 
constant. Changes in this field will induce changes in the output voltage from the 
stator windings. This may be used as a control mechanism (voltage regulation). 
In this model we assume that such a system is in place without modelling it 
explicitly, so that the generator provides a constant voltage output Vm. It is worth 
noting that in a real system, extraordinary parameter values and states could 
cause such a control system to break down and thus our model would become 
invalid. We should also note that if the voltage output from generators can be 
controlled successfully, then voltage collapse is likely to be a load dominated 
phenomenon.
Starting a generator is a non-trivial exercise. The mechanical start-up process 
itself requires a substantial electrical supply in order to power the electromagnetic 
parts of the generators and other equipment. Once turning, the generator must be
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synchronised with the network before connection. The problem is compounded 
if several generators are required to be started at the same time. This is one 
of the major reasons why network operators are very keen indeed to avoid the 
wide-scale shutdowns typical in voltage collapse incidents.
D erivation of “swing equation” generator m odel
First we must introduce the concept of a synchronously rotating reference. This 
is a perfect sinusoidal signal at a fixed angular velocity ujq. We can measure the 
frequencies and angular displacements of our electrical supplies with respect to 
this reference. In the case of examining only part of a power system this reference 
can be thought of conceptually as “the rest of the network” , acting as a simple 
model of a much larger system we are feeding into. If we are examining the 
network as a whole, the reference might be a weighted average of all the phase 
angles at the different generators and loads.
The value of ljq is given by
u;0 =  2txf  (2.43)
where /  is the frequency of the network, usually 50 or 60 Hz.
We shall show below (Section 2.4) that the AC power transfer between two 
points in a circuit (2.27,2.28) is dependent on the difference between the two 
phase angles, so measuring these angles with respect to a reference will make no 
difference to our later calculation of power transfers.
We can now derive an equation linking the mechanical power input and elec­
trical power output. We consider the torque (rotating force) on the generator 
rotor. Let the turbine and generator rotor have combined moment of inertia 
J  (k g m 2) and angular velocity u m (ra d s -1). If Ta ( Nm)  is an accelerating 
torque, then Newton’s 2nd law for a rotating body is
jd ^ m  _  ^  ^  m s s -2 (2.44)
LLl/
Now let lj0 (rads-1) be the rated angular velocity of the system as above, and 
let VAbase (W) be a characteristic power value (usually 100MW, sometimes called
J  ^the “base” power). We can then define an inertia constant H  = ^vAf" (ra ^2 s) • 
Analysis of actual generators show this inertia constant to be fairly independent of 
the speed and power of the machine, but is defined more by the type of generator 
(large/small, gas/coal/hydro, etc.).
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Then equation (2.44) becomes
2 H d(jJr T r A 771   rp2 ' Sybase - — n.
U r dt
(k g m 2 s 2 rad) (2.45)
and so
2 H  du. TaujQ
uq dt VAbase
which we can write as
diUr
2 t f - r 1 =  Pa dt
(dimensionless) (2.46)
(2.47)
where Pa is the dimensionless accelerating power and u r =  uJm/ujQ is the relative 
angular velocity.
We will actually use the angular velocity of the rotor with respect to the 
synchronously rotating reference,
LJ = Um - U 0 
= UJq (iJr — 1)
(2.48)
(2.49)
Now let Sm(t) be the angular position of our generator rotor with respect to the 
synchronously rotating reference; let ujm be the angular velocity as above. Then 
at time t  the rotor has relative angular position
and so



















Then (2.47) can be written
-  P  (2 55)
u>o dt* ~ F a  ( 2 ' 5 5 )
Now consider the non-dimensionalised accelerating power Pa. It consists of me­
chanical power input Pm, electrical power generated Pe and a damping term. We 
shall model the damping torque as proportional to the change in angular velocity 
(2.52), giving
2H  d28m _  D n K D( n
7.2 Pm Pe y^m ^o) (2.56)LUq dt1 CJq
=  Pm -  Fe -  — ^  (2.57)
ujo dt
In summary,
f  = - <2-58)
M %  =  P m ~ Pe ~ dmw  (2’59)
where M  = 2 H /luq and dm = K d / ljo. This equation is now non-dimensionalised
with respect to all quantities except time (measured in seconds).
2.4 D istr ib u tion
Power is transmitted from generators to loads through a network of supply lines. 
These may be overhead lines supported on pylons or underground cables. Both 
types of line are typically made of low resistance copper. The two types of line 
have different inductive and capacitive behaviour; this can be represented by 
different parameter values in the model below.
The distribution network consists of many other components, relays and 
switch gear, protection devices, and reactive power compensation devices. In 
the following model these are not modelled explicitly, but are either assumed to 
be in constant states or are subsumed into the parameters describing the lines. 
The diagram shows the theoretical placement of a transformer, but we assume 
the ratio N  to be 1.
The term bus or bus-bar is used to refer to an idealised point of connection 
between two or more points in a power systems circuit.
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Figure 2.4: 7r network formulation
2.4 .1  Pow er transfer b etw een  2 b uses
We can represent a single line connecting two bus-bars by the circuit known as 
the 7r-section representation, Figure 2.4.
The complex power injected into the network at Bus 1 is
Si =  V ii;
=  V i  +  G s'Ji 2 +  1 ^ 5 ,1 2 ) +  ( V i  — V 2 )  (C ?i2 +  i # i 2 )^
=  (Vie- iS' (Gs,n -  i(Bs>12 +  B s,i)) 
+ (yie- U i - V 2e-u*)(G l2 - i Bl2))
=  V12(G?5 ) 12 +  G i2) — Vi V2(G\2 cos(^i — 52) +  B 12 sin(^i — £2))
+  i ^.2(#s',i +  # 5,12 +  # 12)
—V1V2 (^ 1 2  sin($i — S2) — # 1 2  cos($i — ^2 ))^ (2.60)
To find the active and reactive power injections into the network at Bus 1, we take 
the real and imaginary components of (2.60) respectively. By Kirchoff’s current 
law, the active power injection at Bus 1 must balance the difference between the
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active generation and load at Bus 1; likewise the reactive powers. This gives
Pe, 1 — Pi,I ~  ^12 (^ 5,12 +  Gu)
—V1V2 ( ^ 1 2  cos(^i — $2 ) T B\2 sin(^i — ^2 )) (2.61)
Qe, 1 — Ql,l  = —Vi(Bs,l +  Bs, 12 +  B12)
- V i V 2 ( G 12 sin(^  -  6 2 ) -  B 12 COS{ S 1 -  S2 ) )  (2.62)
2.4 .2  Pow er transfer b etw een  n  b uses
Now let j  £ c(i) if Bus i is connected to Bus j  with such a circuit. The network 
equations (2.61,2.62) generalise obviously to
P e , i ~ P l , i  =  * ? £ ( < ? * « + < ? * )
jec(i)
-  Vj Y^, v3 ( ° i j  c o s ( S i -  5i) + BH sin(5i -  Si)) (2-63)
jec(i)
Qe,i ~  Ql,i =  —Vi ^  {Ps , ij + B i j)
jec(i)
- V i Y i  v 3 { G i j  sin(5j -  S j )  -  B cos(<Si -  S j ) )  (2.64)
jec{i)
We will typically have values or expressions for Pe,i,Pi,i and Qij.  The problem 
of finding the V* and Si that satisfy these power values is known as the load flow 
problem. We will discuss methods for this problem and how it relates to and can 
be combined with the process of calculating values for the generator and load 
powers.
Note that all occurrence of electrical phase angles Si  are as differences, hence 
(2.63,2.64) will not be effected by a global change in phase angle. In order to 
solve the system there must be a fixed reference frequency. For instance we can 
fix the phase angle at one bus to be zero, or we may define a (weighted) average 
of the phase angles to be zero.
2.5 Load
Power system loads consist of the total real and reactive power demands of all 
electrical devices connected to the network. These devices will primarily be re­
sistive (lighting, heating, etc.) but may also be reactive (for instance induction 
motors). Given the enormous number of loads connected to the system, it is not
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practical to model them individually; except for perhaps the largest loads, such 
as electric arc-furnaces [4]. Network operators will attem pt to model the aggre­
gate load at each point where the main network supplies the local distribution 
systems and the largest individual customers. Both the real and reactive loads 
at each of these load buses will be of interest.
We must give some consideration to the time scale that we are interested 
in. In the very long term, load variation will depend on seasonal and economic 
factors. Models on this time scale can be used to make design decisions for the 
supply network and decide the viability of investing in new generating capacity.
On a daily time scale, there will be a large variation between the highest and 
lowest total loads, by a factor of about 2. The exact values will largely be de­
pendent on the prevailing weather conditions, which effect load due to domestic 
heating, and the time of year, which will effect the use of street and domestic 
lighting. The estimated loads in each time period are used by the network opera­
tors to decide which generators will be connected to the network and (in countries 
with a competitive market for bulk electricity supply) the price of power. In the 
UK such load and pricing calculations take place for each half-hour interval of the 
day. Within each time interval, the network operators may have to take account 
of likely sudden surges in power, and hold reserves of power to cope with this in 
the form of generators that are running but not connected to the network. These 
surges can be caused by the end of televised events, followed by a large number of 
customers switching on domestic appliances such as kettles2. The sudden increase 
in demand can be over 5% of the total power supplied by the network; however 
these surges can be predicted and generally do not lead to system instabilities.
On a very short time scale (seconds and minutes) we can assume that the 
arrangement of the system stays constant; that no generators are being connected 
to or disconnected from the network, that network parameters remain constant 
and that loads are purely dependent on the characteristics of the supply and 
not on any external changes. We have described simple models for behaviour 
of generators and the flow of power through the transmission network. This 
will supply an AC voltage to the load buses at particular phase angles 6 and 
magnitudes V. At each load bus there will be aggregate real and reactive loads 
Pi and Qi. We want to model the dependency of these values on one another, 
and possibly on their time derivatives also. The dynamics of load devices such as 
induction motors will effect the system dynamics on these short time scales [5] so
2 The record such surge in the UK was over 3000MW, occurring after the solar eclipse of 
August 11th 1999.
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we must include these in our model. It is on this shorter time scale that voltage 
collapse occurs.
2.5 .1  “S ta tic” and “d yn am ic” load m od els.
There is a distinction in the power engineering literature between “static” and 
“dynamic” load models. This is probably historical and is somewhat artificial 
from a mathematical perspective -  it is not always true that “static” load models 
are those without time derivatives.
The simplest load model is to take Pi and Qi to be constants independent of 
V  and S. A general static model would be of the form
Pi =  P(V,S), (2.65)
Qi =  Q(V,6). (2 .66)
This could be an exponential model, for instance
P  = P0 (V)a (2.67)
or perhaps a polynomial model
Q  =  Q2 V 2 +  +  Qo- (2.68)
Despite the name “static” , this class of models would also include those combin­
ing an exponential or polynomial model with a representation of the frequency 
dependence of the load, for instance
P  =  P0 (V)a ( l  +  KpuSj , (2.69)
<3 =  Qo { V f  ( l  +  K , J }  . (2.70)
At least one author [6] has gone to great lengths to justify the use of a deriva­
tive in a “static” model. Load at a given time is proposed to be dependent on
the overall change in frequency, then this change is approximated by a derivative,
as follows
A /  =  f - f o  (2.71)
»  6. (2.72)
All these models may be combined if so desired. The constants a , P0» Qu etc-
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might be found by empirical methods, using data sets from load measurements 
of actual power systems.
Such “static” models are typically used in investigation of the distribution 
network alone. One might wish to specify load and generating powers and then 
investigate the behaviour of the network by examining the existence and form of 
solutions to the “load flow” problem determined by (2.63,2.64).
A second class of load models are those referred to as “dynamic” . In such 
models an attem pt is made to explicitly model the short term behaviour of certain 
types of load. This might be the behaviour of relays and switches after they have
been tripped, or automatic tap-changing transformers (if not included in the
network model), or thermostatically controlled devices. These can generally be 
formulated as closed loop control systems and hence an equation could be written 
relating V ,5 ,u , P ,Q  and their time derivatives. For further details of particular 
models, see a survey of load modelling formulations [7] or a standard textbook 
[6],
In [8] there is a discussion of the use of such models and their failure to prevent 
a major voltage collapse incident in Sweden. Laboratory experiments on the load 
response of induction motors suggested that a class of models could be improved 
by including a dependency on V  (representing the inertia of such devices).
Pt = p Q + p 1 + K pu6 + K po(V + T V )  (2.73)
Qi = Qo +  Qi +  K qu}6 +  K qvV  +  K qv2 V 2 (2.74)
This model is further discussed in [7, 9] and in Chapter 3. The constants P i,Q i 
represent a static domestic load, with the other terms including the constants 
P0,Q 0 represent induction motor load.
2.6 M od el form ulation and so lu tion
Now we have models for all three sections of the system; generation, distribution 
and load. We can combine these as described below. We must make a careful 
distinction between unknowns where we have an expression involving a time 
derivative of the variable and unknowns where we do not. These are typically 
referred to in general as x  and y respectively.
At each generator bus we have differential unknowns -  phase angle 8m and 
relative angular velocity ujm -  with expressions for their derivatives (2.58,2.59). 
The constant machine input power Pm, damping coefficient dm, output voltage
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V  and constant real and reactive loads at the generator Pi, Qi, are all assumed 
to be known. Algebraic unknowns are the real and reactive outputs Pe and Qe 
(although the latter is not needed in order to solve the system, but may be 
calculated once the solution is known).
At each load bus we have differential unknowns -  supply voltage V  and supply 
phase angle 5 -  with expressions for their derivatives (2.73,2.74) using a number 
of specified constants. Algebraic unknowns at the load buses are the real and 
reactive loads Pi and Qi.
At every bus we must satisfy Kirchoff’s current law, leading to the algebraic 
constraints (2.63,2.64). At each bus with dynamic variables (in our case load 
and generator buses) we may substitute the expression from Kirchoff’s law into 
the differential equation. For example (2.63) with Pi = 0 can be subsituted into 
(2.59) to eliminate Pe. In general this leads to
x = f {x ,y ,X) .  (2.75)
where x  is a vector of all differential variables, y a vector of all algebraic variables 
(e.g. voltage magnitudes and phase angles at buses without a dynamic generator 
or load model) and A a vector of all parameters and constants.
At buses where we do not have differential equations relating the unknowns, 
for instance simple junctions between supply lines, we will have algebraic un­
knowns voltage V  and phase angle 5. We must again also apply the constraints
(2.63,2.64), where the load and generation, and hence the net power, are zero. 
This gives an algebraic constraint on the system of the form
0 =  g(x,y,  A). (2.76)
We will also get a constraint of this type at load buses if we choose a load model 
containing no time derivatives, such as of type (2.65,2.66).
So if we have non-algebraic load models and no “junction” buses, we will have 
an ODE system (2.75) to solve with no algebraic variables y. If we choose alge­
braic load models and/or have junctions in the system then we will get algebraic 
constraints (2.76) on the system and hence a more complicated DAE model. This 
will have implications on the numerical methods chosen for solution and analysis 
of the system (2.75,2.76). Much traditional power engineering analysis has fo­
cused on the generation and distribution part of the modelling problem (see next 
chapter). The implicit assumption has been that more complicated load models 
lead to more complicated mathematical and computational problems. Here we
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have shown that this is not necessarily true.
2 .7  P ractica l usage
Given the complexity of any “real-world” power system model, it is not surpris­
ing that tools have been developed to allow automated assembly and solution 
of the equations governing a given network configuration composed of specified 
components. Several systems exist to allow graphical assembly and solution of 
power system and other electrical models.
Notable amongst these are the EUROSTAG system, developed by Electricite 
de France, and the power system block-set, which is a set of modules for the 
Simulink control system that forms an add-on to Matlab. These both make use 
of block diagrams and a graphical user interface to specify system components, 
configuration and parameters. A block might specify a basic “swing” equation 
generator model; to this could be added blocks representing control devices for 
both the mechanical power input and the voltage output. In each block, relevant 
parameters and initial conditions can be specified. Similar blocks, or groups of 
blocks, can represent the network and loads. The package will automatically 
generate and solve the equations, calculating trajectories over time, and produce 
user output as required.
The advantages of this system are that the same graphical interface can be 
used to define the models and view their predicted behaviour. They are of great 
use to the engineer who may not be interested in the detail and theoretical be­
haviour of the underlying mathematical models of each component, but must find 
a way of replicating and predicting the behaviour of a real or proposed power sys­
tem.
For the same reasons that such systems are useful to engineers dealing with 
practical problems, they may cause difficulties to mathematicians (or theoreti­
cally inclined engineers) who are interested in the underlying mathematical mod­
els and the numerical methods used to approximate their behaviour. A major 
disadvantage of systems relying on block-sets is that they only offer a finite num­
ber of blocks with which to represent system components and a finite number of 
methods with which to solve the system. For example it is not possible in the 
EUROSTAG system to specify a load model of the form P  =  f (V) .  In the same 
package, a variety of numerical methods can be chosen to solve the differential 
equations defined by the blocks and produce trajectories of system states over 
time, however there is no simple way to implement a continuation method to
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investigate the parameter dependence of the systems.
2.8 N on-linear m odels o f  specific pow er system  
com p on en ts
A number of related problems in power systems modelling are currently attracting 
interest in the non-linear mathematical community.
2.8 .1  T h e D C —D C  buck converter
There exist several DC-DC links connecting national power networks, such as the 
cross-channel connection linking the French and English networks. It is desirable 
to use DC for such links, since this avoids any frequency or phase linkage between 
the two systems and can lead to more efficient power transfer. In an AC system, 
transformer devices can utilise the principle of self induction to step the voltage 
up or down to the desired level; this is not possible in a DC system. The DC- 
DC Buck converter uses a switch driven by a non-smooth signal and a circuit 
containing resistance, reactance, capacitance and a diode, in order to step down 
the DC voltage. The non-smooth signal leads to dynamical effects which are 
interesting both physically and mathematically, such as grazing and sliding [10].
2.8 .2  Transform ers  
Ferro-resonance
Hysteresis is an important phenomenon in the study of large magnetic fields. In 
the operation of transformers it can lead to multiple stable states co-existing; the 
states other than the normal operating state are termed ferro-resonant
Dynamical systems techniques are well suited to examination and understand­
ing of such behaviour. Lamba et al. [11] show how experimental data can be used 
efficiently and accurately to determine parameter values needed to describe the 
magnetic response in a standard model of magnetic hysteresis. This allows the 
complete specification of a (non-smooth) dynamical system. At each parame­
ter value, random initial points were chosen and the system iterated over time. 
Application of a Poincare section allows the generation of bifurcation diagrams 
which clearly show the multiple stable states occurring during ferro-resonance 
and at which parameter values such behaviour occurs. These numerical results 
show good correlation with data obtained from laboratory experiments.
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On-load tap changing transformers
The voltage increase or decrease at a transformer is dependent on the “tap ra­
tio” . Transformers in modern networks have the ability to have their tap ratio 
changed without being taken off-line, and so are known as On-Load Tap Chang­
ers (OLTCs’). This may be done remotely, either due to the direct intervention 
of an operator, or as the result of some control algorithm which aims to main­
tain a constant voltage supply to the end user while maximising efficiency in the 
distribution network. Since the tap-ratio may be set at one of a finite number of 
discrete settings, behaviour of an OLTC system can naturally be interpreted as 
a discrete dynamical system.
It has been suggested [12, 13] that OLTC’s may contribute adversely to the 
stability of the system in a voltage collapse situation. Dynamical systems analysis 
of power system models incorporating OLTC’s is theoretically problematic, since 
they consist of a discrete system (the OLTC), a continuous system (generation 
and load) and a control system (which may be non-smooth). Further study 
of OLTC’s as individual dynamical components is needed before they can be 
meaningfully incorporated into a dynamical model of an entire power system.
2 .8 .3  E lectr ic  arc furnaces
As individual loads, electric arc furnaces each consume enormous amounts of 
power. This can sometimes be detected by domestic users as a flicker in lighting 
systems, which corresponds to an arc furnace being connected to the network. 
The large power use of these components suggests that the application of a non­
linear model is both necessary (since each individual load has a measurable effect 
on the entire system) and potentially tractable (since data collection is much eas­
ier from a single large load, and hence model validation and parameter selection 
more likely to be successful).
O’Neill-Carrillo et al. [4] attem pt to use a chaotic system to reproduce some 
of the behaviour of an electric arc furnace. Measures are taken from time series 
data from actual furnaces and from the small chaotic system; one such measure 
is an estimate of the largest positive Lyapunov exponent calculated using an 
embedding method. The parameters in the chaotic system can be adjusted in 
order to most accurately reproduce the behaviour of the actual furnace.
W hilst this method cannot be used for direct prediction (i.e. accurate calcu­
lation of trajectories), this is often not what is wanted. This method can yield 
valuable information about the stability and other qualitative behaviour of arc
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furnaces, which can be used for planning and performance assessment.
2 .8 .4  U se  in  th is  work
We have not taken specific account of DC-DC links, transformers or arc-furnaces 
in the power system models used in subsequent chapters.
One reason for this is to allow proper comparison of our results with previous 
research. A sensible methodology in an area of application where both models 
and techniques are being developed, is to make substantial change to either one 
or the other. In the following chapters we use a power system model which 
has been developed by a number of other researchers; we examine and extend a 
range of techniques to analyse this model and can directly compare our results 
to previous research. In Chapter 6 we apply the same techniques to a more 
complex extension of this model. Addition of further complexity (for instance 
incorporation of an arc-furnace load model) would be simple in the cases where 
such models can be written in the form of a smooth ODE or DAE. However, 
use of a model with non-smooth behaviour (e.g. excitation control with limits in 
generator models) or with non-continuous behaviour (e.g. on-load tap changing 
transformers) would first require the development application of further numerical 
and analytic techniques for power system models.
A second reason for limiting the complexity of our model is the consideration 
of evidence for particular components contributing to the problem of voltage 
collapse. When modelling any complex system, it is impractical to explicitly 
account for the behaviour of every single component; the behaviour of a class 
of components can be homogenised and treated as a single dynamic component, 
or represented by some constant value (either implicitly or explicitly). There is 
good evidence that reactive load level is an important factor in voltage collapse 
[14, 15], and that the dynamic response of induction motors has a large effect on 
this load [8] hence we include them in our model. This is not to say that a good 
case cannot be made for including further components in a model used to study 
voltage collapse, but this has not been the primary focus of this work.
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Chapter 3 
Dynam ics of Electrical Circuits
3.1 In troduction
In this chapter, the basic mathematical definitions of a dynamical system and the 
necessary bifurcation theory are introduced, together with the outline of some 
related numerical tools. We motivate all of these theoretical concepts by relating 
them to the observed and desirable behaviour of the dynamics of systems such 
as the National Grid. We describe some circuits for which the use of a dynamical 
systems approach has been effective and discuss the dynamics observed both in 
experiments and in numerical simulations, looking at steady, periodic and chaotic 
behaviour. We discuss some particular voltage collapse incidents in this context, 
relating the observed time series behaviour and known physical information to 
possible dynamical explanations.
3.2 R ev iew  o f dynam ical system s th eory
3.2 .1  D yn am ica l sy stem s  
Background
Dynamical systems as a subject can can trace its origins back to the work of 
Poincare, but with the advent of cheap computational power has undergone a 
massive expansion in the last thirty years, in terms of theory and application. 
Advances in computational and analytical techniques have often been made due 
to the study of one of a number of standard “test” systems. A number of these 
attem pt to describe electrical phenomena. We present these briefly here, in or­




The Van der Pol oscillator (c.1920) describes a simple series circuit containing 
triode valve. The resistive properties of this valve are current dependent. The 
two-dimensional dynamical system
x  +  (x2 — l)x  +  x = f ( t )  (3.1)
describes the current flowing through this system, where the non-linear term 
(.x 2 — 1) describes the resistive properties of the valve. The system may be ei­
ther forced (non-autonomous) or unforced (autonomous, f ( t )  =  0) and contains 
saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations leading to a wide variety of periodic, quasi- 
periodic and chaotic behaviour. A good presentation can be found in Gucken- 
heimer and Holmes [16].
Chua’s circuit, introduced in 1983, consists of a number of linear RLC com­
ponents and a non-linear diode. This is described by the system
i d  = g r  ( ] ^ c 2 -  vcl) -  g{vci)^ (3.2)
v C2 =  “  Vc2) +  (3-3)
iL = -jr (-v<a ~  Roh) • (3.4)
The voltage-current relationship of the non-linear diode is usually modelled by 
the piecewise linear function
9(vr) =  GbVR +  -  (Ga — Gb) (\vr + E\ — \vr — E\) (3.5)
or possibly by some smooth function [17]. As a circuit parameter increases,
the three-dimensional dynamical system undergoes a period doubling cascade to 
chaos; the chaotic attractor then collides with a second such attractor which 
exists due to symmetry in the system. This circuit is useful because it can easily 
be built [17, and references therein] and the complex dynamics then observed 
directly and compared with numerical simulations.
Both these circuits are motivated by the study of circuits that are in some 
sense small (i.e. can easily be built in a laboratory). Realistic power system 
models as described in Chapter 2 are in no sense “small” , in terms of either 
physical length, power, voltage or Euclidean dimension. This is perhaps why 
dynamical systems theory has only been applied to power systems in the last few
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years.
3 .2 .2  D efin itio n  o f a dynam ical sy stem
A dynamical system  consists of a state space x  (the set of all possible states x G x 
of the system), a set T  of times at which we consider our system to have a state, 
and a set of flow maps <j>t : x  X which define the evolution of states x G x  
through a time t G T. The set of maps <j>t must form a semi-group; that is that 
<j>Q{x) = x ,V x  G x  and <t>tl(<l>t2(x)) =  </>ti+t2(x ) = 4>t2{<!>tAx ) ) ^ x  € € T.
In the following work we will use finite dimensional states spaces, x  Q f°r 
some fixed n. We will consider systems with continuous time, T  C R, and also 
systems with discrete time, T  C N. The flow maps will typically be dependent 
on a number of parameters A G Rm.
For the continuous time case, the flow mapping is typically defined by the 
solution to a differential equation; for electrical circuits this is normally an ODE 
or a DAE describing the rate of change of the state variables. The parameters 
A G Rm are normally considered to be constant with respect to changes in time 
or state. The rates of change of states may theoretically be dependent on t (non- 
autonomous) but the models we shall use to describe power systems are not. We 
are therefore primarily interested in the solutions to the problem
dx
dt = / ( M )
x (t) G X C Rn
A G Rm
t G R.
The dimension n may be in the thousands for a realistic power system model. 
The parameters A will correspond to such system parameters as real and reactive 
load demands P, Q. We present here a short summary of the theory for such 
differential systems. Later in this chapter will consider modifications for the index 
one differential algebraic systems needed for large scale electrical modelling.
For the rest of this thesis we will assume that /  is smooth. This means we 
are making various assumptions in the model (discussed in Chapter 2.) such as 
not including switches or automatic transformer tap-changers.
If /  : Rn+m —y Rn is a globally Lipschitz function, then for each starting 
value a:(0) =  xq G x> a solution x(t) exists W G R, and the flow mapping can be 
defined as <j>t (x(to)) =  x(to + t). In contrast the power systems models are all 
locally Lipschitz functions and this guarantees local existence of solutions. The
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case where solutions do not exist for all time is very relevant to voltage collapse; 
this special feature is discussed further in Section 4.3. Indeed, a voltage collapse 
incident might be said to occur precisely when the flow map becomes singular.
Discrete dynamical systems can arise directly from a mathematical model of 
some system. An example of this could be the spot price of UK bulk electricity 
supply, which is traded in “the Pool” at half-hourly intervals. Another example 
might be the behaviour of a transformer with an on-load tap changer, where the 
transformer (discrete) tap ratio can be changed at various times according to 
some specified control. However, in this work we only need to consider discrete 
mappings which arise as a consequence of the continuous problem (3.6).
3 .2 .3  F ix ed  p o in ts and sta b ility
A fixed point of a dynamical system is a state that does not change over time; 
that is Xq G x  such that <l>t(xo) =  x 0, \/t E T . With reference to (3.6) a fixed 
point is defined by
J  =  /(*", A) =  0. (3.7)
X — X Q
Given a point x 0 G x> the trajectory passing through that point is the set 
{z(£) =  (j)t{xo) : t G T}. If we are interested only in t G [0, oo) we might refer to 
the forward trajectory starting at X q .
We say a fixed point xq is asymptotically stable if trajectories near the fixed 
point stay near it and evolve to it in forward time. Formally, Ve > 0 36 > 0 such 
that ||x(£o) — ^ 0 112 < ^ ^  IkW  — ^ 0 112 < e> Vt > t0, and limt_>+OQx(t) = xo. 
There are other mathematical definitions of stability, but asymptotic stability is 
sufficient for this work. The word stability often has specific meanings in different 
engineering contexts, which we discuss below. The normal operating state of a 
large power system is at a fixed point of the system, which remains stable with 
slow variations of parameters A.
Taking the Taylor series expansion of /  about the fixed point it can be shown, 
by the Poincare Linearisation Theorem [18], that under mild conditions on / ,  the 
stability of the fixed point depends on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix 
at the fixed point xq. If these are all in the left half of the complex plane then 
Xo is stable; if one or more has a positive real part then xo is unstable.
In the case of an eigenvalue A having Re(A) =  0, we can determine the 
behaviour of the system at this point by performing a centre manifold reduction. 
If we have eigenvalues of f x with positive real part then xq will be unstable. Let 
E s, E c be the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues with negative and zero real
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parts, respectively. Then there are invariant manifolds W S, W°  tangent to these 
at the fixed point. We can re-write the system as differential equations in terms 
of co-ordinates (y , z ) on E 3,E C respectively. It can be shown [19, 20] that the 
solution of the system on the centre manifold is described by a function y = h(z) 
and that this can be approximated by a power series in order to determine when 
points on the centre manifold will have trajectories leading towards or away from 
the fixed point, and so determine its stability and the local behaviour.
We can also demonstrate the stability of fixed points xq by the use of Lyapunov 
functions V  : cl(G) —> R where G is some open neighbourhood of xq. If V 
is continuously differentiable, and has the properties that V’(xo) =  0, V(x) > 
0, Vx G c l ( G ) \ x o and V  = ^  < 0 , Vx 6 G \ r 0 then Lyapunov’s Second
Stability theorem (see for example [18]) gives that Xo is asymptotically stable. 
This method is used widely in many different engineering contexts, particularly 
in control theory problems; we discuss some of these below. V  is typically some 
measure of energy in the system, which is at a minimum at a stable fixed point. 
Fixed points and their stability can be found by looking for local minimums of 
the energy functions. Forming useful Lyapunov functions for an arbitrary power 
system can be difficult as they will be dependent on the particular model used 
and may not give good a good approximation to the basin of attraction (see 
below).
3 .2 .4  A ttra cto rs
A point Xoo is a limit point of an orbit (x(t)} if for every e, r  > 0 there is a 
time t\ > t  such that \x(ti) — x^] < e [21]. In essence this is a point that our 
trajectory x(t) goes arbitrarily close to, given enough time. The set of such limit 
points for a given orbit is called an u-lim it set If all orbits in some neighbourhood 
tend to the same o;-limit set, we call it an attractor. The simplest example of an 
attractor in this sense is a stable fixed point.
A periodic orbit of period T  is a trajectory such that x(t-\-T ) = x(t) : Vt € T. 
We can define a subset V  of x such that the periodic orbit intersects V  once 
only for t G [0,T), Figure 3.1. The periodic orbit and trajectories close to it 
then induce a discrete dynamical system on a set of points lying on a hyper-plane 
transverse to the orbit. The map associated with the return map of the periodic 
orbit is known as a Poincare map. We can define the stability of the periodic 
orbit in terms of the stability of this Poincare map. We observe such periodic 
orbits in power systems models.
An orbit is quasi-periodic if it has fundamental frequencies which are not
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a Poincare section
rational multiples of each other; that is x(t) = P (f it ,  f 2t , . . . ,  f nt) where n > 2, 
P  is 27r periodic in each argument, and no frequency /» is a rational multiple of 
another. The canonical example of such an orbit lies on the surface of a torus 
in phase space; if we have a Poincare section cutting through one side of this 
torus, the intersections of the quasi-periodic orbit will lie densely on a circle on 
the Poincare section.
A strange attractor is an example of an attracting o;-limit set that is not a 
fixed point, periodic orbit or quasi-periodic orbit. Strange attractors are usually 
associated with chaotic behaviour -  trajectories on a strange attractor demon­
strate a sensitivity to initial conditions associated with a folding and stretching of 
the associated phase-space. We will observe strange attractors in our models of 
power systems. As motion on the strange attractor is bounded, the trajectories 
do not exhibit collapse; however chaotic motion is still highly undesirable from 
the point of view of the performance of the grid.
If we cannot define a bounded set Q such that x(t) G £2, \/t G [0, oo), then we 
say the the orbit is escaping. We can also say that oo is the attractor for points 
on this orbit, or in the case of power system models, that collapse has occurred.
Given a stable fixed point xo, we are interested in the set of points which 
have trajectories leading to Xo. The basin of attraction of xq is defined to be 
(a;(0) G x : limt^ +00x(t) = rco}- A subset of the basin of attraction can be com­
puted by the formation of Lyapunov functions and examining for which values 
x G cl(G) the inequality V(x)  < 0  holds; however there may be points outside G 
which have trajectories leading to xo. If a power system receives a perturbation 
from some external source, then the system will return to a stable operating point 
if the perturbation lies inside the basin of attraction of the operating point.
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3.2 .5  B ifu rcation
Bifurcation theory plays a central role in our investigation of the dynamics of 
power systems, as bifurcation points mark a transition from a “safe” operating 
point to one where voltage collapse occurs or is likely.
A bifurcation point is a point (xo,Ao) £ Rn+m at which the flow mapping 
(j) undergoes a qualitative change [18]. Bifurcations can be classified as either 
global or local, static or dynamic; we define these terms properly below after 
giving some examples.
The co-dimension of a bifurcation is the minimum number of parameters A 
that need to be changed in order for the bifurcation to be observed in a persistent 
way [16, p. 123]. We are interested in certain co-dimension 1 bifurcations and 
a particular co-dimension 2 bifurcation, and their existence, computation and 
implications in power systems models.
For simplicity, in the following paragraphs we often define bifurcation as the 
transition between stable and unstable states. However, bifurcation can be de­
fined less restrictively in terms of more general changes to the dimensions of the 
stable and unstable manifolds of the points in question.
Saddle-node bifurcations
The saddle-node or fold bifurcation occurs at Ao when the Jacobian at a 
stationary point xo has a simple zero eigenvalue, with left and right eigenvectors 
w and v respectively and
w f°  /  0, (3.8)
» / >  + 0. (3.9)
Then the following holds for (x , A) in some neighbourhood of (xq, Ao) (where the 
inequalities can be reversed throughout). For A < Aq there exist locally two fixed 
points of the system1, the unstable manifiolds of which differ in dimension by 1;
or A > Ao there exist (locally) no fixed points of the system. [16]. Typically,
although not necessarily, the saddle-node point occurs when a stable and an 
unstable fixed point coalesce.
This bifurcation is co-dimension 1, local and static. This structure of a pair of 
(stable and unstable) fixed points coalescing and disappearing has been observed
1 Without loss of generality, we have presented the case where fixed points exist for A < Ao- 
However a similar analysis can be preformed for the mirror image case where fixed points only 
exist locally for A > Aq.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Example forms of system at bifurcation point A0. — denotes stable, 
- -  unstable, (a) Saddle-node, (b) Hopf
in the calculation of the ability of a power distribution network (2.27,2.28) to 
supply increasing loads. In a power system A > Ao will mean that there are no 
fixed points and thus voltage collapse is always observed. Calculating A 0 has been 
used as part of the determination of safe operating regimes for power systems [22]; 
however we will show that there are significant areas of parameter space away 
from such points where voltage collapse is observed.
H opf b ifu rcations
A Hopf bifurcation from a path of fixed points x(A) occurs at A =  Ao when the 
Jacobian f x at a fixed point Xo = x(Xo) has a pair of purely imaginary (but non­
zero) eigenvalues /i(A0) =  ±i/?, with no other eigenvalues with zero real part and 
the along the path of fixed points these critical eigenvalues have the property
Then the behaviour of the system at this point is governed by its dynamics on 
a two-dimensional centre-manifold around xq, upon which the system has the 
normal form
(3.10)
r = (dX +  ar2)r 




in polar coordinates, with the coefficients2 defined by performing a centre man­
ifold reduction [18]. If ad > 0 (ad < 0 respectively) then there exists a path of 
periodic orbits emanating from (zq, Ao) for A < 0 (A > 0). If d > 0 (d < 0) then 
the fixed point is stable (unstable) for A < 0 (A > 0) and is unstable (stable) for 
A >  0 (A < 0). The periodic orbit takes the opposite stability to the fixed point 
it surrounds; if it is stable (unstable) we refer to the Hopf bifurcation as being 
supercritical (subcritical). [16].
This bifurcation is co-dimension 1, local and dynamic. We will show that 
Hopf bifurcations create periodic orbits in Power Systems models. Although 
such orbits may be stable and bounded in the mathematical sense, they do not 
represent desirable operating states from an engineering standpoint, because the 
end users of electricity require it to be delivered to them at a fairly constant 
voltage and frequency.
Bifurcations o f periodic orbits
We have noted that the stability of a periodic orbit can be defined in terms of 
the stability of the associated Poincare return map. However, this is not directly 
useful for determining the stability of a given orbit in practice.
If (3.6) has a periodic orbit p(t) of period T, then the first order variations 
from this orbit must satisfy
"'(*) =  f x (p ( t ) , \ )  v(t) (3.13)
v(0) = v0 (3.14)
This system is linear, and so we can write its solution in terms of a fundamental 
matrix Y :
v(t) = Y ( t ) v 0. (3.15)
The matrix Y  (T ) is called the monodromy matrix and its eigenvalues are usually 
referred to as the Floquet multipliers for the system. One multiplier will always 
lie on the unit circle; the periodic orbit can be shown [16] to be stable if all 
the remaining Floquet multipliers p  satisfy \p\ < 1. The calculation of the Flo­
quet multipliers can be achieved efficiently, as part of algorithms to approximate 
periodic orbits [23].
Subject to transversality and non-degeneracy conditions, the bifurcations of 
periodic orbits can be classified in terms of how Floquet multipliers leave the
2An expression for the coefficients d  can be found in a standard textbook, e.g. [16]
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unit circle as a parameter is varied. A period doubling bifurcation occurs if one 
multiplier crosses the unit circle at —1. This leads to the creation of a new stable 
orbit with twice the period. Repeated period doublings can occur in a cascade 
leading finally to chaotic behaviour; this has been observed in a wide variety of 
different systems and we show below that it is a feature of power systems models.
A turning point on the parameter dependent branch of periodic orbits occurs 
when a Floquet multiplier crosses the unit circle with value +1, also called a 
cyclic fold bifurcation. This allows for the existence of both stable and unstable 
periodic orbits at the same parameter value.
A Homoclinic orbit is a periodic orbit of infinite period, such that lim ^ioo x (t) 
=  xq. If such an orbit exists for some Ao, but does not for A in an e-neighbourhood 
of Ao then we have a Homoclinic bifurcation. This bifurcation is co-dimension 1, 
global and dynamic. We will see such a bifurcation occurring at a SiPnikov 
bifurcation point in our power system, leading to highly complex dynamics.
Bogdanov-Takens bifurcations
A Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation point (BT-point) is a co-dimension 2 bifurcation 
point where the Jacobian at a fixed point has a zero eigenvalue of geometric 
multiplicity 1 and algebraic multiplicity 2 [24, 16]. This is equivalent to the 
linearisation at the fixed point having a Jordan-Normal form with a block of the
form ( j j j )  and no other blocks associated with the zero eigenvalue. This point is
of great interest as it can be shown ([16] and also Section 5.2.2) that emanating 
tangentially from the path of saddle-node bifurcations in (rr,Ai,A2) space, are 
paths of Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations. It can be thought of as being the point 
at which the Hopf and saddle-node points both become degenerate and meet; 
information about the path of homoclinic orbits is then gained “for free” . We 
shall show that this is of great importance both theoretically and computationally, 
as it acts as an organising centre for many of the features associated with power 
systems models.
Other co-dimension 2 bifurcations exist which also describe interactions be­
tween paths of saddle-node, Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations. These are char­




Having given examples of various bifurcations, we can now define local bifurca­
tions as those which can be detected merely by observation of eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian at a fixed point, and global bifurcations as those which cannot. Static 
bifurcations can be seen to involve only fixed points, whereas dynamic bifurca­
tions involve non-trivial trajectories such as periodic orbits. It is important to 
note that here dynamic does not necessarily mean that the bifurcation is observed 
as the system is studied over time, even though evidence for co-dimension one 
bifurcations might be found as a parameter is change slowly over time (normally 
much slower than the time scale of a typical event in the system such as a pe­
riodic orbit). Bifurcations may occur with respect to parameters which will not 
normally change over time; these might be design parameters such as the mass 
of generator rotors, or the length of a particular power line.
Norm al forms
The above local bifurcations have normal forms which are canonical systems of 
minimal dimension to which the system at the bifurcation points can be reduced 
by an appropriate change of co-ordinates. These simple and well-understood nor­
mal forms can then be used to make important predictions, for instance regarding 
the location of periodic orbits in the neighbourhood of a Hopf bifurcation, or the 
location of paths of co-dimension 1 bifurcations in the neighbourhood of a BT- 
point. The change of co-ordinates can be then be reversed in order to show the 
location of this behaviour in the original system. Normal forms are very useful 
for our studies of power systems as they allow us to reduce, locally, the very 
complicated equations to much better understood smaller systems.
3.3 A  sum m ary o f com pu tational m eth od s for 
bifurcation problem s
Before we consider the application of the theoretical concepts of dynamical sys­
tems to the problem of power system stability, we must consider some of the 
numerical methods we will use in our investigation. We present a very short 
account here -  further details of the specific use of the methods to investigate 
power systems models will be described in further chapters. Dynamical systems 
and bifurcation theory is applicable to systems of arbitrary dimension. Due to 
the non-linearity and high dimension of systems of any reasonable complexity, for
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example such as those needed to accurately model power systems, we are forced 
to use numerical methods to detect and analyse the phenomena discussed in the 
previous section. We use three basic tools.
Numerical integration methods, such as Runge-Kutta and BDF schemes, are 
used to calculate the trajectories passing through specified points in state space, 
for a fixed parameter value (or set of parameter values).
Root finding algorithms (such as Newton’s method, Broyden’s method) can 
be used to find fixed points of the dynamical system. If applied to a suitably 
defined extended system, they can also be used to accurately locate bifurcation 
points. For the calculation of periodic and homoclinic orbits, a suitable Boundary 
Value Problem can be defined, and the numerical solution of this, for example by 
a collocation method [25], will typically be implicit and so require a numerical 
root finding technique to be applied.
We will be interested in parameter dependent loci of fixed points in (s,A) 
space, obtained by changing one parameter A only (and considering any other 
parameters to be fixed). The Implicit Function Theorem [26, for example] tells 
us that such a locus exists uniquely in some neighbourhood of a fixed point 
(xo, Ao), and passes through the fixed point, as long as /  is differentiable and its 
Jacobian at the fixed point is non-singular.
We can approximate sections of these paths using continuation methods to cal­
culate a finite number of points {(a^, A*) e  R(n+1) : f ( x i , A;) =  0, i = 1 , . . . ,  TV}. 
If we know a fixed point x\ at a parameter value Ai, we wish to find a fixed point 
X2 at a nearby parameter value A2. We could just take a step A2 =  Ai +  A A 
in parameter space, and apply a root finding algorithm using X\ as our starting 
guess and with A2 fixed. However this parameter continuation algorithm will 
break down at a saddle-node bifurcation A2 > Ai (with reference to Figure 3.2a). 
Keller’s pseudo-arc length continuation method [27] avoids this problem by step­
ping and root finding, not in parameter space R only, but in state and parameter 
space R(n+1) together. The initial guess for the root finding algorithm is given 
by stepping along the tangent to the locus at the last step, and then the root is 
found in the hyper-plane perpendicular to this tangent.
This method is also applicable to those systems of non-linear equations which 
define periodic and homoclinic orbits. If we have extended systems which de­
fine bifurcation points, we may also apply a continuation method to find loci of 
bifurcation points with respect to changes in further parameters [28].
All these methods will be discussed at greater length as they are applied in 
later chapters.
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Plane in which to 
Newton iterate
Path of fixed points
Tangent to path
Figure 3.3: Schematic of pseudo-arc continuation method
3.4 R eview  of th e  dynam ics observed  in pow er 
sy stem s an d  pow er sy stem s m odels
It has been recognised recently that the grid can be considered as a dynamical 
system. The dynamics of a number power systems models have been considered 
by various authors. In this section we consider the current state of the literature 
relating to voltage collapse and the application of dynamical systems theory to 
power systems. With a few exceptions, these papers are all recent and have 
appeared in engineering journals, such as the publications of the IEEE, over the 
last ten years.
3.4.1 W hat is voltage collapse?
The most dramatic form of dynamics observed in power supply networks is voltage 
collapse. This is behaviour which occurs when [22]
“the system is heavily loaded ... characterised by a slow decline in 
voltage magnitude at [load] buses over a period of minutes and hours, 
followed by a sharp decrease in voltage magnitude”.
This final sharp decrease occurs on a time-scale of seconds or less. In the en­
gineering literature voltage collapse is considered to be quite different from the
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“transient stability” problem, i.e. the ability of the system to return to a sensible 
operating state after a perturbation. We should make a distinction between un­
desirable states of the whole system (such as slowly declining load voltages) and 
the actual local processes which trigger blackouts, such as individual protection 
devices reaching their limits, thus triggering local shutdown and possibly cascad­
ing behaviour leading to wider blackouts. In all of our models voltage collapse 
is just the start of a widespread and often catastrophic behaviour of the control 
systems of the whole grid.
Dynamically this behaviour has been related to saddle-node bifurcation [29], 
Hopf bifurcation [30], chaos [31], global bifurcations [32], and shrinking stability 
regions [12]. There is clearly an on-going debate about the exact nature of voltage 
collapse, and the best means to describe and hence predict it. A comprehensive 
bibliography (of over 300 entries) on voltage stability and collapse, including 
descriptions of specific incidents and of non-linear analysis techniques can be 
found in Ajjarapu and Lee [33].
Of course voltage collapse is complex and its initiation (for example by a tree 
falling on a line) cannot be built into any simple model. However, a reasonable 
way of considering the initiation of voltage collapse by a fault, is that a dynam­
ical system in a stable state has either (i) a sudden change in the parameters 
governing the system, or (ii) a sudden change in the system state but with the 
same parameter values.
D ynam ics o f actual voltage collapse incidents
Fortunately such events are rare and have not occurred in the U.K. However 
over the last 20 years a catalogue of such incidents has been observed around the 
world. We now describe some of these with reference to the actual dynamics of 
the networks.
A voltage collapse incident occurred in Sweden [8]. This was initially caused 
by a fault at a switching station during a period of high load. This fault caused 
some oscillations in the system, which subsided. The supply to south-eastern 
Sweden was subsequently left in a low voltage, high load state; this overloaded a 
critical line which tripped3, subsequently leading to further voltage decay, over­
loading and tripping of much of the rest of the system. A time plot of the voltage 
is shown in Figure 3.4.
The voltage profile shows a clear drop between 8-11 seconds, followed some
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Figure 3.4: Voltage profiles at different buses during Swedish collapse incident, 
from [8]
oscillatory behaviour, followed by final collapse.
A voltage collapse incident occurred in western France in 1987 [14], Figure 3.5. 
Cold weather conditions meant that loads levels were high, but the system was 
running well within its perceived safety margins. Complete generator failure at 
one site led to decreasing voltages over the next few minutes and the disconnection 
of several other generators. In this case blackout occurred in only part of the 
network, and the system was eventually restored to a stable state.
This picture also shows collapse occurring over a period of less than 10 seconds. 
The recovery of the system to a normal operating state was successful in this case.
In July 1996 a voltage collapse incident occurred in the North-West USA [15], 
leading to power cuts for over 2 million customers for periods of up to six hours. 
Kosterev et al. [34] attempt to simulate this incident. This event was initiated 
by a line sagging and touching a tree; the subsequent short circuit led to the 
line being isolated and created further effects in other parts of the network. For 
more than 40 seconds there were voltage and power oscillations in the system; 
this eventually led to the tripping of protection devices and a cascading collapse 
of the system. In trying to replicate this behaviour computationally, the authors 
of [34] found that changes needed to be made to the standard models, and in 
particular that “dynamic load representation” was required. They recommend 










Figure 3.5: Voltage profiles at different buses during French collapse incident, 
from [14]
Another incident occurred in Chile in 1997 [35]. A major line was tripped, 
overloading other lines and showing a decline in system voltages. Sample time 
series from this incident can be seen in Figure 3.6.
This figure is similar to Figure 3.5; the voltage time series is not identical at 
all buses but collapse occurs over a time-scale of the order of seconds. Recovery 
was not successful in this incident and blackout could not be avoided.
References to other discussions of voltage collapse incidents can be found in 
Ajjarapu and Lee [33].
R ela ting  th e  voltage collapse incidents to  th e  m ath em atica l theo ry
The incidents described above share various common points. Each incident was 
precipitated by some kind of fault causing a discontinuous change to the operating 
state of the system. This typically removes a line or generator, therefore if we 
consider this fault to be instantaneous we can distinguish between the pre-fault 
and the post-fault systems, which will be two different dynamical systems. The 
fault then gave rise not to immediate blackout, but to a transitional phase where 
voltage declined ever more rapidly.
We might think of the fault as pushing the (post-fault) dynamical system 
outside the basin of attraction of some stable operating state, hence directly 







Figure 3.6: Voltage profiles at different buses during Chilean collapse incident, 
from [35]
parameters (derived from the pre-fault system) which make loss of stability due 
to bifurcation the more likely. The oscillatory behaviour seen in Figure 3.4 is 
highly reminiscent of the periodic behaviour, or a periodic transient, which would 
follow a Hopf bifurcation. It may also be due to the co-existence of a periodic 
solution some distance in parameter space from the Hopf bifurcation point - 
we will show evidence for this in the next chapter. It is also likely that the 
slower changes in state (voltage decrease) followed by much more rapid loss of 
system stability seen in Figures 3.6 is related to a saddle-node bifurcation and 
a slowly time-changing parameter. These explanations have been presented by 
some authors (see below) but are perhaps rather naive; we show below how a 
number of different bifurcations could lead to collapsing behaviour, and how 
proximity to these bifurcations effects the basin of attraction of the operating 
point.
The final wide scale blackouts which follow voltage collapse seem to occur 
on a cascading basis, as subsequent protection devices are triggered and lines, 
generators and loads are removed from the system. The consideration of this 
process is beyond the scope of this thesis -  the models described in Chapter 2 do 
not include such protection devices and the formulation of the entire network in 
cascading collapse as a single dynamical system would not be easy, since it would 
involve the theory of discontinuous dynamical systems. However further study of
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this cascading process is likely to be mathematically interesting and could even 
lead to practical ways to halt or limit the collapse.
From these incidents it can be concluded that both the existence of saddle- 
node and Hopf bifurcations may be contributory factors to a voltage collapse 
incident.
3.4 .2  M od ellin g  and dynam ics
The modelling of power systems as a system of DAEs has been discussed in the 
previous chapter, and further details can be found in textbooks such as [6, 36, 2]. 
However there are a small number of papers which discuss the importance and 
methodology of modelling of power systems with reference to voltage collapse and 
dynamical systems, with particular emphasis on the importance to the dynamics 
of the load models used.
Hill [37] discusses the possibility of loads depending on the time derivative of 
voltage. In particular, non-linear dynamic models for induction motors, trans­
former tap-changers, and heating load are examined. It is noted that parameter 
estimation can be difficult in non-linear models.
Karlsson and Hill [38] specify a general active load model of the form
f ( P , P , V , \ 0  =  0 (3.16)
and a similar general model for reactive load Q. Experimental result are given 
in order to find parameters in examples of this type of model.
In a very thorough paper, Lesieutre et al. [7] present a summary of a variety of 
load models and discuss how they can be adapted most usefully into a dynamical 
model of the whole network. Also considered are the transformations needed 
to represent these models in terms of the “bus variables” P, Q, V, 6. A clear 
derivation of a 5th order induction motor model is given and then this is reduced 
to 3rd order. This model is linearised and reduced to each of the previously 
stated models, so making clear the assumptions present in each of them. The 
model presented originally in [8] and used in the 3-Bus model is shown to be 
useful for representing small induction motors. A general form for dynamical 
representation of power system load is given, which simplify the calculation of 
aggregate loads by allowing easy combination of several different load models.
It is clear from these papers that the load model (2.73,2.74) is reasonable. 
Dynamic load models should be used for investigations of the type we carry out 
below but the exact form of these models will depend on some further analysis
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and experimentation.
The 3-Bus m odel
A large number of papers have discussed the so-called 3-Bus power system model; 
this model is stated in full in Chapter 4. It is remarkable for the richness of 
dynamics observed including voltage collapse. There is a clear chronological 
progression in the complexity of the behaviour found in and the methods used to 
investigate this model.
Dobson et al. [29] first introduce the 3-Bus power system, consisting of a swing 
equation generator model (2.58,2.59) along with an infinite bus to represent fur­
ther generation, a dynamic load model (2.73,2.74) and a standard network model
(2.63,2.64). Sample trajectories for this system are presented, and an approxi­
mate calculation of saddle-node bifurcation point is given. In a seminal paper 
Dobson and Chiang [22] develop the usage of this model. System breakdowns are 
said to be related to dynamic responses to disturbances. The useful definition of 
voltage collapse used at the start of this section is given here. The 3-Bus model 
is investigated by using the reactive load as a slowly increasing, time varying pa­
rameter, and the voltage collapse point is identified as being synonymous with the 
saddle-node bifurcation. However the value at which a saddle-node bifurcation 
occurs is determined by direct calculation of the system Jacobian and subsequent 
approximation of explicit conditions for a zero eigenvalue. The paper also con­
tains a good introduction to dynamical systems defined by ODEs, but excludes 
a priori the possibility of Hopf bifurcations in such a model. Chiang et al. [9] 
also consider the 3-bus model. The position of the saddle-node bifurcation is 
noted to depend on other parameters, but this is only approximated, not found 
via continuation.
In a short conference paper, Abed et al. [30] observe Hopf bifurcation in the 3- 
Bus model, and also in other unspecified models. Wang et al. [39, 32] also detect 
a Hopf bifurcation in the 3-Bus system (using different parameters to Chiang & 
Dobson). Periodic and chaotic orbits emanate from this point, and are shown 
to hit the path of unstable fixed points to give global (’’blue sky”) bifurcation. 
Trajectory plots show that the transient behaviour of the system prior to collapse 
may last for a considerable time.
Ajjarapu and Lee [40] and Lee and Ajjarapu [41] also consider periodic be­
haviour in the 3-Bus model, and a period doubling cascade is shown to exist, 
using continuation methods. The bifurcation parameter Qi is considered to be 
one which varies slowly in time. This period doubling cascade to chaos is also
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mentioned by Chiang et al. [31] and by Tan et al. [42]. In both these papers 
apparently periodic orbits are plotted. The ratios of successive positions of these 
period doubling bifurcation points are shown by Lo and Qi [43] to correspond 
to the well-known Feigenbaum number, to the extent of being able to use this 
number to predict the parameter value of the next such bifurcation.
The papers of Tan et al. [42, 44] make two important points while considering 
steady state and periodic behaviour in the 3-Bus model. Firstly that some form of 
bifurcation is likely to always exist in power system models, because of the well 
known existence of multiple solutions to the “power flow” problem (2.63,2.64) 
[6]. Secondly, that bifurcation affects regions of stability, and hence changes 
both the nature and multiplicity of fixed points (operating points) and also their 
“transient” stability (i.e. their basins of attraction).
In a long and interesting paper Chiang et al. [45] examine the 3-Bus model 
using AUTO. Continuation of bifurcation points is performed with respect to in­
creased values of a second parameter, generator damping constant dm. However 
the relevance of using this parameter is not fully discussed. A Poincare map is 
formed to further investigate the chaotic attractor. The paper also contains a 
good survey of continuation methods in power systems, and the authors’ own 
code CPFLOW is discussed. This code performs pseudo-arc length continuation 
in 1 parameter dimension for power system ODEs. The application to a larger 
system is discussed, but the exact model is not specified. This paper recognises 
that “the recent availability of inexpensive computing power and progress in dy­
namical systems theory allows one to simulate, understand and analyse several 
complicated behaviours in power systems” , but that “existing numerical algo­
rithms [...] are not effective for high-dimensional nonlinear systems” .
Finally Nayfeh et al. [46] use their own code (the algorithms used are not 
stated) to perform two-parameter continuation (with respect to a control pa­
rameter) of Hopf and saddle-node points in a version of the 3-Bus model with 
nonlinear control. It is noted that the period doubling cascade is not present at 
different values of their second parameter.
The 3-Bus model is of importance, not because of the number of papers dis­
cussing it (although there are many), or their quality (mixed) or that it accurately 
describes a specific incident or situation (it doesn’t), but because the users of the 
model accept that consideration of a dynamical power system model, treating 
load, generation and transmission in a holistic manner, is both valid and highly 
useful, and that the tools of dynamical systems theory are the correct ones to 







Figure 3.7: Single Machine Infinite Bus model
gineers may sometimes be reluctant to adopt new techniques -  both analytical 
and numerical. This cautiousness is certainly related to the fact that failure of 
the networks they are involved in operating is neither financially nor politically 
acceptable. The results discussed above could be said to be representative of 
paradigm shift in the type of mathematical techniques used by at least some en­
gineers in the academic environment, and may lead to to new methods of analysis 
at the industrial level.
This model will be investigated at length in Chapters 4 and 5, where we will 
demonstrate a range of behaviour including a Bogdanov-Takens point which acts 
as an organising centre for the system.
Single m achine — infinite bus
A model widely used in power systems stability analysis is the “Single Machine -  
Infinite Bus” (SMIB) model, consisting of one generator (modelled by (2.58,2.59), 
for instance) connected by a single transmission line to another bus of fixed 
voltage magnitude and phase angle (an “infinite bus”). This can be used to 
examine the dynamic behaviour of generator models, but it is not clear whether 
this behaviour can be said to be indicative of what might happen in a larger 
systems.
Abed and Varaiya [47] find a Hopf bifurcation point at “realistic parameter 
values” in a SMIB model, using a secant method. Their generator model can 
be extended from (2.58,2.59) to allow frequency dependent torque, and variable 
excitation. They encourage other researchers to apply bifurcation theory, and 
particularly Hopf bifurcation theory, to power system models. Nayfeh et al. [48] 
also consider a SMIB model, finding Hopf and torus bifurcations. They also 
investigate the effect of parameters on the boundaries of basins of attraction, and 
present plots of 2-parameter loci of Hopfs, but with no clear presentation of the 
methods used.
It is clear that the SMIB model is useful for developing generator models, and
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possibly numerical methods, but the lack of representation of load and network 
dynamics mean that this model will probably not shed much light on the problem 
of voltage collapse.
D A E  power system  m odels
As we have said in the previous chapter, power systems models of realistic di­
mension will have a semi-explicit DAE representation (2.75,2.76). This defines 
a dynamical system, but there are non-trivial differences between the analysis 
of DAEs and ODEs, both theoretically and computationally. In particular it is 
easy to show that the stability of fixed points will not depend simply on the 
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix f x. Let the system
Hence the stability of the fixed point is dependent on the solutions to the gener­
alized eigenvalue problem
for which the most well known numerical solution method is the QZ algorithm 
[49, pp375-390].
If the the matrix gy is invertible, then (3.19) reduces to
determine the local stability of the system near the fixed point.
The methods used to calculate trajectories must also be carefully chosen,
x  = f ( x , y ,  A) 
0 = g{x, y, A)
(3.17)
(3.18)




Sx = ( f x -  f ygy ‘sx) Sx + 0(Sx'2,8y2, SxSy). (3.21)
and so the eigenvalues of the Schur complement matrix
( f x  } y 9 y  9 x ) (3.22)
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to make sure that numerical approximations preserve the dynamical behaviour 
present in the system itself. This can generally be achieved by the use of implicit 
numerical schemes which solve for a solution (x, y) of (2.75) at a new time-step 
simultaneously with satisfying the constraint (2.76).
Kwatny et al. [50] examine such DAE power system models with constant 
load. The system is defined to be “causal” if the matrix gy is invertible; that is 
if the network is capable of supplying the generated power to the loads -  math­
ematically if it has index one. This paper is important in that it accepts that 
power system stability can be analysed in a bifurcation theory context with DAE 
models. In a later paper, Kwatny et al. [51], the same model is reconsidered. 
A thorough survey of mathematical techniques, including co-dimension two bi­
furcations is given. Numerical methods to find bifurcation points are discussed, 
including the use of the Schur complement for determining local stability and 
of the Recursive Projection method for root finding. The authors make a clear 
distinction between voltage stability (the inability of the system to maintain load 
bus voltage magnitudes) and dynamic stability (the ability of the system to re­
turn to a steady operating point after perturbations). They define the system to 
be “practically stable” if the equilibrium is Lyapunov stable and the system is 
structurally stable (i.e. not at a bifurcation point).
Chiang et al. [9] attem pt to remove the problem of the singularity of gy by 
making a singular perturbation to transform the DAE model to an ODE system, 
but note that the exact choice of e in this perturbation process is difficult. Yorino 
et al. [52] also investigate this method.
Gou and Schlueter [53] attem pt to classify all the possible bifurcation and 
stability behaviour of a DAE power system model.
In the analysis of the network part of power system models, it is common 
to consider the point at which gy becomes singular to be the point at which 
the network breaks down. Mathematically this is a point where the index of 
the DAE increases. It is common to plot P-V curves, that is calculations of 
the different voltages supplied by the system for different values of the constant 
reactive load. These bear a superficial resemblance to saddle-node bifurcation 
diagrams. However, these plots are not true bifurcation diagrams as they only 
consider the behaviour of the network part of the model. Lee and Ajjarapu 
[54] present such calculations for a DAE model, along with some analysis of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the network Jacobian gy. They define the “nose- 
point” of the P-V curve to be the point of maximum power transfer. Vournas [55] 
dispute this method, noting that singularity of gy is not a necessary condition
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for voltage collapse. That singularity of gy is not equivalent to a saddle-node 
bifurcation can easily be seen by examining the trivial system
x  =  X - x 2 =  f ( x , y )  
0 =  x - y  = g(x,y)
(3.23)
Clearly gy =  — 1 is never singular, but the dynamical system has a saddle-node 
bifurcation at (x,y,  A) =  (0,0,0). Thus we claim that the full richness of the
Canizares [56] investigates power systems as parameterised dynamical systems 
defined by semi-explicit DAEs, with parameters that are (slowly) time varying. 
However they incorrectly state that eigenvalues of the matrix
will always determine stability at fixed points, and not (3.20) or (3.22). Hence 
they will fail to properly detect Hopf bifurcations.
Particular mention must be given to the work of Venkatasubramanian and 
co-authors [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. In the first of these papers a DAE power systems
this can lead to a definition of a new form of bifurcation specific to DAEs, the 
Singularity Induced Bifurcation (SIB). All the analysis presented is done analyt­
ically, not numerically and the authors states that it “cannot be expected that a 
similar comprehensive analysis can be achieved for a large power system in gen­
eral” . The theory of the SIB is developed further [58], using the eigenvalues of the 
Schur complement matrix. This theory has since been simplified and extended 
Beardmore [62].
Venkatasubramanian et al. [59] make several points regarding the meaning of 
“stability” and “state” , y € R m are said to be “instantaneous” state variables, 
that is that they are assumed that they change so fast that the algebraic term 
g(x, y, A) =  0 holds. This is not unreasonable as the speed at which changes 
in the current flows through the transmission lines will be orders of magnitude 
faster than load and generation effects. They also define the general concepts of 
“viability” when system states are within acceptable operating limits, “feasibil­
ity” when parameters permit a “continuously movable” (i.e. structurally stable) 
stable equilibrium, and “transient stability” when specified contingencies (per­
dynamics involves studying the whole system ( /  and g) and not only the network
(3.24)
model is presented. The “loss of causality” at det(gy x) =  0 is noted, and that
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turbations) all give trajectories leading back to to the stable equilibrium. It 
is claimed [61] that global bifurcations have no effect on the feasibility region 
(practical operating parameter space). We will show that all these engineering 
concepts can be related to dynamic effects and bifurcations, and that they they 
can be connected in some sense.
In the following chapters we will make clear the conditions under which an a 
priori reduction of the DAE to an ODE can be made, which will greatly simplify 
the subsequent analysis.
3 .4 .3  M eth o d s used  to  an alyse pow er sy stem s  
Traditional analysis tools
A variety of methods are used by power engineers to assess the performance of 
existing and proposed power system networks and equipment.
We have already mentioned P  — V  curves, which are plots of the voltage 
supplied by the network to a load against the real power demanded by that 
load. It is repeatedly stated within the electrical engineering community that 
the “load flow” equations (2.63,2.64) typically have two solutions -  one stable, 
one unstable. For a single line, we can express the load P  as a function of the 
input voltage magnitude V  and plot curves resembling saddle-node bifurcation 
diagrams; similar diagrams can be plotted for the reactive load Q [6, sec. 6.1].
The stability of the whole power system with respect to various “contingen­
cies” (perturbations or faults) is usually examined by making a calculation of 
the trajectories starting from the state of the post-perturbation or post-fault sys­
tem and examining whether or not such trajectories lead to a stable operating 
point. The particular contingencies may be selected from knowledge of actual or 
likely scenarios, and/or by Monte Carlo type methods. The models used in such 
analysis usually focus on the representation of generator, control and protection 
devices, and the load models used are typically constant or simple algebraic mod­
els. The software designed for this procedure, such as EUROSTAG [63, 64, 65] or 
the Matlab/Simulink power system block-set, is very flexible regarding selection 
of the system and states to analyse, as long as only one of a number of “standard” 
models is used. However, the representation of different load models can be hard 
and the representation of the system ODE or DAE in the form (2.75,2.76) for 
analysis as a dynamical system is not easy.
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Lyapunov functions
Lyapunov functions have been used by several authors to estimate boundaries of 
stability regions for power system models. They have two major drawbacks in 
that they can be hard to construct and they will typically underestimate stability 
regions. However once formulated they are easy to apply to give reliable results. 
Usually such functions are based on the energy contained in the system.
Davy and Hiskens [66] and Cao et al. [3] are typical papers in that the energy 
function derived is dependent on the particular generator and load model used 
and does not allow dynamic load models of the form (2.73,2.74).
Varghese et al. [67] describe a method to exactly characterise the boundary 
of stability regions by the use of “Maximal Lyapunov Level sets” . This can 
be contrasted with the use of cell-mapping methods [68] to calculate stability 
boundaries of a swing equation generator model (2.58,2.59). This paper shows 
that traditional Lyapunov function based methods underestimate the size of the 
basin of attraction of operating points.
Another danger of of using Lyapunov functions is that it can falsely be as­
sumed [69] that the local asymptotic stability proved by such a function implies 
the global absence of periodic behaviour. It is clear from the study of the 3-Bus 
model that stable fixed points and stable periodic orbits may co-exist at the same 
parameter value (see for example Section 4.5.1) but this stable periodic behaviour 
will not be detected by the local Lyapunov function at the fixed point.
It is quite possible to also use Lyapunov functions for DAE system. This is 
done by Hill et al. [70] who present a stability theory for DAE power systems mod­
els using Lyapunov functions. In this paper constraint manifolds {y : g(x, y) = 0}, 
impasse surfaces {y : gy is singular} and stability regions are discussed.
C ontinuation
Continuation methods as described in Section 3.3 have been used by a number of 
power system researchers to find solutions to the algebraic “load flow” problem 
(2.63,2.64) with fixed generator inputs and load values as a parameter.
Many investigators of power system network models have viewed the “nose” 
of the “load flow” curve as a point which prohibits continuation solutions being 
found. More recently, methods have been proposed in the power literature [71, 
72, 73, 74] to find all the solutions to (2.63,2.64) despite a point of singularity 
of the Jacobian of this system. These are based on extensions to the simplistic 
parameter continuation method. Ma and Thorp [72] use continuation methods
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to find load flow solutions of parameterised power system model. They claim, 
based presumably on computational evidence, that the curve of solutions always 
forms a closed loop.
Other papers have applied the pseudo-arc method to the problem of solving 
the network equation, although not always described as such [75]. This method is 
also used by most of the papers investigating power systems as dynamical systems, 
such as those described above, several of which use the method as implemented 
in AUTO.
It would appear that the use of homotopy and continuation methods would be 
very useful in a power systems context and the relatively few uses of this either 
in the literature or in simulators used in practice is somewhat strange. This is 
possibly due to the view that it is a computationally “hard” problem, which is 
compounded by the wide use of direct methods based on LU factorisation as a 
solution method for the large linear systems involved. Flueck and Chiang [76] 
show tha t use of an iterative method (preconditioned GMRES) is practical and 
leads to much greater efficiency -  this needs further study, both in the context of 
continuation methods and for traditional power engineering techniques. The use 
of other root finding techniques for solving the power system network equations, 
such as Recursive Projection [77] would also seem possible, and the exploitation 
of the underlying physical network structure in some way could also be further 
investigated.
P roxim ity  m easures
Following the introduction of non-linear methods such as in the 3-Bus papers 
described above, a number of authors have made suggestions as to how the bi­
furcations and dynamical behaviour could be exploited to provide an index or 
measure of how “close” the system is to voltage collapse. This could be used as 
both a design tool and an operating indicator. The main feature of these methods 
is to estimate the location of bifurcation points in terms of operating parameters.
Lee and Ajjarapu [78] examine a DAE power system model. The eigenvalues 
of the Schur complement matrix (3.22) of the DAE system are calculated. The 
sensitivity of the system to change in parameters p is measured by calculating 
the matrices and |jj, expressions for which are given. A projection is used 
to estimate the parameter sensitivity of the different eigenspaces of the Schur 
complement. The authors claim that the behaviour of the system is governed 
by the subspace related to the “critical eigenvalue” . Their method would allow 
an investigation of how parameter change effects this “critical” subspace. With
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saddle-node, Hopf and singularity induced bifurcations all possible, it is not clear 
how one would identify this critical eigenvalue, assuming an efficient method 
could be found for calculating all the eigenvalues of the Schur complement. No 
consideration is given to non-local phenomena. The method is applied to a 39-bus 
system with static loads.
Joshi and Srivastava [79] assume that a (p— 1)-dimensional surface E of Hopf 
bifurcation points x H exists in the p-dimensional parameter space of a DAE power 
system model. In order to estimate the “distance to Hopf bifurcation” a method 
is proposed to find minxHe%\\x* — x H\\, by minimisation of an objective function. 
This function assumes that the eigenvalue at x* with the smallest real part is 
always the “critical” eigenvalue which will lead to Hopf bifurcation.
Alvarado et al. [80] also assume a (p — l)-dimensional surface, this time of 
saddle-node bifurcations. A likely direction of parameter change is chosen and 
the distance to saddle-node bifurcation calculated using an iterative method to 
find the bifurcation. A Monte Carlo method is used to select different parameter 
changes vectors. This method is both simple and practical, but does make the 
assumption that only saddle-node bifurcation will cause collapse.
Greene et al. [81] assume or predict a likely pattern of load increase. A 
saddle-node point (‘nose’) curve of a DAE or differential equation power system 
model is found by continuing the operating state in the parameter direction of 
this predicted load increase. The loading margin is defined to be the distance in 
parameter space from the current operating point to the bifurcation point. It is 
assumed that in the event of some contingency, the post-fault system will have a 
lower loading margin. A formula is proposed to provide linear or quadratic esti­
mates of the load margin in the post-fault system, calculated from the Jacobian 
of the original system. This paper makes the assumption that the fixed points 
and bifurcation point of the post-fault system can be approximated in terms of 
the behaviour of the pre-fault system. As a consequence of this unjustified as­
sumption, the derivations of the formulae given are somewhat unclear. A second 
assumption is that saddle-node bifurcation is the only cause of voltage collapse.
Despite these assumptions the concept of load margin is a useful one; we 
clearly show below that saddle-node bifurcation is a sufficient condition for col­
lapse and so the parameter “distance” to such bifurcation points is an important 
quantity. However, to derive a useful methodology for contingency planning using 
bifurcation theory, much better account must be taken of the difference between 
the pre-fault and post-fault systems, which are distinct (albeit related) dynamical 
systems.
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In following chapters we use a simple Monte Carlo method to investigate 
the behaviour of basins of attraction of power system models. We can make few 
assumptions about the dynamical behaviour of these systems as we can efficiently 
compute the bifurcation structure of the models prior to performing the Monte 
Carlo calculations.
3 .4 .4  Sum m ary
An electrical circuit, such as a power system, can successfully be represented as 
a dynamical system. The problem of voltage collapse may be explained in terms 
of the dynamical behaviour of such a system. It is possible to use non-linear 
concepts such as bifurcation and basins of attraction to investigate this behaviour. 
In particular a dynamical systems approach may identify wider possible state 
and parameter conditions as well as new mechanisms which may lead to voltage 
collapse. This may yield performance and safety indices which could be used in 
power system planning or operation, but current research in this area needs to be 
given a firmer theoretical basis before such methods could be said to be mature.
In general, there is no complete agreement on exactly which components 
should be included in a a power system model to investigate voltage collapse, 
or how these should be modelled as part of a dynamical system. However, all 
such models can be represented as a dynamical system, so reasonable models can 
be chosen which give good qualitative representation of power system behaviour 




3-Bus M odel — 1-Param eter 
Investigation
4.1 In troduction
In this chapter and the next we consider a reduced power system model, previ­
ously investigated by a number of researchers. This model comprises three buses 
modelling two generators supplying power to a load. The real and reactive power 
demands of the load then become parameters which we vary and the resulting 
dynamics of the system can be compared at different load values. Whilst highly 
simplified from a stand-point of electrical engineering, this model is still very rich 
dynamically and exhibits many of the features of voltage collapse that we are in­
terested in. It also is likely that more complex systems can be effectively reduced 
to such simpler problems when we are concerned with the large scale dynamical 
effects where only a few components go unstable initially, with the rest following.
We show some important previously unobserved behaviour in this system and 
in particular demonstrate that the parameter regimes which might be considered 
stable by some authors [22, 9] may be overly optimistic.
The layout of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 
we introduce the model used and briefly discuss some of the dynamics associ­
ated with voltage collapse. An asymptotic solution for escaping trajectories is 
given in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we present the numerical methods used to 
compute trajectories in the model and investigate it with respect to changes in 
1-parameter. Finally, in Section 4.5 we present some results which clearly explain 
the dependence and sensitivity of the system with respect to two different load 
parameters.
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4.2 M odel description
We consider the 3-bus model introduced in [29, 22] and further investigated in 
[30, 40, 31, 32, 46, 44]. The model is intended to be the simplest possible system 
containing the basic elements of power system structure -  load, generation and 
interconnection, and uses the component models introduced in Chapter 2. Whilst 
being simple it has the same basic dynamical structure of more realistic power 
system models. The model comprises two generator buses and a load bus. One 
generator bus is a “slack bus” acting as an infinite power source at fixed voltage 
magnitude V0 = 1 and relative phase angle £o =  0. This models the response 
of the whole of the power system network, and is not affected by the load on 
the system. The other generator is considered to be influenced by the load. Its 
relative phase angle 8m, frequency cum = 8m and electrical power output Pe are 
modelled by a “swing” equation of type (2.58,2.59)
M 8m — Pm Pe (4.1)
with machine moment of inertia M, damping coefficient dm and mechanical power 
input Pm all constant.
The real and reactive loads at the third bus comprise fixed real and reactive 
loads Pi and Qi, in parallel with an empirical model of induction motor load 
suggested by [8]. For a voltage V  with phase angle 8 supplied to the load, the 
real and reactive power demands of the load are are given by
P ^ P o  + Px + KpuS + KjniV + TV) / x
(4.2)
Qi =  Qo +  Q i  +  K qj  + K qvV  + K qvi V 2
Here Pi and Q i are parameters which we will vary; the other parameters are 
considered to be fixed.
The generator and load buses are connected according to the circuit diagram 
in Figure 4.1.
The two transmission lines connecting the generator buses to the load bus are 
modelled as inductances YmZ ( —6m — |) ,F o ^ ( —$o ~  f )  along with a capacitance 
C  representing the shunt capacitance of the whole system. Kirchoff’s current law 
applied at the generator bus tells us that the electrical power generated must be
Pe = -YmVYm  sin(6 - 8m -  0m) ~  V%Ym sin(0m) (4.3)




Figure 4.1: Circuit diagram for 3-Bus model
Vo, Vo and 00 to Yq and 6'0 respectively [1, 22]. Kirchoff’s current law then tells 
us that the powers supplied by the network to the combined load are
P, = -  V ’VYJ sin(5 + 0‘o) -  sin(<5 -  
+ (Yqsin (6>q ) +  Ymsin(0m))
(4.4)
Qi =V{Ycos(<5 +  0') +  Vm€08(5 -  0m)
- (y0' cos(0j) +  Ymcos(0m))
This is completely equivalent to the representation in equations (2.63,2.64), 
where G S) 12 =  0, G 12 =  -  Ym sin(<9m), B u  =  -K mcos(0m).
Normally the application of Kirchoff’s laws to calculate the power flow through 
the network would give an algebraic constraint on the system leading to a differ­
ential-algebraic system. However, with this simple network we substitute Pe, Pi 
and Qi into the dynamical part of the model and re-write the entire system as a
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4-dimensional ordinary differential equation
— k'Vnj
( drnUJrn -f- Pm Pe(V, Sj Sm)) >
- ± -  ( - K q v V  -  K ^ V 2 -  (Qo +  Q i  -  Q i ( V , <5))), (4.5)
■ft-quj
— X— —  ( k ^ K ^ V 2 + ( K ^ K " ,  -  K qulK p v ) V
J- - f * quj-f^pv '
+  K ^ Q o  +  Qi -  Q , ( V ,  8 ) )  -  K q w ( P 0 +  P t -  P i { V ,  J))).
where Pe,Pj and Qi are given by (4.3) and (4.4).
We use the following system parameters, which are all dimensionless, apart 
from the angles which are in radians. Generator parameters: M  = 0.3, D = 0.05, 
Pm =  1.0. Load parameters: K pu} =  0.4, K pv = 0.3, K qu} — —0.03, K qv = —2.8, 
K qv2 =  2.1, T  = 8.5, Po = 0.6, Qo = 1.3. Network parameters: Vm — 1.0, 
Ym =  5.0, 6m = —57t/180, Vq =  2.5, — 8.0, 6'0 = —127r/180. These have been
chosen for two reasons. Firstly they are to those used by previous investigators 
of this model, and so we can compare our results directly with theirs. Secondly, 
discussions with researchers at the National Grid Company have shown that 
these figures are a reasonable approximation to the parameters occuring in real 
systems, and so the model has as much physical validity as can be expected for 
such a small and simple system.
In the load, the constant parts of the real and reactive power demands (Pi 
and Qi) are parameters which could in principle be varied in an experiment. (In 
principle we could also vary the system damping, or line inductance or other 
parameters, but we shall not consider doing this here.) By varying Pi and Q i we 
identify certain types of dynamics of (4.5) and the transitions between them.
4 .2 .1  A  b rief d escrip tion  o f th e  sy stem  d yn am ics
We show below that the long-time behaviour of 3-bus model trajectories fall into 
4 sets: (1) attracted to fixed points, (2) attracted to periodic orbits, (3) attracted 
to a strange attractor and (4) escaping (unbounded, collapsing).
The system represented by the three bus model (4.5) ideally operates in a 
fixed, stable, steady state. If such a state is unique and globally attracting -  or 
at least has a large basin of attraction -  then we can consider the overall system
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to be operating safely. Large deviations of initial conditions from the steady state 
(caused, for example, by a power line failure or some other fault) will not prevent 
the system from returning to its stable operating condition. For a wide class of 
parameter values it is known [6 , chap. 14] that power systems with networks of 
this type will generally have two (or indeed several) fixed operating points where 
all time derivatives vanish. One of these points is a stable attractor whereas the 
other is an unstable saddle point.
As either Pi or Qi are varied then the fixed points also vary, typically meeting 
at a saddle-node bifurcation point (a fold point); say when Pi =  P f N. The value 
of P f N depends upon Qi and other parameter values. This point gives the value 
of Pi at which we have maximum real power transfer. If Pi «  P f N then 
the system operates safely overall. For Pi > P f N there are no fixed operating 
points and typically the power system is unstable with an immediate collapse of 
the voltage. Such voltage collapse corresponds mathematically to an unbounded 
solution of (4.5).
Voltage collapse can occur either when there is no attracting bounded solution 
(such as Pi > P f N) or when an initial state (for instance caused by a transient due 
to a local power failure) lies outside the basin of attraction of such a bounded 
state. The computation of P f N and other related saddle-node bifurcations is 
important, as it defines the maximum possible region of safe operation. Various 
attempts have been made to obtain estimates for these points in more general 
systems, however voltage collapse can easily occur for P  < P f N.
For Pi < P f N but close to Psn  we may observe complex behaviour with 
coexisting periodic, steady and chaotic solutions. All of these states represent 
bounded behaviour of the system. In this region voltage collapse may easily occur 
as the basin of attraction of the stable fixed point is eroded. Thus although 
Pi < P f N we cannot guarantee that the system will not go through collapse. 
We also note that periodic and chaotic motion, whilst bounded, may still not 
represent a desirable operating state of the power network and might reasonably 
also be considered to be unstable from the view point of power engineering. 
Typically the periodic orbits arise either through Hopf bifurcations or through 
more global effects such as the Sil’nikov homoclinic bifurcation. It is this region of 
parameter space that we will consider in this paper as it represents the transition 
point from a safe to an unsafe region. To fully reveal the overall structure of this 
region we consider variations of both Q i and Pi. This gives a picture for the 
dynamics as a series of Hopf and period doubling bifurcations organised around 
a Bogdanov-Takens point.
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4.3 A sym p to tic  solutions
We now present an asymptotic solution for escaping (collapsing) trajectories in 
the 3-Bus model.
4.3 .1  D eriva tion
Rewrite the 3-bus model (4.5) as
6m —^ ra, (4.6)
Um =71 Um +  72 +  ^ 7 3  Sm(6  - 6m -  9m) +  74, (4.7)
6 = P l V  +  f t  +  (64V COS((5 — 00) +  (65V C O s(£  — 6m +  9m) +  ( f t  +  /^ 6) 5  (4.8)
V  = ol\V +  Q.2V 2 4- 0:3 +  Q14V sin(<5 +  9q) -t- oc^Vsin((5 — Sm H- 9m)
+  OiQV2 +  OL'jV COs(<5 +  0q) +  Ql%V C O s($  — 6 m +  9m)- (4-9)
where the constant parameters have been re-written for clarity as
7 i =
dm, 










f t  =K q„ ’ K qw ’
f t = —Qo—Qi K qu) ’ A = V'Y1Q_Q. ’
f t VmYm A = -(Vo cos(0„)+ym cos(0m))K  > K quj
Oil
K P0J /Cgv I p^v
Ct2 =
Kpuj K qv 2
TKqcjKpv 5 T K quJ Kpv ’
Q!3 K Pui(Qo+Qi)—K qu/ (Po+Pl) Ct4 = -^ V n '^ nTKquKpv 5 TKqujKpv ’
^5
Kquj Vm Ym
T K qu)KpV J
Ct6 KpU(Y'cos(0'o)+Ym, cos(0m))“!"K q(Jj (Yq sin(flo)+Vm sin(0m))T K qu/Kpv 5
a 7
- K P„V'Y>
a% = Kpiq Vm YmTKqu) Kpv 5 TKqu)KpV
L o a d  b u s
(4.10)
Observe that if V  is large, (4.8,4.9) reduce to 6 = ( f t  +  f t ) ^ 2, V  — (a2 +  o 6) y 2. 
Accordingly we consider the following leading order ansatz for the behaviour of
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the 3-bus model load variables at voltage collapse;
J = ^ - 7 ,  (4.11)
±Q — t
V  = = £ — . (4.12)
± o  — t
Note that both expressions become infinite at t = Tq. Differentiation of these 
identities and substitution into (4.8 ,4.9) yields
0 =  — A +  (/?2 +  (3§)C2
+  (To — t ) {P\C 4- +/?4C  cos(5 — 6q) 4- /?5 cos(S — Sm 4- 9m))
+  (T0 -  t)2f t ,  (4.13)
0 = (—(7 4- 0L2C 2 4- a^C2)
+ (T - t )  (  ai + a* sin^  +  ^0 ) +  as sin^  ”  +
\  + 0:7 cos(£ 4- 6q) 4- a 8 cos(S — <Sm 4- 6m)
4- (Tq — t ) 2 a  3 . (4-14)
Letting t —> T0, these expressions imply that the asymptotic estimates are first 
order accurate if
*  -  ( 5 T &
C = ----   . (4.16)
a\  +  a§
These estimates, and hence the behaviour of the load as it approaches collapse, 
are independent of the generator variables Sm,Um, parameters 7 * and initial con­
ditions. So in the 3-Bus model, collapse can be said to depend only on the 
configuration and behaviour of the load and the network. We would expect this 
result to generalise to larger models of a similar nature.
Generator bus
The asymptotic behaviour of the generator can be derived as follows. Let
» =  TF—  (4.17)
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so that t —> Tq is equivalent to s —> oo. This identity gives
ds 1
dt (T0 -  t ) 2
and hence






7lHn +  1 1 + 1 2  + v{ t)  gin((5(t) _  5m(t) _  9my  (4 2^0)
S i{ t )=  [ ts^ l l dT (4.21)
Jo T
is a special function with many well known properties [82] including
lira Sift)  =  -  (4.22)f—>00 2
Now consider asymptotic estimates:
lom — £lSi  ^ k = £lSi (As  +  </>) +  /c, (4.23)
where 12,</>, A; are constants, and
5m — I dt
- fJo
rTo rTo
/  U m  dt — u m dt. (4.24)Jo Jt
But o;m(To) =  ^ r, so in the limit t —> Tq
— 12 7r
6m = c -  — (To -  t) (4.25)
where c is a constant.
Substituting the asymptotic estimates (6m, u m, Vi 5) for (5m, u m,V, 5) into
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(4.20) gives
dU m , duJrn. f t
ds ds 5 +  |
sin (A s+  </>) — (4.26)
( l i u m . 7 1 + 7 2  , C7 3  . , A , f in Q
( — +  ^ ^  + — sin(A s - c + ^ - ^ ) J -
As s —> 0 0 , the leading order expression reduces to
du)m duJjji f t  . ,  C 7 3  • / a  /] \  1A  nn\—-------- -— =  — sin(As +  <j>)---------- sin(As — c — 6m) (4-27)
ds ds s s
Thus Om -> u m as 5  —> 0 0 , provided that
ft =  C 7 3 . (4.28)
0 = - ( c  +  0m) (4.29)
Sum m ary
In summary, an asymptotic description of voltage collapse in the 3-Bus model as 
t —> T0 is given by
S =  ^ + 7  (4.30)
10 — t
V  =  7 A 7  (4-31)
±0 — t
— Ott
<5m =  c - — ( T o - t )  (4.32)
=  n 5 i  ( j A 'j -  c -  0mJ + k (4.33)
with constants A, C , ft given by (4.15,4.16,4.28) and with &, c and T0 determined
by the initial conditions.
4 .3 .2  C om parison  w ith  num erical resu lts
These asymptotic estimates can be compared with numerically calculated voltage 
collapse trajectories. The numerical integration methods used to calculate the 
trajectories are described below. The evaluation of the function Si(t) is performed 
using an algorithm presented in [83].
The problem arises of not being able to exactly determine the blow-up time T0 
and the constants k , c in the asymptotic description of the generator behaviour, 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of sample escaping numerical trajectory and asymptotic 
estimate, (Q \,P \ ) =  (0,1). Full lines are asymptotic estimates, dotted lines 
are numerically calculated trajectories starting from (—1.2670, —0.3483, 1.8829, 
0.2671)
order to illustrate that the asymptotic and numerical solutions are in good agree­
ment, we have chosen the same starting values as the numerical trajectories, 
and determined a value for T0 by minimising the error between the numerical 
trajectory and the asymptotic estimate.
The sample plots in Figure 4.2 show both the numerical trajectories and the 
asymptotic results at the same time-points using the expressions for C, A and 
£7 given above. There is excellent agreement, both qualitative and quantitative, 
between the numerical and asymptotic results. The asymptotic estimates clearly 
reproduce the finite time blow-up behaviour at the load. At the generator, the 
asymptotic results clearly reproduce the bounded oscillatory behaviour present 
in the variable u. Note that the frequency of this oscillation increases as the 
blow-up time is approached. This has a significant effect on the application of 
numerical methods used to calculate trajectories near collapse.
Also note that the limit t —>■ T0 would never be observed in practice as other
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physical effects (protection devices) rapidly come into play in this limit and our 
simple model breaks down.
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4.4  N um erical m eth ods
4.4 .1  P seu d o-arc  len g th  con tin u ation
In Chapter 3 we briefly introduced the concept of numerical path following. We 
now develop this more fully.
Keller’s pseudo-Arc length continuation method, as described in [27, 84], can 
be applied directly to (4.5) to find paths of fixed points with respect to changes 
in one of the parameters.
In order to make a continuation step of length A from a known solution 




where r  is the normalised tangent to the solution locus, given by (zq, 1)t  where 
zo = f x l f \  evaluated at (xo,Xq). This system can be solved using a Newton 
method, convergence of which can be guaranteed subject to non-singularity of f x 
at the solution point. The step-size A can be adjusted (automatically) in order 
to control accuracy and efficiency.
The method may be extended to compute the loci of other dynamically in­
teresting solutions such as loci of periodic orbits. See for instance [28, 85].
4.4 .2  D e tec tio n  o f H o p f and sa d d le-n o d e b ifu rcations
Detection of both saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation points during the continua­
tion method is then performed by monitoring the eigenvalues of the linearisation 
of the system during the course of the computation. A bifurcation may have oc­
curred if the number of eigenvalues in the right half plane changes at successive 
continuation points (x1, A1), (x2, A2); one real eigenvalue changing sign indicating 
a possible saddle-node bifurcation, a pair of complex eigenvalues changing sign 
in their real parts indicating a possible Hopf bifurcation.
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Saddle-node point detection
If a possible saddle-node bifurcation point is detected, it can be located to desired
accuracy by finding a solution (x*, A*,(/>*) of the system
0 =  f (x ,  A)
0 =  M  (4.35)
0 =  (f>Tfa -  1
where fa is some fixed reference vector and <j> is an approximation to the null- 
space of the Jacobian matrix f x at the bifurcation point (x*, A*) [84]. This system 
can be solved using a Newton method.
An alternative method is to apply a secant or similar method on the interval 
[A1, A2], finding a fixed point x  at each and calculate the value of the eigenvalue 
of the Jacobian at the fixed point at that parameter value that is closest to zero. 
This may not be as robust as finding roots of (4.35) as there may be more than
one eigenvalue close to zero for parameters in [A1, A2].
H opf point detection
A Hopf bifurcation with eigenvalues ± u u i  can be located to desired accuracy by 
solving the non-linear system
0 =  f ( x ,  A)
0  =
0 = -  € (4-36) 
o = £T£ + nT v -  1 
0 =  %Tf  -
where T  = 2itljh is effectively the period of orbits close to the Hopf bifurcation 
and f , 77 are two vectors spanning the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalues 
[8 6 ]. This method has the advantage that the values T, £, 77 may be used 
in order to provide initial estimates for computation of periodic orbits.
A simpler and more computationally efficient approach is to measure the real 
part of an eigenvector close to the imaginary axis, and apply a secant method 
until this real part is zero. This method may fail if the initial guesses for the 
secant method are poor, for instance if the eigenvalue chosen to monitor is not 
the eigenvalue that crosses the imaginary axis. In practice this method works 
reasonably well if the initial guesses are chosen from successive steps in a con­
tinuation method with a reasonably small step-size. If the secant method fails,
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better starting guess can be calculated by restarting the continuation method 
with an even smaller step-size.
4 .4 .3  E x ten d ed  sy stem s for con tin u ation  o f  p eriod ic  or­
b its
Periodic orbit
A periodic orbit satisfies the system
x  =  f ( x ) x  G Kn, t € [0, T]
g(x) = x(0) — x(T) — 0 (boundary conditions) (4.37)
{f)(x(t)) =  0 (phase condition)
where T  may be fixed or be an unknown. If we normalise the time variable, 
taking t' = t /T ,  this system becomes
x — T  f (x )  x  £ Mn , t' € [0,1]
g(x) = x(0) — x(l) =  0 (boundary conditions) (4.38)
(f)(x(t')) =  0 (phase condition)
An approximate solution to this system can be found efficiently by the use of a 
collocation method [84, 25] which we now briefly describe.
D iscretisation
We discretise (4.38) on N  intervals each containing k collocation points:
Mesh points: {1 =  ti < t2 < . . .  < tN+\ =  1} (4.39)
Collocation points: {0 < p\ < p2 < . . .  < Pk < 1} (4.40)
We approximate the solution on each mesh interval [U, U+i] by a k-th order poly­
nomial, defined in terms of the Gauss points pi,l = 1 , . . . ,  k, and Legendre polyno­
mials Lj(t) (defined on [0,1] and mapped to [£j,£j+i]). This defines the constants 
ft' =  Jo f t and OLji — JqJ Lj{t)dt where 1 < i , j  < k.
Let hi = (U+i — U) and
Uj =U + hipj j  = 1 , . . . ,  k (4.41)
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in each mesh interval i = 1, . . . ,  N.  Then we approximate the solution to (4.38) 
by
k
X ( t i j )  «  Xi j  =  Xi  +  hi  ^  a jl  f i x u)
1 = 1  
k
x( ti+1) «  Xi + i  =  Xi  + h i  A  f ( x u)
i=i
with boundary conditions
g (x i ,xN+i) = xi - x N+i = 0 (4.44)
This is equivalent to defining a fully implicit Runge-Kutta scheme (defined by 
p, a, (3) on each mesh interval and solving for all variables at all mesh intervals 
simultaneously. We have n(N(k  +  1) +  1) equations (4.42,4.43,4.44) which we 
can solve for the n(N(k  +  1) +  1) unknowns xi, i n , . . . ,  Xu,  x 2, x 2i , . . . ,  x 2k, • • •, 
x Nij • • • j x Nk and xn+i.
This non-linear system could be solved directly, however this is highly inef­
ficient. For each mesh interval i the variables X i j  are dependent only on each 
other and on and are independent of the other xy for i' ^  i. A decomposition 
method for solution of the system, after [25], is presented in Appendix A.
Phase condition
For a general problem, the phase condition <p(x(t)) will typically be specified in 
terms of the value of some integral over the whole orbit, or a discrete approxima­
tion to this integral. Computation of the condition may require use of all solution 
points in the approximation of the orbit x(t), which will be n-dimensional.
Power systems models of any size will always contain a second order system 
of type (2.58,2.59) with Si =  Ui at one or more generator buses, hence we can use 
a much simplified phase condition
c*(0) =  0 (4.45)
where i is the index of some generator bus. This is guaranteed to have a local 
solution, due to the second order nature of the system.
Normally caution must be used when taking this approach, as it can lead to 
numerical difficulties in the presence of steep fronts [87]. Numerical solutions 
of the boundary value problem will be more accurate if the mesh and phase
x^  G Mn, j  =  1 , . . . ,  k (4.42)
Xi e (4.43)
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condition are allowed to track these fronts; this works well with integral phase 
conditions but not when specifying a fixed value of one component at one mesh 
point. However, this proviso primarily applies to the application of collocation 
and continuation methods to PDE problems. In power system models, we do get 
large derivatives in the neighbourhood of homoclinic orbits. However the fixed 
point x* on this homoclinic orbit will always have u* =  0 for all generator buses z, 
so we will not have problems with the numerical solution failing to track moving 
fronts when using this much simplified phase condition.
4 .4 .4  D e te c tio n  o f  cyclic folds and p eriod  d ou b lin g  bifur­
ca tion s
In [23] details are presented of a method for the computation of Floquet multi­
pliers for the system. The collocation method approximation wh to the period 
solution over m  points requires solution of the linear system
A hwh = A, (4.46)
defined by equation (A.7) or (A. 13) in Appendix A. This can be shown to be 
a generalised eigenvalue problem with at least (m — 1 )n eigenvalues at infinity 
and n  eigenvalues that approximate the Floquet multipliers. Solution of the 
system by a direct method requires factorisation of Ah. A partial factorisation 
of the system allows deflation of (ra — l)n  eigenvalues at infinity, leaving an 
n-dimensional generalised eigenvalue problem which can be solved to give the 
Floquet multiplier approximations.
A Floquet multiplier A; = 1 is present in all periodic solutions; the error in 
the computation of this value allows assessment of the error in this method.
4 .4 .5  B ranch  sw itch in g  at b ifu rcation  p o in ts
Upon detection of a bifurcation point, we often wish to switch branches and 
perform continuation on a different locus. For example, if we detect a Hopf 
bifurcation while continuing a fixed point, we may wish to calculate the path of 
periodic orbits emanating from the Hopf point. This process is typically done via 
the use of a normal form for the system at the bifurcation point, which allows us 
to calculate an approximation for a point on the new path. This approximation 
can then be used as a starting guess for a continuation method as before.
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Branch sw itching at H opf points
A non-degenerate Hopf bifurcation at (x*,X*) implies the local existence of a
path of periodic solutions. In order to perform continuation on this path, we 
must calculate an approximation to a periodic orbit x(t) at some parameter value 
A =  A* +  e. Using simple linear asymptotic estimates for the periodic orbit and 
its period, [84] gives the following expression for initialising a method to find an 
initial periodic orbit
where ws,wc span the null-space of the Jacobian f x and uj0 is the magnitude of 
the imaginary eigenvalues at the Hopf point.
4 .4 .6  T rajectories and P oin care sec tio n s
M ethods for trajectory calculation for power system s m odels
Power systems engineers have generally used explicit methods for calculation of 
system trajectories, especially in methods to estimate “transient stability” [2, 88]. 
This is due to the large dimension of such systems and hence the reluctance of 
power system engineers to use implicit methods.
We have tested a number of schemes to calculate trajectories in the 3-Bus 
model, including an explicit Runge-Kutta scheme (RK-2(3)) and an implicit 
RK/BDF scheme (TR-BDF2) both with error estimators and automatic step- 
size selection. Although the latter requires the solution of a non-linear system 
at each time-step, the efficiency gained through much larger time-steps makes 
up for this. In addition, major errors were seen when using the explicit scheme; 
these occurred during periods of rapid oscillation and when the system was close 
to the point of collapse. At such points the calculated trajectory was seen to be 
highly non-smooth.
For the most efficient application of these schemes, we must must decide a 
priori how the algorithm will cope near voltage collapse points. Since we know 
that finite-time blow-up behaviour is likely, we can decide to halt the algorithm 





this then the algorithm will continue to calculate the trajectory approaching the 
collapse point until the minimum step-size is reached.
Poincare sections for power system  m odels
The second order property of power system models allows us to use the same 
simple condition for definition of a Poincare section as used for the calculation of 
periodic orbits, namely
=  0 (4.49)
for some generator i. This will define a hyper-surface which contains all fixed 
points of the system, but is intersected at least twice by any periodic orbit. So 
for a unique definition of a Poincare section we must add the condition
ujiif)  > 0 (4.50)
These conditions are easy to efficiently monitor as trajectories are calculated 
numerically. Care must be taken to have a reasonable number of time steps in 
each orbit, lest the Poincare section be crossed and re-crossed without detection.
If the Poincare section is crossed in the time interval t E (t0, U) then a variety 
of methods can be used be used to accurately locate the time t =  t* and state 
x  =  x* of intersection. A simple and effective method is to use a bisection or 
interpolation method to choose the time-step A t  =  t* — to which satisfies the con­
dition (4.50) to within a specified tolerance. If accuracy is not too important then 
one linear interpolation between (xo,to) and (x\ , t i )  will suffice to approximate 
(x*,t*).
4 .4 .7  Im p lem en ta tion
We have used a number of existing packages and our own code to produce the 
results that follow. The Fortran package AUTO [89] was used to provide initial 1- 
parameter continuation results and for some of the 2-parameter results discussed 
in the next chapter (in particular the continuation of cyclic fold and period dou­
bling points). The rest of the results were produced using our own Matlab code, 
which implemented algorithms not available in AUTO or not easily adaptable 
from it. This has proved to be very flexible for implementation of efficient BT- 
point detection algorithms (see next chapter), 1- and 2-parameter continuation 
and for numerical calculation of trajectories.
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4.5 N um erical resu lts
The analysis and methods developed in Chapter 3 can now be applied to a study 
of the dynamics of the 3-bus model (4.5). To do this we firstly consider varying 
separately the two parameters Q\ and Pi and determining bifurcation points. In 
the next chapter we will perform two-parameter results leading to a full under­
standing of the dynamics of this model.
We should note that the data used to specify the system is only given to 
a finit number of significant figures. Data collection in distributed real-world 
systems such as power networks is notoriously hard, and so the number of sig­
nificant figures that could be relied upon in real-world data could be quite low. 
The numerical techniques we use typically have various tolerances defined within 
them. Hence caution must be used when interpreting results in the context of 
actual power system behaviour if this tolerance is a lot smaller than the precision 
available in the data defining the system.
4.5 .1  C on tin u ation  in  Q \
Fixed points
In Chapter 3 we looked at various known voltage collapse incidents. A common 
feature of these is that increasing reactive power demand is believed to be a factor. 
For this reason Q i will be used here as the primary continuation parameter. The 
bifurcation diagram of fixed points of the system (4.5) with respect to Q\ is shown 
in Figure 4.3, with fixed Pi =  0.
Here the upper branch is stable close to the saddle-node bifurcation at Q f N1 = 
11.41146 and the lower branch is unstable.
Figure 4.4 shows a schematic of how trajectories in the system might behave 
in the presence of both a stable and an unstable fixed point1. Trajectories may 
be attracted to either the stable fixed point (a,d) or to infinity (b,e). Note that 
this allows a connection from the unstable manifold of the unstable fixed point 
to the stable fixed point.
In the 2-D case, the stable manifold (c) of the unstable fixed point clearly 
forms a boundary between the two basins of attraction. Such manifolds define 
similar boundaries in higher dimensional systems (such as power systems) but
xIt is important to note that power systems have dimension greater than two. In Figure 4.4 
and similar schematics, the trajectories represented are therefore 2-D projections of higher 
dimensional behaviour. We must be careful not to implicitly apply the Poincare-Bendixson 
theorem -  our projected trajectories are allowed to cross, although for reasons of clarity they 
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Figure 4.3: Bifurcation diagram in Q\ for 3-Bus model, Pi =  0
cannot be as easily visualised. Methods do exist [90, 91] to calculate approxima­
tions to such manifolds in small dimensions, but they are not suitable for use in 
very high dimensional systems.
The two saddle-node bifurcations on the unstable branch at QfN2 = 3.92380 
and Qf NS = 0.90944 have not been previously presented. Previous analysis of 
power system models has not paid much attention to the unstable branch of fixed 
points. However, these points are important; in determining the maximum basin 
of attraction associated with stable fixed points and when they lie on a homoclinic 
orbit or are associated with boundary crisis events destroying a strange attractor. 
Any structure in the unstable branch, such as the two bifurcations, is therefore 
of potential interest and so unstable paths must be calculated and considered 
carefully.
On the branch of stable fixed points exists a pair of Hopf-bifurcation points, 
at Q i~  = 10.94609 and Q± + = 11.40676. The first of these two points is a sub- 
critical bifurcation where an unstable periodic orbit coalesces with the fixed point 
(as we increase Q i). The second is supercritical giving rise to a stable periodic 
orbit.
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eFigure 4.4: Schematic of saddle-node type behaviour 
P eriod ic  o rb its
Paths of periodic orbits bifurcate from the primary branch at each Hopf point 
(Figure 4.7). The unstable periodic orbit bifurcating from Q±~ subsequently co­
alesces with a stable periodic orbit in a cyclic fold bifurcation at =  10.81766. 
This point has a significant effect on the stability of the electrical system. For 
Q i < Q \ F the only stable operating point of the 3-bus model is a fixed point, 
whereas for Q\ > the fixed point coexists with a stable periodic orbit
(bounded but unsatisfactory from an operational viewpoint). As the periodic 
orbit has a non trivial domain of attraction, it is quite possible that the 3-bus 
model of the power system may settle into a stable periodic orbit. This may well 
not be a safe operating condition, although it is bounded and does not result in 
a voltage collapse.
Figure 4.5 show a schematic of the case where the system has two unstable 
fixed points and a stable periodic orbit. Trajectories (c) lead to the periodic orbit, 
trajectories (b) to escape. Again, we should be careful to excessively generalise 
into higher dimensions the behaviour from this 2-D picture.
Figure 4.6 shows the much more complicated case where there are multiple 
stable states (one periodic, one fixed). This is to be expected wherever a cyclic 
fold produces both a stable and unstable periodic orbit. Trajectories can be 
attracted to either the stable fixed point (b), the stable periodic orbit (a) or 
escape (d).
We show presently that many cyclic folds are associated with the homoclinic
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of stable periodic behaviour
orbit which emanates from the BT-point and that they may be computed as 
parameters vary.
Po incare  m aps and  chaotic o rb its
If Q i is increased from then the stable periodic orbit undergoes a sequence 
of period doubling bifurcations, the first being at Q [ D1 = 10.87327, and subse­
quently evolves into a strange attractor (Figure 4.8). The period doubling cascade 
in this picture was computed by calculating initial trajectories at each parameter 
value over a period of 950 seconds, and then computing the Poincare return map 
for a further 50 seconds.
The attractor gives an erratic behaviour in the electrical system, but the 
resulting orbits are all bounded and are indeed not very far from the fixed point.
At the point Q ^c = 10.8943 it was observed in that the strange attractor 
disappears in a boundary crisis where it collides with the unstable manifold of 
the neighbouring saddle point [92] (this is also observed in a similar system with 
different parameters [32]).
If Qi is decreased from the value Q f+ (the super-critical Hopf bifurcation) a 
similar cascade of period doubling bifurcations can be observed, also leading to 
chaotic orbits.
For 10.8943 < Q\ < 11.3766 there are no bounded attracting states and all 
initial conditions lead to voltage collapse [43].
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of multiple stable-states
4.5.2 C ontinuation in P i
Fixed po in ts
To clarify and unfold the structure observed in the above section we now consider 
varying the real power demand Pi. Starting from the fixed point at Pi =  0, 
Qi =  11.25 we compute the fixed point as a function of Pi, keeping Q i fixed. 
This yields the bifurcation diagram presented in Figure 4.10. This bifurcation 
diagram has an approximately circular structure, with saddle-node bifurcations at 
P f N1 =  1.44896 and P f N2 =  -4.18066. We observe that whereas the bifurcation 
at P f N1 is a coalescence of a stable and an unstable fixed point, that at P$N2 is 
a coalescence of two unstable fixed points. For this fixed value of Q i these two 
bifurcations give the maximum and minimum real power transfer limits.
As in the previous investigation we observe a super-critical Hopf bifurcation 
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Figure 4.8: Period doubling cascade in 3-Bus model, showing successive period 
doublings, period-3 behaviour and boundary crisis at Q i «  10.8943
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Figure 4.9: Strange attractor in 3-Bus model, Q\ =  11.3768
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Figure 4.10: Bifurcation diagram in Pi for 3-Bus model, Q\ =  11.25
P eriod ic  o rb its
Again these orbits exhibit cyclic fold and period doubling bifurcations. We will 
see presently that that further bifurcations from these periodic orbits leads to 
more complex behaviour.
S il’nikov hom oclinicity
The 3-Bus system contains homoclinic orbits of Sil’nikov type where the ho­
moclinic orbit intersects a fixed point which is a saddle focus (i.e. it has a one 
dimensional unstable manifold, and its two least stable eigenvectors have com­
plex eigenvalues and span a two-dimensional space). These homoclinic orbits are 
sometimes referred to as “saddle-focus” homoclinics. Assume the linearisation 
around the unstable fixed point contained within the homoclinic orbit has one 
positive real eigenvalue zq = a > 0 and next rightmost eigenvalues are a complex 
conjugate pair ^2,3 =  We can define a useful quantity2 <5 =  £; this can be
thought of as the ratio of the speed of rotation and the speed of ejection of orbits 
near the fixed point [93]. The homoclinic orbit is said to be of Sil’nikov type if 
6 < 1. In this case the linearisation at the unstable fixed point is dominated by
2This ratio is not to be confused with our state variable <S; phase angle at load.
the rightmost, complex, pair of eigenvalues; the stable manifold is then essen­
tially two dimensional, and the homoclinic orbit spirals around the fixed point 
as it approaches it. In addition there is a characteristic bifurcation diagram for 
the periodic orbits near this type of homoclinic orbit, and much can also be said 
about the presence of chaotic orbits [94].
This is well illustrated by considering the 3-Bus model itself. Consider the
1-D bifurcation diagram in Pi (Figure 4.10) where Q i =  11.25 and calculate 
the periodic orbits emanating from the Hopf point P f +)- A plot of the time 
period of the orbits on this path (Figure 4.11) show the period increasing with an 
oscillatory pattern, with orbits of increasing period converging through multiple 
cyclic folds p ^ Fn towards the homoclinic orbit at P /1 =  —2.30456. Note that 
in Figure 4.11 there exist both stable and unstable periodic orbits, but we use 
a solid line for both types in the interest of clarity. There also exists a period 
doubling bifurcation associated with each cyclic fold, again these are omitted 
for clarity. This pattern is characteristic of the behaviour of a (global) Sil’nikov 
bifurcation, with a sequence of multiple cyclic-fold points also accumulating onto 
the homoclinic orbit. It is also possible to follow the periodic orbit created in 
the period doubling bifurcation at P f D = —0.62682. This orbit also displays an 
oscillatory structure as it converges towards a double pulse homoclinic orbit at 
Pi =  -1.731537 (Figure 4.12).
If we examine the eigenvalues of the unstable fixed point at Qi = 11.25, P/1 =  
—2.30456, we find that S =  0.01344 confirming our observations. The value of 5 
changes along the path of the approximate homoclinic orbits, accounting for the 
qualitative change in the orbits shown in Figure 5.6.
The main features of a Sil’nikov bifurcation are (i) the creation of an infinite 
set of cyclic fold points (ii) the creation of an infinite set of period-doubling 
bifurcations either side of each fold (iii) the existence of complex chaotic behaviour 
close to the homoclinic orbit. In the latter case it will be very difficult to resolve 
which part of this region is liable to lead to a voltage collapse. We can however 
calculate the path of cyclic folds passing through Pi =  P f F1, Qi = 11.25 which 
acts as a boundary for this region in the 2-parameter plane.
This particular form of the dynamics, whilst important, occurs in this example 
for non-physical values of the real power demand Pi. However, as we shall show in 
the next chapter, the loci of some of the cyclic fold and period doubling bifurcation 
points created at this bifurcation can be followed by continuation in Pi and Q\ 
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Figure 4.11: Time period of period orbits in 3-Bus model, plotted against pa­
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Figure 4.12: Double pulse homoclinic, (Qi,Pi) =  (11.25,-1.731537)
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4.6 C onclusions and im plications
Continuation of fixed points and periodic orbits reveals a wealth of dynamic be­
haviour in the 3-bus model. At different parameter values, the system may have 
a wide variety of stable and unstable fixed points, stable and unstable periodic 
orbits, homoclinic orbits and strange attractors coexisting. These formation of 
these differing mode of behaviour can be successfully explained in terms of bifur­
cation points.
These behaviour types all have implications for the study of voltage collapse. 
Contrary to the previously published work, we feel that it is not possible to say 
that collapse is the result of one particular type of bifurcation. For instance, co­
existence of stable periodic orbits and fixed points can occur prior to a bifurcation 
related to increasing reactive load. This means that if collapse is related to the 
loss of a sufficiently large basin of attraction for the desired stable operating point, 
simple monitoring of bifurcation of fixed points will not be sufficient to identify 
possible collapse. In the next chapter we will examine the effects of bifurcations 
and differing modes of behaviour on basins of attraction.
Continuation methods can be successfully and efficiently applied to the 3-Bus 
model. In particular, a very simple expression can be given for the definition of 
Poincare sections and of phase conditions in periodic orbit approximation; this 
generalises to larger power system models. Implicit methods are recommended 
for the calculation of trajectories in the system.
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Chapter 5
3-Bus M odel — 2-Param eter and 
Basin Erosion Investigation
5.1 In trod uction
In this chapter we consider the two-parameter continuation of the saddle-node 
and Hopf bifurcation points discussed in the previous chapter. We show that loci 
of saddle-node and Hopf point meet at a co-dimension 2 Bogdanov-Takens point 
(BT-point) and we link the existence of the BT-point with nearby Sil’nikov-type 
homoclinic orbits. The BT-point acts as a organising centre1 in the bifurcation 
structure of the model and plays a significant role in helping to understand the 
overall mechanism of voltage collapse through the destabilisation of fixed points 
and the erosion of basin boundaries.
BT-points will arise naturally in much larger systems as operating parameters 
change; hence we consider the observed dynamics of the 3-Bus model to be a fairly 
general explanation for much of the dynamics associated with voltage collapse. 
Because of the importance of the BT-point we consider in detail techniques for 
calculating it for both the reduced system and for more complex systems.
This understanding of the bifurcation structure of the 3-Bus model allows us 
to determine the the number and type of attractors at different parameter values. 
We then apply a Monte Carlo method to analyse the effect of varying parameters 
on the basins of attraction of these attractors and draw some conclusions about 
operating stability of the underlying power system.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. First we discuss the theory and 
numerical methods used for 2-parameter investigation of bifurcation points, in­
1This can loosely be defined as a set of parameter values, within a small neighbourhood of 
which the system has a variety of qualitatively different behaviours [26]
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eluding BT-points (Section 5.2). In Section 5.3 we present the full 2-parameter 
bifurcation structure of the 3-Bus model. The implications of this structure on 
the erosion of basin boundaries (and thus the practical stability of the system) 
are discussed in Section 5.4 along with some interesting numerical results. In 
Section 5.5 we show how knowledge of both the basin erosion and bifurcation 
information allows us to predict in detail the behaviour of the the 3-Bus sys­
tem at different parameter values. Finally, in Section 5.6, we draw some general 
conclusions from these results.
5.2 T heory and m ethods
5.2 .1  2-param eter con tin u ation  o f b ifu rcation  p o in ts
We have already discussed how a bifurcation point can be defined as the solution 
to some extended system, such as (4.35). We have also discussed how the implicit 
function theorem implies the existence of parameter dependent paths of solutions 
to non-linear equations. We can combine these two facts to produce methods to 
compute two-parameter paths of bifurcation points.
C ontinuation of H opf and saddle-node bifurcation points
The systems (4.35) and (4.36), used for detection of Saddle-node and Hopf bi­
furcations respectively, can be used within a continuation method to compute 
2-parameter paths of these points [85, 95].
Implementation requires the use of a Newton method to solve the extended 
system at each continuation step. The Jacobian used involves both the first and 
second derivatives of the dynamical system, / x, / xx, and can be approximated 
numerically. However, as we have already noted, the power system distribution 
network structure leads to a very sparse matrix f x and an even sparser tensor / xx; 
moreover this sparsity is known and fixed. Hence it is sensible to use explicitly 
computed Jacobians in application of the continuation method to 2-parameter 
continuation of bifurcation points.
5.2 .2  B T -p o in ts
We briefly introduced the definition of a BT-point in Section 3.2.5. We now 
present the necessary theory and computational methods in more detail so that 
we may examine the BT-point in the 3-Bus system.
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The algorithm above accurately computes paths of Hopf and saddle-node 
bifurcations. We wish to identify special values of the second parameter at which 
these two paths intersect. Such a point is generally referred to as a Bogdanov- 
Takens point (BT-point). BT-points have been shown to play an important role 
in ‘organising’ the dynamics of a variety of physical systems of high dimension, 
for example [96, 97, 98]. A similar organisation is seen in the 3-Bus model.
A BT-point is a co-dimension 2 bifurcation point; where a fixed point of the 
system has a Jacobian matrix f x with a zero eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity 2 
but of geometric multiplicity 1 [16]. An equivalent definition of BT-points is that 
they are points where the Jordan normal form of the Jacobian f x has a block of 
the form
7 0 1 \ / V5.1
0 0 )
and no other Jordan block associated with the zero eigenvalue. Subject to sat­
isfaction of transversality conditions and absence of certain symmetries in the 
system [16] this point occurs when there is a tangential intersection, in the 2- 
parameter plane, of a path of folds and a path of Hopf-bifurcations.
For parameter values close to that of the BT-point the dynamics of the system 
can be reduced [16] to that of a much simpler system given by one of the following 
normal forms:
x = y
y = vi +  v2x  +  x 2 ±  xy
Considering the +xy  case, note that there are fixed points at (x, y) = (±y/~H i, 0) 
for Hi < 0, no fixed points for Hi > 0 and a saddle-node bifurcation at Hi —
(5-2)
0, V/i2 G R. A Hopf bifurcation exists for /i2 =  +> /” Hi-
A more detailed analysis [16] of the normal form (5.2) shows that a path of 
homoclinic orbits also emanates from such a BT-point, at Hi ~  ~% fjL2- This is 
proved by use of Melnikov’s method. A co-ordinate transformation is made to 
show existence of a Hamiltonian system arbitrarily close to the normal form. A 
a closed form is given for a homoclinic orbit in this Hamiltonian system and this 
is then transformed back to the normal form co-ordinates to show existence of a 
homoclinic in the normal form system.
At the BT-point the homoclinic curve is also tangential to the loci of the 
saddle-node and Hopf points. As we shall demonstrate, the existence of this 
homoclinic orbit has a profound effect on the overall stability of the 3-bus system.
Figure 5.1 shows the loci of the bifurcation points near to the BT-point in the 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of bifurcation behaviour at a BT-point
fixed points, periodic orbits and homoclinic orbits.
This means that near a BT-point the dynamics of system (3.6) are governed 
by the solution of (5.2) on a 2-dimensional centre-manifold of the larger system 
[19]. The dynamics on this manifold, in particular the behaviour of the periodic 
and homoclinic orbits, completely describes the local behaviour of the original 
system. This remains true even for systems of much higher dimension than 
considered here and it is for this reason that we believe that an analysis of the 
BT-point for the simple 3-bus model is extendable and will give insight into the 
general behaviour of more complex power system models.
5.2 .3  D e tec tio n  o f B T -p o in ts
While calculating a path of co-dimension 1 bifurcation points in the two-param­
eter plane, we may check at each iteration whether we are in the neighbourhood 
of a BT-point. For instance, while following a path of saddle-node bifurcations 
we might monitor whether the eigenvalue with the second smallest magnitude 
changes sign in its real part. Having so detected the possibility of a BT-point we 
can then apply an algorithm to locate the BT-point to desired accuracy. Once 
again, this is by the solution of a suitable extended system, roots of which define
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a BT-point. Such a system is
F (x , A, //, v, w) =
f
fxV 
cl  V - l
f x W - V
. cow .
=  0 (5.3)
Here we are saying that we require a solution to the generalised eigenvalue prob­
lem associated with the Jordan block described above (5.1); that is f xv =  0, f xw = 
v.
In practice this formulation of the BT-point detection problem is highly ineffi­
cient. Given that our dynamical system (3.6) has dimension n, the Jacobian ma­
trix for system (5.3) (which must be inverted in a Newton-type solution method) 
is of dimension (3n +  2) by (3n +  2). Beyn [99] and Griewank and Reddien [100] 
developed decomposition methods to solve this problem more efficiently, as now 
described.
D ecom position  
Lemma 1
Define
A = f x  bo
cT 0
(5.4)
where 60, c0 G Rn . Then A is non-singular i f  (for instance) bo = f \  or and 
CoZMUx)-
Proof: ABCD-lemma [27],
Theorem  2 (Griewank and Reddien [100], as presented in B eyn [99])
Let A be defined as above and let functions g ,h  : (fi x R2) -> R and vectors 
U jU jE I" be defined by the solutions to
A




9_ 1 h 0
(5.5)
S(z, A,//) =
/(z ,  A,/i) 
g( x , \ , f i )  
h(x, A, fi)
=  0 (5.6)
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also satisfy the generalised right eigenvalue problem given in (5.3), and so define 
BT-points.
In addition, i f  we define p : ( f i x R 2) 4 R  and vectors -0, £ G Mn by
W ,g ] A = [  0,1] and [C',h]A = [ip,0 ]. (5.7)
then
g = g = ~'ipTf xv,
h = h = ipTv,
9z = ~ ^ TfxzV,
h2 = - ip Tf xzw -  CTfxZv,
where z can be either x , A or p; the roots o f (5.6) and solutions o f (5.7) give
(5.8)
(5.9)Tfx = 0, tpTb0 =  1,
C fx  = t/>, ( Tbo = 0;
that is to say the generalised left eigenvalue problem for f x.
Proof: See [100].
N ew ton ’s m ethod
Newton-type methods to solve (5.6) require us to solve the four (n  +  ^-d im en­
sional linear systems in (5.5) and (5.7) (involving inversion of A  and A T) and 
then solve the (n +  2)-dimensional system
(5.10)
where we use (5.8) to give the derivatives of g and h (f xx, f x\, f Xii can be calculated 
explicitly or numerically). The following theorem presents an efficient way to 
solve this system. This was shown in [100], but is presented here in a different 
form and with a minor correction2.
Theorem  3
I f  we find g , h, v, w, 'ip and (  from (5.5) and (5.7) as above and solve the following
fx fx fix 8x 7‘
9x 9x 9ix SX =  — a
hx h \ h^ Sp h
2The terms invovling g  in (5.11) were ommited in [100], but do not affect the final answer 
as g  =  0 at the BT-point
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(i>Th) + {gel A). 0
h /«
(Vfv) + (gclU). 0
f y
(tFf) + (gcU) 0
(5.11)
then the Newton correction (8x , 8 X,8 jj,)T in (5.10) is given by solution of the 






8t '  ^ T/ ;
9x'c 9x 9xfx 9n 9x1’fi 8 \ =  — 9 ~ 9 x f
_hxv h\ hxf \  hp hxf fJL_ 8p h -  hxf_
and
8x = (vSt) -  { f \8X) -  ( f ^ p )  -  / . (5.13)
Proof:
Add a further two rows and columns to (5.10) along with two dummy variables 



























(Note that the principal sub-matrix o f this expanded matrix is A  and that 8(f) = 
0j. The first two “rows” o f (5.14) can be rearranged to give
(5.15)fx bo
8x
= 8t V - 8 X 'fx — 8p v y
cFQ 0 8 (f) 1 0 0 0
Pre-multiplying this by A 1 we get
8x
= 8tA ~ l V -  8 XA~1 'fx -  8pA~l fn -  A -1 ' f
8 (f) 1 0 0 0 (5.16)
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We know from (5.5) that A  1 [5] =  [J]. The other three terms involving A  1 
are found as follows. Consider systems of the form
(5.17)
where a, 7  G Mn and (3 € M. Pre-multiplying this by [ipT, 0], gives
VfxOL +  P(ipTb0) = 7- (5.18)
FVom (5.7) we have ipTf x +  geo = 0 and ipTbo = 1. Hence (3 = ipTry +  gcfa . We 
can let 7  be successively f \ , and f ;  for these three cases let a  be referred to as 
fx, fn and f  respectively, giving the triple linear system  (5.11).
Equation (5.16) now gives us (5.13) and also
This gives the first row o f (5.12); the second and third rows are given by substi­
tuting  (5.13) into the last two rows o f (5.14).
In summary, this decomposition of the BT-point detection problem gives us a
5 .2 .4  B ranch  sw itch in g  at B T -p o in ts
As we have already stated, the BT-point acts as an organising centre for paths 
of folds, Hopf bifurcations and homoclinic orbits in the 2 -parameter space. We 
wish to calculate these paths, using continuation methods. However, to do this 
we will need to calculate an initial point on each of the paths. We can use ip, £ 
and equations (5.8) as part of this calculation as briefly described above. Further 
details can be found in [99].
Initialising paths o f saddle-node points and H opf points
For the computation of a paths of folds emanating from the BT-point, the initial 
step in the continuation algorithm will converge provided we do not attem pt to 
step too far from the BT-point.
For a point on the path of Hopf bifurcations, we require the Jacobian at the 
fixed point to have a pair of eigenvalues of the form A =  ±ei. The BT-point can
0 = 5<p = (gSt) -  (i>Tf xS\) -  (ipTn5fi) -  ipTf- (5.19)
number of smaller systems to solve (when compared with solving (5.3) directly) 
involving just 2 large matrices (A  and A T) plus a 3 x 3 system.
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be thought of as the point where e = 0; we must choose a suitably small value of e 
in the first step of our Hopf-point continuation method. However, it is important 
not to choose a value too small, as the Jacobian of the defining system may be 
singular [96].
It is interesting to note that in the investigation of the 3-bus system, the 
converse applied. The continuation algorithm following a path of Hopf-points 
broke down as the path tangentially approached a path of folds, giving evidence 
for what later proved to be a BT-point.
Initialising paths o f hom oclinic orbits
To start the calculation of the path of homoclinic orbits emanating from the 
BT-point, a usual procedure is to determine an “approximate” homoclinic orbit 
close to (but not precisely at) the BT-point and to then use this as the first 
point in a continuation algorithm for homoclinics. Details of this are given in 
[99]. The numerical procedure for calculating this approximate orbit is analogous 
to the procedure used to prove the actual existence of the path of homoclinic 
orbits. By a change of coordinates, the system is transformed to the normal form 
(5.2), a homoclinic orbit for this normal form is given explicitly at a specified 
small distance from the BT-point, and the transformation reversed to give an 
approximation to the homoclinic orbit in the original system (4.5). This method 
may not give a very precise approximation to a homoclinic orbit, due to the 
higher order terms neglected in the normal form calculation, but it has been used 
with success to initialise more sophisticated homoclinic continuation algorithms.
Lim itations o f branch-switching m ethods
The system is highly sensitive at the BT-point, due to the close proximity of 
multiple paths of bifurcation points. This can cause problems when initialising 
computation of these paths.
If a starting point is selected that is too close to the BT-point, the accuracy 
needed to distinguish computationally between the different types of behaviour 
may be larger than is available, since the BT-point is only computed to finite 
accuracy. Conversely, if a starting point is chosen too far from the BT-point, 
non-linear terms in the system may become large and so the normal form (5.2) 
may not give predictions of sufficient accuracy for initialisation of Newton and 
continuation methods.
We believe that this is a problem when computing a point on the path of 
homoclinic orbits, which has caused the branch switching algorithm not to behave
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as predicted. Of course, as is often the case with numerical implementations, it 
is also possible that these problems have arisen as a result of a bug in our code.
5.2 .5  S um m ary
This gives us a computational methodology for a more complete detection of 
the bifurcation structure. First locate a fixed point of the system (e.g. a stable 
operating point); perform continuation on this fixed point and detect a saddle- 
node bifurcation. Compute a path of saddle-node bifurcations and detect a BT- 
point. Finally, compute paths of Hopf and homoclinic bifurcations emanating 
from the BT-point.
5.3 2-param eter continuation  resu lts
We now demonstrate how the theory and methods developed above can be applied 
to the 3-Bus model, leading to a full understanding of its 2-parameter bifurcation 
structure and resulting dynamical behaviour.
5.3 .1  Full 2 -param eter an alysis for 3 -B u s m od el 
The physical m eaning of the param eter values
These curves naturally all continue into the parameter range Pi < 0. This is ap­
parently an unphysical approach as this would correspond to a scenario in which 
the loads (or at least the constant part of the empirical induction motor load) 
are providing power to the rest of the network. However our aim is to investigate 
the qualitative behaviour of a highly reduced system and demonstrate the effec­
tiveness of certain methods, so there is a two-fold justification for considering the 
Pi < 0 parameter region.
We find that by following paths of certain bifurcation points we consider values 
of the parameters which are not especially physical. However, by identifying 
organising centres (such as the BT-point) for the dynamics in these regimes we 
can infer a lot about the dynamics in the more physically interesting regions of 
parameter space. So we may step into the region in which the model is possibly 
invalid in order to find dynamical phenomena which may have effects in the 
“valid” region; such a procedure is widely used in other investigations of physical 
systems.
In addition, the position in 2-dimensional parameter space of the structures 
and phenomena described may be dependent on further parameters. Hence if
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these parameters were to change or be adjusted, the phenomena occurring in 
a “physically unrealistic” region could move to a parameter region where they 
might be observable.
Concisely -  we are not troubled by taking Pi < 0 since it may lead us to find 
things out for Pi > 0 that we would not have found otherwise.
2-D loci o f saddle-node bifurcations
As we have discussed, a saddle-node point is sufficient to give rise to voltage 
collapse. We now see that a path of such points provides a clear boundary in 
parameter space for the region of “feasible” operating points.
The paths of the main saddle-node bifurcation and the two subsidiary saddle- 
node bifurcations on the the unstable branch of fixed points are given in Fig­
ure 5.2. The main fold can be thought of as the maximum reactive power Qi 
transfer point over all values of Pi. This is interesting because it clearly shows 
that there is an interaction between the the real and reactive loads which can 
be understood through continuation methods and could be used by engineers to 
provide a more efficient and stable supply of power to users. The 2-D diagram 
shows that the curve of saddle-node points itself has a maximum value when 
Q i =  11.45 occurring when Pi =  —1.5. Observe that this is close to the value 
obtained when Pi =  0. Thus the observed maximum reactive power point given 
when Pi =  0 is in fact close to the point of maximum reactive power transfer 
over all values of Pi.
2-D loci o f H opf bifurcations
A similar diagram to that of the locus of saddle-node bifurcation points is plotted 
for the paths of the sub-critical and super-critical Hopf bifurcation points (Fig­
ure 5.3). It can be seen that for Pi > 0 the two Hopf points approach each other 
and eventually coalesce at Pi «  1.46. The periodic orbits and chaotic structure 
in the region between the Hopf points (as shown in Section 4.5.1) vanishes for 
Pi > 1.5 leading to relatively simple and predictable dynamics in this region 
of parameter space. This scenario of the annihilation (or creation) of complex 
periodic behaviour has been observed in many systems, see for example [101, 102].
For Pi < 0, the sub-critical Hopf bifurcation occurs at consistently lower 
values of Q i as Pi is decreased. This implies that the system could be more 
susceptible to destabilising periodic behaviour at these lower real power demand. 
In contrast, the path of the right-hand, supercritical, Hopf bifurcation approaches 
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Figure 5.2: Paths of saddle-node bifurcations in 3-Bus model, in P\-Q \ parameter 
plane. Dotted lines denote location of the 1-parameter Figures 4.10,4.3.
more clearly if we plot and enlarge both paths at once, Figure 5.4.
2-D loci of th e  cyclic fold points
The branch of cyclic fold points which includes the point observed when (Qi, Pi) 
=  (10.81766, 0) may be followed using the method described above yielding the 
curve shown in Figure 5.4. Observe that this curve exists for values of Q\ in 
general rather less than the value at which Hopf bifurcation occurs, with a con­
sequent reduction in the parameter range in which we see only a stable fixed 
point. The locus of the cyclic fold point intersects the locus of the Hopf points at 
(Qi, Pi) =  (11.14798,1.31408) -  below the point of Hopf coalescence. This curve 
of cyclic folds is not unique; cyclic-folds associated with the Sil’nikov bifurcation 
are plotted in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.3: Path of Hopf bifurcations in 3-Bus model, in P\-Q \ parameter plane 
T he B T -po in t in th e  3-bus m odel
The tangential intersection of the paths of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation 
points gives strong evidence for the existence of a BT-point as described in the last 
section. The existence of this point is determined computationally by monitoring 
the second rightmost eigenvalue of the system Jacobian matrix as we compute 
the path of saddle-node bifurcations in Figure 5.2. This second eigenvalue must 
vanish at the BT-point; if it changes sign over two successive continuation steps 
then the BT-point must lie between them. To further refine the location of this 
point we apply the algorithm described in section 5.2.3, using one of these two 
saddle-node bifurcation points as an initial guess.
Applying this method to the 3-Bus system gave a BT-point at
= (11.45907, -1.41946), (5.20)
(Sm, um, 6, V)T =  (0.42224,0,0.21355,0.93164)r . (5.21)
The corresponding eigenvalues of the system at this point are 0,0, —3.059 and 
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Figure 5.4: Path of cyclic folds in 3-Bus model, in P\-Q \ parameter plane
dynamics, merely indicating the rate of convergence onto the centre-manifold of 
the BT-point. The BT-point now acts as an organising centre for paths of saddle- 
node bifurcations, Hopf bifurcations, period doubling bifurcations and homoclinic 
orbits.
5.3.2 H om oclinic orbits
The theory discussed earlier ensures the existence of a path of homoclinic orbits 
in P\-Q \ parameter space starting at the BT-point. Each such homoclinic orbit 
contains an unstable fixed point.
The method described in Section 5.2.4 was tried for (4.5) but failed in practice. 
It may be that the initial guess for the homoclinic orbit was not sufficiently 
precise; this may be due to the linearisation at the BT-point only being valid 
very close to that point.
An alternative procedure, which did work, was to approximate the path of 
homoclinic orbits by a path of high period periodic orbits (e.g. period T* =  
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Figure 5.5: 2-D bifurcation diagram for 3-Bus model, in P\~Q\ parameter plane, 
including BT-point.
bifurcation at Pi =  —1.31329 and Qi = 11.45918 was followed as Pi was varied 
until the orbit had a period T*. The locus of the period T* orbit was then followed 
as Pi and Q\ were varied. The resulting curve in parameter space of these high 
period points is then shown in Figure 5.5. Note the qualitative similarity between 
this figure and the Figure 5.1
The resulting computed curve is clearly tangent to the curve of Hopf and 
Saddle-node points at the BT-point. Furthermore, the curve has a high curvature 
at this point. This curvature indicates that the normal form will only be an 
accurate reduction of (4.5) very close to the BT-point and this explains the 
difficulties with the first procedure for calculating the homoclinic orbits.
We illustrate the above calculation by giving the trajectory of the resulting 
high period orbit in the two cases of (Q i,Pi) =  (11.45916,-1.33260) which is 
close to the BT-point and {Qi,P\) = (11.43866, —1.05069) which is rather more 




Figure 5.6: Approximate homoclinic orbits (a) close to, and (b) slightly away 
from the BT-point
In a comprehensive new figure (Figure 5.7) we plot all these loci. This gives 
what we believe is a complete picture of the structure of the bifurcations in the 
two parameter space. This picture is likely to be similar in any related power 
system models with a BT-point and an associated Sil’nikov bifurcation. Note 
that the locus of cyclic folds C F 2 is not the only such locus associated with the 
Sil’nikov bifurcation. Paths can be plotted of the other cyclic folds shown in 
Figure 4.11 and these will lie within Regions 5 and 6
5.4 Im p lica tio n s  of re su lts  o f 2 -p a ra m e te r  an a l­
ysis on  basin  erosion
5.4.1 Basin  erosion
When considering the possibility of a systems such as the 3-Bus model (4.5) start­
ing from a general initial condition and potentially exhibiting voltage collapse, 
we are interested in the basins of attraction for the attractors of that system. 
These are the sets of initial state values for which the corresponding trajectories 
have the property that they converge to the stable fixed point, or to a stable 
periodic orbit, or to a chaotic orbit (and are thus bounded). These basins are 
strongly parameter dependent. It is well known that even for very simple dy­
namical systems the boundaries of these basins may be highly complicated, even 
fractal [102]. For calculations of safety margins and for avoiding voltage collapse 
we must find how these basins change in size and/or form as parameters change,
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particularly as we approach bifurcation points.
From an engineering perspective, the calculation of these basins will give infor­
mation as to what perturbations away from the stable fixed point are permissible 
(i.e. the trajectory returns to the desired operating point) and which are not 
permissible (i.e. convergence to some other attractor, or voltage collapse).
In practice we cannot investigate the whole of phase space, and so we must 
pick a bounded subset to use as our region of investigation for studies of basins 
of attraction.
R eview  of m ethods — Lyapunov functions, cell m apping and manifold 
estim ation
Various methods exist for estimating basins of attraction. A widely used method 
(Section 3.4.3) is the construction of a Lyapunov (or “energy”) function for the 
system; trajectories starting from points where this function is concave will con­
verge to the stable point about which the function is constructed. Hence the 
boundary of the region of concavity of the Lyapunov function is an estimate of 
the boundary of the basin of attraction.
There are two reasons why this approach has not been followed here. Firstly, 
although such functions have been constructed successfully for a wide class of 
power system models [3, 66, 70], it is not clear how to construct a Lyapunov 
function for the four-dimensional system (4.5) with the dynamical load model of 
the type we consider necessary for proper understanding of the voltage collapse 
problem.
Secondly, and more importantly, the Lyapunov function method will only give 
a subset of the basin of attraction. There may be points outside the region of 
concavity which have trajectories that converge to the attractor. If the basin 
boundary is highly structured (e.g. fractal, or if there are multiple attractors) 
the Lyapunov estimate may be very bad indeed. It is also not known precisely 
whether the Lyapunov function gives a good indication of the change in the basin 
as parameters vary.
A second widely used class of methods for calculation of basins of attraction 
are the cell mapping methods introduced by Hsu [103, 104, 105] and developed by 
others [106, 107]. These methods avoid the calculation of long time trajectories 
by dividing the region of investigation into a number of discrete “cells” . A short 
trajectory starting at each cell is calculated to give a discrete mapping from each 
cell to another. The cell mappings are then combined and analysed in various 
manners to give a full picture of the long time trajectory behaviour of the system
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and hence the basins of attraction. These methods are extremely useful for low 
dimensional systems. However, the calculation of the mapping from cell to cell 
does not scale well to dimensions greater than 3; although some initial results 
using these methods on the 3-Bus system were encouraging, we wished to use a 
method which is applicable to larger systems.
A third method of investigation of the basins of attraction is the calculation 
of stable manifolds of the fixed points and periodic orbits of the system. These 
manifolds will act as boundaries between basins of attraction. A number of 
efficient and general numerical methods have been proposed for such calculations 
[90, and references therein]. Although these methods generalise theoretically to 
high dimensional systems, like the cell mapping methods they are not currently 
practical for systems with dimension greater than 3 or 4.
M onte Carlo m ethods
We may randomly select a finite number of starting points within our region of 
investigation. We can then use a numerical procedure to calculate the trajecto­
ries starting from these points, over a suitably long time interval, and examine 
whether they lead to an attractor or to collapse. This method has been used 
with success in [108] to determine a wide variety of the possible dynamics in a 
dynamical system, some of which were not found by path following methods.
This method has several benefits. It is easy to adjust the accuracy of the 
method by simply changing the number of initial points, the error tolerance of 
the integration routine and the time-period of the total integration. This al­
lows a preliminary investigation at low tolerance; subsequent calculations can be 
performed at higher accuracy once regions of interest have been identified. The 
method is adaptable to systems of higher dimension and of arbitrary structure 
-  we may select an integration routine which most efficiently calculates trajec­
tories for that particular problem. The method is simple to code and to use. 
Although this is a rather brute force approach to basin calculation, the continu­
ing rapid fall in the cost of computational capacity makes this method viable as 
an experimental tool and perhaps an industrial one also.
This method can be thought of as the analogy for continuous systems of the 
iterative methods used to calculate fractal Julia sets.
Some care must be taken in the choice of integration routine used. The 
computed trajectories are only estimates of those in the real system, but we 
desire them to have the same qualitative behaviour; that is we wish the numerical 
schemes, considered as discrete dynamical systems to “shadow” the underlying
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continuous system. It has been proved that several commonly used integration 
methods do not have this property [109]. To guarantee proper qualitative results, 
for DAE systems and stiff systems such as power system models, we must use 
methods such as backwards differentiation -  even though they may be more 
computationally expensive.
For the results below, integration was initially performed using the RK-2(3) 
solver with adaptive step-sizing, which is a default method in Matlab. However, 
the step-sizes used by this explicit method were too small to be efficient for 
the long time-period calculations necessary; in addition the step-size selection 
algorithm created quite obvious errors and discontinuities, probably related to 
the stiffness of the system (4.5). As an alternative, the implicit second order 
method TR-BDF2 [110] was used with much greater success.
5.5 T he im plications o f th e  b ifurcation  diagram  
on th e  system  dynam ics
The significance of the previous calculations is that we can use bifurcation infor­
mation to divide up parameter space into different regions where we expect to 
see contrasting dynamical behaviour. This allows us to estimate which parameter 
regions are likely to be dangerous from a point of view of voltage collapse and 
how this might occur.
5.5 .1  In terp retin g  th e  b ifu rcation  d iagram
With respect to problems such as voltage collapse, we may consider the usefulness 
of the bifurcation diagram in two different ways.
One interpretation is to think of the parameters as real, theoretically mea­
surable values which change over time (but over a time scale much larger than 
that of individual system trajectories at a particular fixed parameter value). So 
considering all other parameter values as fixed, we would be interested in what 
happens as we move continuously through parameter space, especially in the case 
where we are initially at a stable steady state and then experience a bifurcation 
as our path through parameter space intersects a path of bifurcation points of 
this fixed point.
Alternatively we can think of the parameters as being fixed and use the bifur­
cation diagram to explain the behaviour of the system at those fixed parameter 
values, in terms of the dynamical objects (e.g. stable and unstable fixed points,
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periodic orbits and homoclinic orbits) that the bifurcation diagram tells us may 
occur at that point. This could be useful if we assume the system at this param­
eter value to model the behaviour of power system after a fault or a disturbance. 
In this post-fault or post-disturbance case we would not assume that we were at 
a stable fixed point, but instead we would be interested in what might happen 
to a general trajectory starting at some point in phase space.
The first interpretation would be useful for real-time monitoring of a system, 
the second for predicting and analysing the behaviour of a proposed system. The 
two interpretations are not entirely distinct.
5.5 .2  P aram eters for tra jecto ry  and M o n te  C arlo com pu­
ta tio n
The following results were each computed in Matlab using the method described 
in Section 5.4.1. 8000 initial conditions were used from the range ( ^ ,  a;0, <5°, V°) G 
[—7r,7r] x [—2,2] x [—7r,7r] x [0,2.5]. The TR-BDF2 method used a relative 
tolerance of 10~3 and an absolute tolerance of 10-5. Trajectories were said 
to have escaped (voltage collapse) and integration halted if (Sm, u , 8 ,V )(t)  0 
[<5j^  — 2 7 r,^  +  2ir] x [—2.5,2.5] x [<5° — 2ir,5° +  27r] x [0,3.5]. Here we are not 
allowing phase changes at load or generator of more than 2 ir, or allowing nega­
tive voltage magnitude -  this would be too physically unrealistic. Calculation of 
trajectories was halted after 100 seconds (or after 50,000 steps), at which time 
the trajectory was assumed to have converged sufficiently close to an attractor.
These parameters constitute a reasonable trade off between accuracy and 
speed. More initial points, smaller tolerances, longer integration time and a less 
naive definition of “attracted” would give more accurate results, but the method 
would be less useful as an experimental tool. In particular it has been noted [32] 
that in the presence of periodic and chaotic attractors, the time to collapse may 
be atypically long. Our observations confirm this and so we suggest use of longer 
integration time as a way of improving the results rather than more points or 
better tolerances.
5 .5 .3  D yn am ics for regions in th e  2-D  b ifu rcation  d iagram
We take each region in Figure 5.7 in turn and discuss the likely dynamics and 




Outside the region bounded by 2-parameter path of the primary saddle-node 
point. There are no known stable (fixed point or periodic) solutions in this 
region and all trajectories experience voltage collapse.
R egion 1.
This region is characterised by reasonably low values of the parameter Q i, the 
existence of a stable steady state at a higher (physically realistic) voltage, and an 
odd number of unstable steady states at a lower (physically unrealistic) voltage.
Some parameter values in this region (i.e. Pi < 0) may be less physically 
valid than others, but as a whole this parameter region can be thought of as 
being operationally “safe” . The degree of this safety depends on the proximity 
to the paths of bifurcation points.
For investigation of basins of attraction in this region, we choose four typical 
parameter values (Q i,P i) =  (0,0), (5,0), (7.5,0) and (11.22,1.5); recall that the 
primary saddle-node bifurcation occurs at (Q i,P i) =  (11.41146,0). The results 
are plotted in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12 respectively. Recall that the only 
physically realistic attractor in this parameter region is the stable fixed point. 
All trajectories not leading to this point diverge to oo (voltage collapse).
Each shows the randomly chosen initial values ( ^ , 0 ;°,^°, V°) projected onto 
the planes (Sm,u)  (plane of generator variables) and (5, V)  (plane of load vari­
ables) . The values are colour coded depending on whether they lead to the stable 
fixed point (black) or lead to collapse (yellow). We also plot on each graph the 
stable (red diamond) and unstable (red square) fixed points for that parameter 
value.
The first three of these figures show that there is a clear reduction of in the 
size of the basin of attraction as the reactive power increases towards the value at 
which Hopf and saddle-node bifurcations occur (but still remains some distance 
from paths of such points). We may also see that the basin boundary suggested 
by these computations does not have the hyper-spherical structure as might be 
suggested by some Lyapunov functions. Instead, there are points inside the basin 
of attraction (especially in the 5 direction) which lie a long way from the stable 
fixed point.
In Figure 5.11 we plot some typical attracted and collapsing trajectories at 
these three parameter values.
Figure 5.12 show the basin computations at a point (Qi,Pi)  =  (11.22,1.5)
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Figure 5.10: Basin investigation results, (Qi ,P\)  =  (7.5,0)
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Figure 5.11: Typical trajectories, (a,b) (Qi, =  (0,0), (c) (Qi, Pi) =  (5,0), (d) 
(Q u P i ) =  (7.5,0)
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close to both the path of Hopf bifurcations and the path of saddle-node points. 
There are very few points attracted to the stable fixed point. The closeness of 
this parameter value to the bifurcation points means that the basin of attraction 
for the operating point has all but disappeared.
R egion 2.
The region is bounded by a path of cyclic folds C F 1 (i.e. limit points on paths 
of periodic orbits), a path of sub-critical Hopf bifurcations H —, and a path of 
period doublings PD.
In this region there exist multiple stable states -  a stable steady state and a 
stable periodic orbit. There are also unstable periodic orbits and unstable fixed 
points. If a disturbance were to occur, it would be possible for the trajectory to 
be attracted to the stable periodic orbit. The resulting oscillatory behaviour may 
lead to some form of collapse or shutdown.
We plot the basin computation for the parameter value (Qi, Pi) =  (10.96,0.3) 
in Figure 5.13. Some sample trajectories at this parameter value, Figure 5.14 
clearly show attraction to both the stable fixed point and to the stable periodic 
orbit, depending on the initial condition.
R egion 3.
This region bounded by the path of Hopf bifurcations H ±  and period doublings. 
P D  There are stable periodic orbits and unstable fixed points in this region, but 
no stable fixed points. The absence of period doublings in this region excludes the 
possibility of cascades to chaotic behaviour. Basin computations for this region 
(Figure 5.15) show that the basin of attraction of the periodic orbits is likely to 
be extremely small.
We plot a typical periodic orbit in Figure 5.16.
R egion 4.
A path of sub-critical Hopf bifurcations H — and a path of period doubling bifur­
cations P D  bound the points in this region.
Both stable fixed points and stable (period doubled) periodic orbits are pr­
esent at some parameter values in this region. (The period doubling path is of 
period doublings of the stable periodics emanating from the cyclic fold C F  1, not 
from the sub-critical Hopf points H - ) .  In some parts of this region there may 
exist further period doublings and cascades of such leading to chaos. There also
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Figure 5.12: Basin investigation results, (Qi, Pi) =  (11.22,1.5)
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Figure 5.13: Basin investigation results, (Qi,P\) = (10.96,0.3)
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Figure 5.14: Typical trajectories at (Qi, Pi) = (5,0), (a) attracted to fixed point,
(b) attracted to periodic orbit.
exist boundary crises of periodic orbits, also leading to loss of stability.
R egion 5.
No stable fixed points exist in this region, since we have greater values of Q\ than 
at the path H — of sub-critical Hopf points.
This region will contain all manner of periodic orbits (stable and unstable), 
chaotic orbits, possible boundary crises and double pulse homoclinic orbits, as 
shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.12. We would expect voltage collapse to be the 
dominant behaviour in this parameter region.
Since much of this region lies well into the “physically realistic” Pi > 0 region, 
we would want to avoid it as an operating region.
R egion 6.
This region lies between the path of homoclinic orbits Horn emanating from the 
BT-point and the path of the first cyclic folds C F 2 relating to the Sil’nikov 
behaviour. It contains an infinite number of periodic orbits and no stable fixed 
points. Any initial conditions will be attracted either to a periodic orbit or 
strange attractor, or to infinity (voltage collapse) and so this would not be a 
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Figure 5.15: Basin investigation results, (Q i,P i) =  (11.2,1.0)
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Figure 5.16: Periodic Orbit, (Q i,P i) =  (11.2,1.0)
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R egion 7.
There is no known stable behaviour or any periodic behaviour (unstable or ho- 
moclinic) in this region.
5.6 C onclusions
5.6 .1  G eneral
We have demonstrated that the dynamics of a simple power system model (4.5) 
may be investigated with reference to a co-dimension 2 Bogdanov-Takens point. 
This acts as an organising centre for the 2-parameter paths of saddle-node, Hopf 
and homoclinic bifurcations. The homoclinic orbits can be of Sil’nikov type, 
leading to multiple periodic and chaotic orbits.
This bifurcation information can then be used to guide an fuller investigation 
of the 2-parameter dynamics of the model; allowing us to predict the dynamics 
occurring in different regions. We have shown that significant reductions in the 
size of basins of attractions of stable fixed points may occur well before actual 
bifurcation takes place.
We have discussed the numerical methods used for this analysis, allowing for 
its application to larger problems. The power system models clearly have a rich 
dynamical structure; investigation of this is of interest to both mathematician and 
power engineer. In the next chapter we make further investigation, along similar 
lines, of a larger (hence more physically realistic) system. This will demonstrate 
that the methods used are practical for bigger systems and that the results for 
those systems are also highly useful.
5.6 .2  M on te-C arlo  m eth o d
There is scope for refinement of the Monte-Carlo method used to investigate the 
basins of attraction of the 3-Bus model. One might define hypersheres of varying 
sizes centered around the attractors and analyse the proportion of initial condi­
tions in each sphere that are attracted. In this way some statistical information 
about the shrinkage of the basin boundaries might be determined without explicit 
calculation of the boundaries themselves. In addition, the range from which ini­
tial conditions are chosen could be adapted according to the estimated size of 
the basin, in order to give better representation of the basin as it shrinks. These 
refinements could be carried out using the 3-Bus model, or some other dynamical
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system with better known properties.
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Chapter 6 
The M 4B6 M odel
6.1 In trodu ction
In this chapter we introduce and investigate another power system model, the 
M4B6 model. This consists of 6 buses, 4 of which are “machines” (generators), 
with the remaining two buses being loads. This model is similar in concept to 
the 3-Bus model discussed in previous chapters, but is of increased complexity. 
We present a full derivation of the model, with reference to our earlier discussion 
of power system modelling. Some consideration is given to the implementation 
of the model, and the ways in which this generalises to larger complex power 
systems. We apply the same methods to the model as used in previous chapters 
and present some results. In particular we also identify a BT-point in this model.
6.2 T he m odel
6.2 .1  M o tiv a tio n
We will firstly describe a general model and then proceed to describe a particu­
lar configuration motivated by real-world data. This is to demonstrate that the 
model is not dependent on any particular network configuration or set of param­
eters, and to allow easy implementation by others and extension to even higher 
dimensional models. As for the 3-Bus model, we can divide the general system 
into load, network and generation, and the models we use for each are directly 
motivated by the component models in the 3-Bus system.
The data used for the implementation of the M4B6 system is a simplified 
representation of the power network in North Wales with connections to the rest 
of the England h  Wales network and to the Scottish network.
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North Wales is of particular economic and practical importance to the oper­
ation of the UK grid, due to the location there of the two large pumped storage 
facilities at Dinorwig and Ffestiniog. These hydro-electric facilities use surplus 
power at off-peak times to pump water into a high level reservoir. At times of 
high demand this water can be released and used to generate power. These gener­
ators are exceptional in that they can achieve full generating capacity in less than 
16 seconds [111], a fact which can be crucial in using the power available from 
pumped storage to help remedy problems elsewhere in the network. They can 
also be started without needing a supply of power from elsewhere in the network, 
a fact which could be crucial after a widespread voltage collapse incident.
The data used for the M4B6 model has been used for testing and development 
of computational analysis techniques by a number of authors [88, 112], and so 
seemed a sensible choice to further test the methods presented above.
6 .2 .2  E q u ation s and red u ction  to  O D E
We first consider a general network with M  -1-1 generator buses and N  load 
buses. We will then present the network configuration and the parameters that 
constitute the M4B6 model. This allows us to make some interesting points about 
the implementation of models of this type and to demonstrate the applicability 
of the methods to a class of models -  not just to one or two special cases.
In implementing this model, careful attention must be paid to the numbering 
of variables and parameters. Because the of the division of the model into load, 
generator and network, we need separate but related indices that number each 
load bus, each generator bus and each dynamical variable. We will use super­
scripted indices to indicate numbering of variables and parameters at each load 
bus or at each generator bus, and subscripts to denote indexing of vectors (e.g. 
for vectors of dynamical variables).
First define the state vector
x = (  ) r (6.1)
(a) (6) (c) (d)
composed of (a) the generator phase angles, (b) the generator relative frequencies,
(c) the load phase angles and (d) the load voltages.
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G enerators
We need to choose one generator to measure the other angles against, so without 
loss of generality we set <50 =  0. This generator then becomes a “slack bus” 
representing the “rest of the network” in a geographically reduced model.
We model the other generators, i = 1 using the “swing” equation
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.3). Assuming constant mechanical power input and 
constant voltage output, at each generator bus i we have
Loads
Loads are modelled at each load bus i =  1 , . . . ,  JV using the empirical induction
Lines are modelled using the standard 7r representation (see [36] and Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4). At each bus the real and reactive powers from generation, load and 
network injection must balance, giving us two constraint equations for each bus.
For ease of definition of the network power injections, it helps to define vectors 
of voltages and phase angles at every bus. These are
(6 .2)
(6.3)
motor load of [8] in parallel with a constant P-Q load (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5). 
This is
PI = Pi + P{ + K ipJ l + K lpV(Vi + T iV i)





composed of (e) the voltage output parameters for each generator, (/) the voltage 
variables at each load, (g) the voltage parameter at the slack bus; and
(6.7)
composed of (h) the phase variables at each generator, (i) the phase variables at 
each load and (j) the phase parameter at the slack bus.
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Note that these vectors consist of a mixture of dynamical variables and pa­
rameters.
Let c(i) be the set of buses connected directly to bus z, for i = 1 , . . . ,  ( N + M +  
1). A bus is not considered to be connected to itself, so i £  c(i) or equivalently 
Ga — Ba — Bga — 0.
Now we may define the real and reactive power injections from the network 
into each bus i for i =  1 , . . . ,  (M +  N + 1), i.e. every bus, including the slack bus,
Pnet{x)i ~
(  (Vi)2 J 2  Gik \
k£c(i )
- V i  2^ V*  ( G i k  cos(^ “  <**)+ sin(^ “  )
Qnetip^)i
Then we may write
\  k £ c ( i)
- V ?  I Bs,i+ ^ 2 ( B Slik + B ik)
fc£c(x)
-V i  ^ 2  v k ( Gik sin(^  ~  ~ Bik cos(^  ~  ^ )
\  kec( i )
(6 .8)
(6.9)
Pe(x)n =  +Pnef(x)n 
Qz(x) =  Qnet(x)(n+M) 
P i(x )n =  - P net(x)(n+M)
n  =  1 , . . . ,  M  
n = 1 , . . . ,  N  





Figure 6.1: A trivial example of a bus acting as a junction (no load or generator)
V ector field
These definitions may now be combined to give the vector field x =  f (x), where
for i =  1 M  
where n — i
for i =  (M +  
where n =  i — M  =  1, . . . ,  M
Si (x) =  < hr {Q,(x)" - Q o - Q " -  K V "
for i =  (2M  +  1),  • • •, (2M  +  N) 
where n — i — 2M  =  1, . . . ,  N
T nKk -  ( f l ( x r  -  p0n -  -  * ; /< -» (* ) )  -pV
for i =  (2M +  N  +  1 ) , . . . , 2 M  +  2N 
where n =  i — (2M +  W)  =  1 , . . . ,  N
(6.13)
for i =  1 , . . . ,  2(M +  V).
R ed u c tio n  of th e  D AE to  an ODE
In a general power system model we cannot assume that all buses are either 
generator or load buses. There may be buses of a third type which are merely 
junctions within the network (Figure 6.1).
At each of these buses we must apply Kirchoff’s law (6.8,6.9), leading to a 
constraint on the system. If we have P  such junctions, we must consider the 
algebraic variables
y =  (S1, . . . , S P, V \ . . . , V P) T (6.14)
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at these buses. If V  and 5 are suitably extended to include the variables in y  
we can then make obvious extensions Pnet(x ,y) ,  Qnet(x , y) and f (x , y) from 
(6.8,6.9,6.13). We can then write the system as an DAE
x =  f (x ,y )  
0 =  g (x, y)
(6.15)
where g (x, y) is defined by
for i =  1 , . . . , P  
where n =  i +  (2M +  2N  +  1) =  
(2 M +  2 N  +  2 ) , . . . ,  (2 M  +  2 N  +  1 + P)
9i (x) =  < (6.16)
for i =  (P +  1)........ 2P
where n =  i +  (2M  +  2N  +  1) — P  =  
(2 M  +  2 N  +  2 ) , . . . ,  (2 M  +  2 N  +  1 +  P )
As we have mentioned above (Section 3.4.2) this DAE form in general defines 
a dynamical system, but leads to a substantial increase in the complexity of both 
the theory and the computational algorithms needed to analyse the system.
This leads us to a conclusion which is somewhat counter-intuitive from the 
viewpoint of an engineer. If we allow in our system buses which are simple 
junctions, or indeed buses which have very simple load models (such as constant 
loads or some other model depending on only the algebraic variables y) then the 
system will be a DAE. This will have a consequential impact on the complexity of 
the techniques needed to analyse the system. If we have no such simple junctions 
and all load models involve the derivative of some or more of the variables x, 
then the system will be an ODE and the much simpler investigative techniques 
discussed in previous chapters may be used. (It is important to note that the 
resulting ODE may still be stiff). Increasing the complexity of the load models 
makes the analysis of the entire system easier, not harder. This also applies 
to the consideration of other components such as transformers, which might be 
considered as a simple junction or by some algebraic form in a simple power 
system model, but could also be represented by a more complex dynamical model.
In the M4B6 model described below in Section 6.2.3, the physical network is 
simple enough not to have any junctions of the type shown in Figure 6.1 and so 
the whole system can be reduced to a system of ODEs.
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D erivatives and m atrix sparsity
In implementations of models of this type suitable for either continuation or nu­
merical calculation of trajectories, we are likely to want an explicit representation 
of the Jacobian matrix
f* = { | £ } ,  i , j  = l , . . . , ( 2 M  + 2N).  (6.17)
This is given in Table 6.1.
These expressions depend on the following quantities
&Pen dPnet(x)n
d8n,
d p ;  &pnet(x),
dSn' dS{n,+M) ’ 
dP? = dPnet{x)n
W 71' ~  d\>{nl+M)'
O Q f  _  d Q n e t  ( x )  (n+M)
“  d6n,
_  d Q net(x)(n+M)
dfin'+M 
9 Q r = dQnet (x)(n+M)
~~ d v [n,+M)
dPtn = dPnet(x)(n+M)
“  dSn,
dPp _  dPnet(x)(n+M)
dPp _  dPnet(x ){n+M)









j= l , . . . , ( 2M+2N)j^i+M
j = i + M
j= {M +l ) , . . . , 2M
j = i —M
j= (2 M +l ) , . . . , ( 2 M +N )
j= (2 M +N +l ) , . . . , { 2M +2 N )
n ' = j —M=l , . . . ,M
n'^n
n'—j —M —n
n ' = j - 2 M = l , . . . , N
n '= j - ( 2 M + N ) = l , . . . , N
1 dP?  




" M n d5n' 
1 dP? 
M n d V n>
i= (2M+l ) , . . . , ( 2M+N) n = i —2M N
j —(M-\-l), . . . ,2M
j= (2M +l ) , . . . , ( 2M +N )
j= (2 M + N + l ) , . . . , ( 2M + 2N )j^i+N
j = i + N
n '= j - 2 M = l , . . . , N









9Q?   jy-n
QVn qv
- 2  K ^ V "
t= (2 M + iV + l),... ,(2 M + 2 iV ) n = i - ( 2 M + N ) = l , . . . , N
j = M + l , . . . , 2 M
j= 2 M + l , . . . , 2 M + N
j= 2 M + N + l , . . . , 2 M + 2 N
j = i
n ' = j —M=l , . . . ,M
n ' = j —2M=l , . . . ,N
n ' = j —(2 M + N )—l,. . . ,N
0
1 ( d p ?
T nKpV
1 If  d p p
T nK £ y  \{ d V n>
zsnpu> 9Q r '
K n±%kquj M i .
Isn dQ
K n±xq uf dSn' ,
jy’npuj 9Q?
K ” d V n
( dV-




K ”u \ d V »
- K n ) gy }
Table 6.1: 1st derivatives of M4B6 type model
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\These are in turn given by the following
&Pnet (x) i
dV<
' ( 2  V ^ G i k  \
fc£c(i)
-  ^  Vfc ( G ik cos(4 -  6k) +  B ik sm(6i -  4 ) )
\  k£c(i) )
- V i  ( Gij  cos (4  -  5j) +  Bij  sin(4 -  ^ ))
0
j  G c(i) 




Vi J2 V k ( G i k  sin(4 -  4 )  -  B i k  cos (Si -  4 ) )  j  =  i
j  G c(z) 
i  £  c{i)




—2Vi I Bs,i +  (B s}ik +  Bik)
k £ c( i)
-  V*: ( G ik sin (4 - S k) -  B ik cos (Si - 4 ) )
V fcGc(i)
-V i (Gi j  sin (4 -  Sj) -  B {j cos(4 -  4 ) )
J =  i
j  G c(i) 
j  g  c(i)
dQnet(?t)i
dSj
—Vi Vk(Gi kCos (d i -5k)  +  B i k s i n ( S i - 5 k))  j  =  i
kec(i) v '
V iV j \ G i j  cos(i5, -  S j )  +  sin((5j -  S j ) J  j  6 c(i)
j  0  c(i)







than might first appear from Table 6.1 since there exists a sparsity in the Jacobian 
of the physical network upon which it depends -  for example dPnet(x)i/<9Jj =  0 
if j  £  c(i).
We can quantify the number of non-zero elements in fx in terms of N, M  and 
the size of the sets c(i). fx has 4M 2 +  8 M N  +  47V2 entries. Table 6.1 shows 
that M 2 +  2M  +  4M N  +  4 N 2 of these are potentially non-zero and so the matrix 
would appear to be fairly full if M  and N  are large. However, all but M  of 
these entries depend on network terms, and thus on the sparsity of the network 
Jacobians (6.19-6.22).
The sparsity of the network matrices can be examined as follows. Suppose 
each bus i is connected to an average of p other buses. Each network Jacobian has 
(M+7V+1)2 entries, (p+1)2 of which are non-zero. The value ofp  is dependent on 
the number of buses geographically close to each bus and is typically much smaller 
than M  and N  (the total number of buses of each type). Without actually proving 
the independence of p from M  and N,  it is clear that the average number of buses 
adjacent to any given bus does not increase appreciably as we add extra buses to 
the system (at least not until an finite area approaches physical saturation with 
buses!). Hence the number of non-zero entries in each network Jacobian (and 
hence in fx) is small, and remains fairly constant with respect to increases in M  
and N.  This holds independently of the particular dynamical models used for the 
loads and generators, the variables for which are truly local to that component.
Note that we know the sparsity of fx a priori. We know the network configu­
ration, as represented in the sets c(i); this governs the coupling in the system. So 
in the assembly of Jacobian matrices we only have to set up the constant values 
(zero or non-zero) once. We know in advance which values are not constant (with 
respect to state variables or continuation parameters) and we can calculate these 
each time the matrix is assembled.
Contrast this with the large sparse matrices typically appearing in the numer­
ical solutions of physical problems from mechanics or from fluid dynamics. The 
sparsity structure of these matrices depends crucially on the specific discretisation 
used. For example, in the case of finite element discretisation using simple basis 
functions with compact support, matrix entry (i , j ) will be non-zero if element 
i is adjacent to element j .  Either we must check all (i, j)  pairs for adjacency 
of elements at each assembly of the Jacobian, or we must store and keep track 
of information about which elements are adjacent. In practical implementations 
this is non-trivial, especially if we are using such techniques as automatic grid 






Figure 6.2: Network diagram for the M4B6 model
The second derivatives of f are needed for computations relating to bifur­
cation points. They are computed similarly and are given for completeness in 
Appendix B.
6.2 .3  M 4B 6  m od el sp ecifica tion
A circuit diagram for the M4B6 network is given in Figure 6.2.
This model consists of two types of bus-bar -  4 generator buses and two load 
buses. The parameters for this model are given in Appendix B.
6.3 1-param eter resu lts
As with the 3-Bus model, we choose real and reactive load parameters to use as 
continuation parameters. Since the M4B6 model has two loads, we define
PI = ^1,0 +  ApA; (6.23)
Q\ = QIo +  AqA, (6.24)
where Ap and Aq are the values used as continuation parameters. The normalised







Figure 6.3: Fixed points in M4B6 model, continuation in Aq . (Ap = 0)
steady state and at rated voltage V* = 1; so that
A, =  where e, =  P* +  K'pV (6.25)
6.3.1 Aq continuation
Increasing the total reactive load has the effect we expect from studies from the 
simpler model, namely the creation of a saddle-node point at the maximum power 
transfer point (Aq = 88.4826621). This is shown in Figure 6.3. Note that at this 
value of active load (Ap =  0) there are no Hopf bifurcation points.
6.3.2 Ap  continuation
Increasing the total active load also has the effect we expect. A circular path 
of steady states can be calculated (Figure 6.4). The stability of these operating 
points is lost at a saddle-node bifurcation point (Ap =  90.5182604) and at a Hopf 
bifurcation point (Ap =  —90.9139139).
Similar calculations can be performed at other values of Aq , with similar 
results.
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Figure 6.4: Fixed points in M4B6 model, continuation in Ap. (Aq =  0)
6.4 2 -p a ra m e te r  resu lts
Continuation of the saddle-node points discovered in the preceeding 1-parameter 
investigation give results as shown in Figure 6.5.
As with the 3-Bus model, this path defines a region in parameter space outside 
which there are no operating states of the system (called the feasibility region 
by some engineers Venkatasubramanian et al. [59]). To determine which states 
inside this region are stable and furthermore “safe” from voltage collapse, we 
must perform some further analysis. Using the methods described in Chapters 
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Figure 6.5: The locus of the saddle-node points in M4B6 model, 2-param eter 
continuation in (Ap,Aq)
the following sta te  and param eter values:
Aq =  90.8667758,
A P = -18.3734675,
We can also perform 2-parameter continuation of Hopf bifurcations, starting 
from the point detected in Figure 6.4. This is shown in Figure 6.6.
Contrast these diagrams with those in Section 5.3. The paths of bifurcation 
points tell us that in the M4B6 model there is a much larger area of parameter 




















Figure 6.6: The locus of Hopf bifurcation points (dashed) in M4B6 model, 2- 
parameter continuation in (Ap, Aq)
6.5 B asin  resu lts
As for the 3-Bus model, we can use a Monte Carlo method to investigate the 
effect of changing parameters on the basin of attraction of the operating point.
The following plots show the randomly chosen initial values projected onto 
the planes (£mi,u;i), ( ^ 2^ 2) (planes of generator variables) and (5i, Vi), (62, V2) 
(planes of load variables). The values are colour coded depending on whether 
they lead to the stable fixed point (black) or lead to collapse (yellow). We also 
plot on each graph the stable fixed point for that parameter value (red diamond).
Due to the higher dimension of the M4B6 system any effect on the basin is not 
as easy to show graphically as for the 3-Bus model. However, as expected there 
is a clear decrease in the number of starting points attracted to the operating 
point as we move closer to the saddle-node bifurcations (Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9) 
and closer to the Hopf bifurcations (Figure 6.10).
6.6 Q u a lita tiv e  dynam ics
The qualitative behaviour of the M4B6 system at collapse is very similar to that 
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Figure 6.8: Basin investigation results, (Ap ,A q ) =  (0,50.132958)
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Figure 6.9: Basin investigation results, (Ap ,A q ) =  (0,82.132038)
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Figure 6.11 shows part of a typical trajectory of the system while undergo­
ing collapse. The behaviour at the generator side is bounded and oscillatory, 
while the load voltage demonstrates classic finite-time blow-up behaviour. This 
is extremely similar to the dynamics shown in Figure 4.2.
6.7  C onclusions
The M4B6 model shares much of its dynamical behaviour with the 3-Bus model, 
in particular paths of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations and a BT-point. This 
has the expected effect on the basins of attraction of the system, with proximity 
to bifurcation causing a reduction in the basin size and hence making the system 
more prone to collapse. As with the 3-Bus model this collapse could be triggered 
either by a slow change of parameters causing the operating state (fixed point) 
to become unstable, or by a fault causing the system state to move outside the 
basin of attraction of the operating state.
Further dynamical investigation of this model would be possible. However, it 
would be equally important to consider other models of this type, with different 
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7.1 G eneral conclusions
In this thesis we have demonstrated the applicability of a dynamical systems 
approach to the study of power systems models.
7.1 .1  M od ellin g
We have considered a reduced power system model. This has proved to have a 
rich dynamical structure. However it is far from being what could be called a 
physically representative model. There exist far more detailed representations 
of both generator and network components. The dynamic load model used is 
more complex than some used by engineers for the study of the whole network, 
but we have shown that this can result in a simpler ODE representation of the 
power system, as opposed to the DAE representation used in large power system 
models.
7.1 .2  D yn am ica l behaviour
The models we have examined show a wealth of dynamical behaviour. The bi­
furcation structure with respect to increasing system loads has been shown to 
be governed by a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation point. This point can be found 
systematically by location and continuation of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation 
points. From the BT-point we can determine a wealth of other dynamical infor­
mation, both in terms of the bifurcation structure of the model and subsequently 
about the effect of bifurcation on the basins of attraction.
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7 .1 .3  A lgorith m s
A standard pseudo-arc length continuation algorithm has been used for investi­
gation of the steady state, periodic and bifurcation structure of the power system 
models. This has been broadly successful. Switching from BT-points to paths 
of homoclinic orbits was problematic, but alternative methods for location of 
the homoclinic orbits were successful once the existence of the homoclinics was 
determined as a consequence of the BT-point.
For calculation of trajectories in the power system models, it is clear that 
explicit error controlled Runge-Kutta methods do not give good results for these 
models, as a consequence of stiffness. Excellent results were however obtained 
using an implicit BDF method, the extra computational expense needed to solve 
the implicit system was balanced by the much increased step-sizes available.
It has been feasible to use explicitly stated functions for the derivatives of 
the system, with the Jacobian matrices being highly sparse. Importantly, this 
sparsity follows from the physical configuration of the power network and so is 
known a priori.
7 .1 .4  P red ic tio n  o f  vo ltage co llapse
Information about the location of bifurcations and the parameter dependent be­
haviour of basins of attraction has allowed us to make predictions of possible 
mechanisms for causing voltage collapse. Collapse can not be said to be the re­
sult of one particular bifurcation or other dynamical event, but can be explained 
in terms of the whole dynamical structure of the model.
We have presented an asymptotic solution of a simple power system model un­
dergoing collapse which agrees excellently with numerical results. The asymptotic 
solution shows voltage collapse to be a form of finite time blow-up behaviour. This 
blow-up only occurs in the load variables -  the generator demonstrates bounded 
but rapid oscillatory behaviour. The identification of voltage collapse as a finite­
time blow-up phenomenon has implications for the choice and implementation 
of numerical methods used to investigate the system. We would expect much of 
the asymptotic analysis to generalise to larger and more complex power system 
models.
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7.2 Im plications for pow er engineers
7.2 .1  M o d ellin g
We have shown that incorporation of a dynamic load model can actually make 
solution of the power system easier, not harder, through reduction of the general 
power system model from a DAE model to an ODE model (or for larger networks, 
at least to a DAE with lower dimensional constraints). It is often impractical in 
an practical engineering context to make a clear distinction between modelling 
and solution methods -  both are just tools used as part of the engineers job of 
“getting an answer” . However, we believe we have shown that a clear exposition 
of the modelling process can be practically useful, as well as being necessary when 
formulating the power system theoretically as a dynamical system.
7 .2 .2  R esu lts
The bifurcation structure of the systems we have investigated has proven to be 
mathematically rich. For a variety of reasons it is unlikely that all the mathemat­
ical modes of behaviour (such as homoclinic orbits) will be directly observable in 
real systems.
This does not mean that the bifurcation and dynamical systems approach 
should be dismissed. We have shown that knowledge of the bifurcation structure 
of a power system gives important and useful information about its behaviour, 
in terms of the stability of operating points and of the size of the basins of 
attraction of these points (transient stability). The generation of these bifurcation 
diagrams is both methodologically feasible (through the location of a BT-point) 
and computationally feasible.
7.3 A reas for possib le future research
Interesting and most likely fruitful further mathematical research could be carried 
out into many areas of power systems.
7.3 .1  E x ten d ed  m od els
It is clear that the models used in this thesis only go a small way to representing 
the behaviour of power systems in the “real-world” . The basic framework we have 
presented could be made more accurate in two ways. Firstly the complexity with 
which the individual components of the system are modelled could be increased
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-  we have discussed some of these component models. This could include inclu­
sion in the model of control devices, switches, transformers and even better load 
models. All of these models would need to be formulated rigorously and their 
parameters chosen to accurately reproduce observed system behaviour. Secondly, 
the total number of components in the system could be increased substantially.
7.3 .2  A lg o rith m  d evelopm en t
The algorithms used in this thesis could be developed further with application to 
power system models. In particular more research could be performed into the 
methods used to solve non-linear systems of equations arising from the study of 
power systems as dynamical systems. There is some existing research into the 
solution of such systems arising from numerical integration methods applied to 
power systems -  for instance iterative methods for matrix inversion, or methods 
that use a physical decomposition of the network to perform a decomposition of 
the mathematical problem. These could be adapted and applied to the contin­
uation problems studied here. Or a different approach could be taken using, for 
instance, a recursive projection method.
7 .3 .3  E x p ert sy stem
We have shown that a number of features of the behaviour of power system models 
can be understood in terms of a number of different types of bifurcation points 
interacting with each other. One could imagine that similar investigations could 
be performed algorithmically and automatically by an expert system, applied to 
a large but well defined class of models. This would require further development 
of numerical algorithms, along with an exhaustive investigation of exactly which 
bifurcations occur in more realistic systems and their effects on system behaviour 
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It can easily be shown [25] that solving the system (4.43,4.42,4.44) is equivalent 
to solving F (X ) = 0. Consider a Newton method to solve such a system for the 
unknowns X .  Define matrices
D  — { ( 3 i l n ,  f a  I n ’, • • • j P k l n )  j
V i =
A i2
\  Aik J
kki Ink h{
( otiiAn oinAii 
& 2 l A i 2  OL22Ai2
0 \kAi\ ^
0-2k,A i2




\  O k l A i k  O k 2 A i k  ' ' ' O i k k A i k ,  J
where Im is the ra-dimensional identity matrix. Then it is easy to show that the 
correction at each Newton iteration is given by the solution to
{  In h \ D  In
-V i Wi 0
In ^2 D  In
- V 2 W2 0
V Bx










Ax AT r n
Aftf Qn
Axjv+i / \  g /
, (A.6)
5xi ’ ^ z 5xjv+i ’
Now Afj only depends on x* and fi, and so a simple rearrangement eliminates
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the “local” variables fj to give
(  - r h  /„
- r 2 In
\  B >
where





\  Axjv+i j
(  n  + h1D W { 1Q1 )
r 2 +  h?DIV2 lQ-2
i n  + hND W NlQN
Ti =  /  +  hiD W -'V i.
(A.7)
(A.8)
Once this reduced system has been solved for the Newton corrections Ax,, we 
can update the local variables using
Af, =  W r \ - ri + ViAxi) (A.9)
A .2 Variable period
If we have problem defined on an interval [0, T] with T  unknown and with phase 




F '(X ')  =
and
q',, =  -  T /fx .j) , A'i j = T f x(xij), s, =
F (X ')
4>{X')  )  ’
/ ( x  il)
(A.10)
(A .ll)
In a Newton method we will need to solve the system
1 1 b 0 \ /  Axl \ /  rl \0££1 - * 1 Afi <3i
- I  - h 2D I 0 AX2 1 2O££1 - s 2 Af2 Q 2
- 7  - h N D  I 0 Axn IN
- V N W N  0 — s N Af jv Q n
Bi B 2 0 Axjy + 1 g
\ -£4- 0 -£$- 0 ..............  0 - x —\  axj d x 2 d x N d x N +1 9<t>~5t  / A T  / \  4> )
(A .12)
with W i, Vi and Qi defined as above but in terms of the T-scaled variables f  and 
A'.
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Then by an analogous process to before, we can eliminate the local dependence 
on fh in a Newton step, solve
- r i In








d<j> 0<f> 8<f> d</> Q<j>dx.2 dxN dT
and update the local variables with
Afj =  W - ' i - n  + KAxi +  Si A T).
f Axi ^ ( n+hxDW^Qi
Ax2 r2 + /i2DW2 1Q2
Axjv
~ —
r jv + hnDW^QN





M 4B6 and Other M odels. 
Param eters and Im plem entation  
details
B . l  M 4B 6 param eters
We use the following parameters in the M4B6 model, derived from [88].
We have three explicitly modelled generator buses (N  = 3), two load buses 
(M =  2) and one slack bus. With reference to Figure 6.2 we number them as 
follows
Bus number Local number Name Type
1 1 N W A L generator
2 2 SC O T generator
3 3 D IN O generator
4 1 P E N T load
5 2 D E E S load
6 — C E G B slack
(B.l)
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The network is defined by

















































( 0 0.012859197415709 0
-0.012859197415709 0 0
0 0 0
-51.9283844700871 - 0.052633573430683 -1542.16014044404
-12.0248754416224 --5.63742219938867 0
 ^ -1.22091917367928 --21.7113523548601 0
. . .  -51.9283844700871 -12.0248754416224 -1.22091917367928
\
. . .  -0.052633573430683 -5.63742219938867 -21.7113523548601
. . .  -1542.16014044404 0 0
0 -206.202530526901 -5.03279709419067
. . .  -206.202530526901 0 -146.802385662883
. . .  -5.03279709419067 -146.802385662883 0 /
(B-
B . =
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ / 0 \
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1.7203 0 0 0
and B shunt —
0 0 1.7203 0 0.5238 0 - 2
0 0 0 0.5238 0 0 0
v ° 0 0 0 0 0 J \ 0 /
The slack bus has parameters 




B .2  2nd partial derivatives for M 4B 6
Firstly calculate the 2nd partial derivatives of the network terms,
d2Pnet(x)t
dVjdVy
- 2  Y  Gik i = j =  j '
fcgc(z)
-  (Gij> cos (Si -  Sji) +  B if  sin(^ -  fy )) i = j  /  j j ,  j ' G c(i)
0 i ¥ : 3 = j ' ,  h i ' € c { i )




i = 3 = f
(B.9)
Y  V k ( G i k  sin(<5i -  6k )  -  B ik  cos(& -  6k ) )
kec(i) v '
Vi sin(6i -  Sji) -  B i r  cos(£ -  fy )) i = j  ^  j ',  j , j '  G c(z)
-V i (<3^ sin(^i -  fy) -  Biji cos(& -  fy )) j  =  f ,  j , j '  G c(i) (B-10)
sin(<5/ -  4 )  +  Bj/j- cos(fy -  ^ ) )  i = f  ^  h  h  f  G c(i)
otherwise




-V it^/ ^Gij/ cos(<5i -  J,-#) +  Biji sm(6i -  fy )) * = j /  j ' , h i '  G c(z)
ViV}/ ^G^/ cos(<5i -  6j>) +  Bij/ sin(6i - i ¥ = j =  j ' , h i '  G c(z)





i = 3 = 3- 2  [B s,i +  Sfeec(z) (B s,ik + B ik))
-  (G if sin(Si -  5f) -  B if  cos(^ -  Sf ) )  i = j  ±  j ' ,  j , j '  G c(i)
0 i ¥ zj = f ,  j , f € c ( i )  (B.12)
( G i j  sin(<5; -  S j )  -  B i j  cos(<5» -  Sj)) i = j 1 ^  j, j, j '  G c(i)
otherwise
^2Qnet(x)f _
-  E  Vfc (G ikcos(6i -  Sk) +  BifcSin(^ -  4 ) )
feec(*) v '
-V i cos(& -  5f) +  B if  sin(<5* -  Sf)) i = j  ±  j j ,  j ' G c(z)
Vi (Gij cos (& -  <*,•) +  sin(<5i -  ^ ) )  i = £ j = f ,  h  f  € c(i)
VJ (<2ij cos(<5i -  4 )  +  B^  sm(6i -  Sj)) i = f  ^  j, j , /  G c(i)
0 otherwise
i = 3 =  3
(B.13)




-V iV f (G if sin(<5; -  Sj0 -  B if cos(5i -  Sf)') * = j + j , f  € c(i)
< ViVf (G if sin(<5j -  Sf) — B if cos(di — Sj/)) *7i  3 =  j ' , h i '  € c(i)
- V fV j  ( Gf j  sin(6f  -  6j) — Bjij cos (Sji — Sj)) i = j ' ¥ : 3, j , j '  G c(i)
0 otherwise
(B.14)
Now we can calculate the 2nd partial derivatives of the global system, given 
in Table B.l.
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Table B.l: 2nd derivatives of M4B6 type model
Global numbering
( * , j , k )
Local numbering 
(n, n', n") d x j d x k
j=l , . . . , ( 2M+2N)
k=l , . . . , {2M+2N) 0
i=M+l , . . . , 2M
n '= j= l , . . . ,M 1 dP?
k=l , . . . ,M n"=k=l , . . . ,M M n 8n> 6n"m  m
n '= j= l , . . . ,M 1 d p ?
k=(2M+l) , . . . , { 2M+N) n”= k —2M=l , . . . ,N M n 8^ 8 n”
n '= j= l , . . . ,M 1 a p e"
k=(2 M +N+ l ) , . . . , 2 (M +N ) n”= k - ( 2 M + N ) = l , . . . , N M n 8 ^ V n"
j= (2 M+ l ) , . . . , ( 2M +N ) n ' = j —2M=l , . . . ,N 1 d P ”
k=l , . . . ,M n"=k= l , . . . ,M M n 8n> 8n"771
j= (2 M+ \ ) , . . . , ( 2M +N )
pWII£1II l
k={2M+l ) , . . . , (2M+N) n " = k -2 M = l , . . . ,N M n 8n> 8n"
j= (2 M+ l ) , . . . , ( 2M +N ) n ' = j - 2 M = l , . . . , N 1 dP?
k =(2 M +N +l ) , . . . , 2 ( M+ N ) n " = k - ( 2 M + N )= l , . . . ,N M n 5n> V n"
j= (2 M + N + l ) , . . . , 2 (M + N ) n ' = j —(2M+N)= l , . . . ,N i  a p en
k=l , . . . ,M n"=k=l , . . . ,M M n V n> 571"771
j= (2 M + N + l ) , . . . , 2 (M + N ) n ' = j - ( 2 M + N ) = l , . . . , N 1_ dP?
k={2M+l ) , . . . , ( 2M+N) n"—k—2M=l , . . . ,N M n V n Sn"
j= (2 M + N + l ) , . . . , 2 (M + N ) n’= j - ( 2 M + N ) = l , . . . , N 1 dP?
k=(2M +N+ l ) , . . . , 2 ( M+ N) n" = k —(2M+N)=l , . . . ,N M n y n ' y n "
i= 2 M +l , . . . , 2M +N n = i - 2 M = l , . . . , N
j= l , . . . ,M n'= j= l , . . . ,M 1
k=l , . . . ,M n"=k=l , . . . ,M M s g
j= l , . . . ,M n'= j= l , . . . ,M 1 dQY
k=(2M+l ) , . . . , ( 2M+N) n " = k -2 M = l , . . . ,N S ^ n"
nl= j = l , . . . ,M 1 dQ»
k=(2 M +N +l ) , . . . , 2 ( M+ N ) n " = k - { 2 M + N )= l , . . . ,N
j= {2M+ l ) , . . . , ( 2M +N ) II
£(M1■''lII 1 dQY
k=l , . . . ,M n"=k=l , . . . ,M
j= (2M +l ) , . . . , ( 2 M +N ) n ' = j —2M=l , . . . ,N 1 a g p
k=(2M+l ) , . . . , ( 2M+N) n"= k~2 M= l , . . . ,N K ”i, 8n'8n"
j= (2M +l ) , . . . , ( 2 M +N ) n ' = j —2M=l , . . . ,N 1 0QP
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